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TREASURER AND MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY _ THE DIVISION OF LABOUR

It is very important for members to realise that the jobs of Hon. Treasurer and Hon. Membership
Secretary have now been split up.

Our new Hon Treasurer is Michael Braithwaite and all queries of a financial nature apart from

SUBSCRIPTIONS should be sent to him at. l9 Buccleuch Street, Hawick, Roxburghshire, TD9 OHL,
Tel .  01450-372267.Fax 01450-373591, and not  to h is home address (g iven in theYear Book)which
is for his vice-county recorder duties only.

Mike Walpole remains our Hon. Membership Secretary and all queries regarding SUBSCRIPTIONS

and MEMBERSHIP should continue to be sent to him at. 68 Outwoods Road, Loughborough, Leics
LE l  I  3LY .  Te l  01509 -215598 .

EDITOR



lmportant Notices / Diary

Contributions intended for BSBI NEZS 77 should reach the Editor before
NOVEMBER I1997

MIKE WALPOLE - AN APPRECIATION

I was very pleased to have the opportunity, at the Annual General Meeting at Dorchester, to record a
tribute to Mike Walpole, our retiring Treasurer. Twenty-six years is a large chunk of anyone's lifetime
and for all of those years Mike and I have both been BSBI Officers.

When Mike was elected Treasurer in 1971, I was Secretary of Meetrngs Committee. We were then
thoroughly used to working with Mike's predecessor, Jack Gardiner, and we wondered 'Who is thrs
Mike Walpole?' We need not have worried . . . The following year I became Hon. General Secretary
and in all the years since, he has been a reliable, good humoured and wise advisor on BSBI affairs.

Since 1971 the Society has grown from about 1,600 members to nearly 3,000 involving much
extra work in administration. Mike's wife Ann has been able to take on a good part of this through the
membership records. But Mike's work for the Society has been voluntarl,- fitted into evenings and
weekends, year in and year out, and, until very recently, combined with an exacting and at trmes very
demanding '9-5 ' job

Mike tells me that when he became Treasurer he was told to expect to sign 2-3 cheques a r.veek
and 5 or so letters. Now it is 50 cheques and 30 letters - or is it the other way round, N{iker I do not
have a good head for figures but fortunately he does, and through all his years as Treasurer, we have
never had a moment's anxiety over the solvency ofthe BSBI nor the soundness ofour Funds

From us all I would like to say 'THANK YOU' and, we shall miss you Mike.

MARY BRIGGS. President-elect

[A further tribute will appear in the next issue. Ed.]

DIARY

N.B. These dates are supplementary to those in the 1997 Calendar in IJSRI Year Book 1997

November
3 0

1997

Plant Collecling Conference, Reading (see notice with this mailing)
1998

March 25- April 5 Northern Cyprus Field Meeting (see page 78)

See also pages 79-80 for dates ofother Conferences and Symposia and pages 84-86 fbr dates of 1998
overseas tours

EDITOR

STOP PRESS The BSBI 's Web si te addrcss is  ht tp: / /nrenrbels.aol .corn/bsbihgs



Editonal and Notes from Hon. General Secretarv

EDITORIAL AND NOTES FROM THE HON. GENERAL SECRETARY

I am sure all members will join with me in sending our sympathy to Clive Jermy and Duggie Kent,
both of whose wives died suddenly earlier this year.

Another bumper issue this time (I think the largest ever), mainly because of a few quite long
papers and the decision to include profiles of new Honorary Members and also two of the papers given

at this years AGM. My apologies to those members whose papers have had to be deferred to the next
issue Any slight changes in appearance this time is due to the use ofa new computer and a new word
processor (Word Pro 97) I hope members approve.
Congratulations to Anne Conolly and Peter Hall, who have both celebrated their 80th birthdays in
recent months.

No prizes for guessing who this party girl is!

Changes of address: Nick Turland is no longer working in the Botany Department of the Natural
History Museum, London. He has left the country to take up a new post at the Missouri Botanical
Garden, USA where he will be working on the Flora of China project. His new address is: Nick
Turland, Missouri Botanical Garden, PO Box 299, St Louis, MO 63 110, USA. Nick writes 'since I
am no longer resident in the UK, and to save members expensive airmail costs, I think I should resign
myjoint refereeship for eastern Mediterranean plants and leave it entirely to John Ateroyd. I somehow
don't think he'll be overwhelmed with extra enquiries I've had hardly any!'

Lance Chiltern and Marengo publications have a new address: l7 Bernard Crescent, Hunstanton
PE36 6ER Tel./fax: 01485 532710. The e-mail address stays the same. Lance has an advert on page
85, which gives the old address but any letters sent there will be redirected for at least a year and
callers to the old phone number will get a message advising them ofthe new number.
Umbellifers of the British Is/es - back in print at last. Not a new edition, which is still in
preparation, but a reprint ofthe first (1980) edition by T G Tutin with 200 pages ofdescriptions and
line drawings of 73 species. The price is !10 from Oundle Books (see new catalogue enclosed with
this issue of BSBI News).

Contacting the Hon. General Secretary or Editor by phone: If you need to contact me by phone,

there is a 24 hour ansrvering machine in my BSBI office, jusl leave a message (including your phone
number - most important, don't assume I have it) and I will get back to you. Bearing in mind that,
according to Mary Briggs' classification, I am an owl, the best times to catch me in my office are
between l0 a.m. and l2 noon and 2 p m to 5.30 p.m. on weekdays but  be warned, I  do not  spend al l
my time in the oftice. If you fail to find me in I do apologise. but just leave a message and I will get
back to you as soon as I can. I do have another (home) phone number which, in an emergency, can be
obtained from Directory Enquiries, but please, only use it as a last resort.

EDiTOR

.ry



Profiles of new Honorarv Members

PROFILES OF NEW HONORARY MEMBERS

At the Annual General Meeting in Dorchester, five new Honorary Members were nominated for
election. The sponsor for each candidate gave a short profile of the nominee and, for the first time,
these are published here, more or less as they were presented.

Clive Jermy
Although Clive was unable to be present at the AGN4, he would, I'm sure, have appreciated the irony
of someone who only 15 years ago was overjoyed to be learning on one of his Carex courses at
Kindrogan, now proposing his elevation to Honorary N4embership. For Clive has been associated with
the Society for over 40 years - in fact I think he was on the Conservation Committee 40 years ago. He
innovated and produced the first volume in our Handbook series (a series which I think is one of our
finest achievements). I would love to know how many copies.tedge.r of the Briti.th 1slas has sold l'm
told more than 8,000 - and how much goodwill (and money) that has produced for us. He has taught
dozens and dozens ofus ferns and sedges and is still as enthusiastic as ever He sometimes horrifies
the conservationists with his bold collecting - but he does something with his collections he demon-
strates. he grows, he observes all essential, you c.rllol just look and photograph I would support his
approach ant day.

As Council member, Vice-president and, lately, instigator, worrier and guardian of our role in
Conservation, as an ever available enthusiast at the Natural History Museum, even in retirement, and
in the field, Clive epitomises to me the BSBI and I commend him for Honorary Membership.

[The reason for Clive missing the AGM was his wife's sudden illness and even more sudden death.
We send him our sincere condolences lor his sad loss.l

DAVID PEARMAN

John Ounsted
John Ounsted has been a member of the Society for over fifty years. He was introduced by a school
friend, the late Prof. J.N. Mills, his other sponsor, needed then to join the Society, rvas the late J.P.M.
Brenan, one time Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew John Ounsted has served the BSBI in
many ways - from 1989 to 1993 he was a Vice-president, he has been a member of Council. of the
Junior Activities Committee and, until 1995, a much appreciated member of Meetings Committee -

many members and friends will recall his good humoured efficiency 
'on the door' at indoor meetings.

Above all, within the Society and without, John Ounsted has been a champion of the young. ln the
late 1950s he, together with Alick Westrup and Cecil Prime, organised and led inspirational and
memorable field meetings for Junior BSBI members - to Scotland, France, Austria and Switzerland
this all weil before there were any meetings abroad for adult members. From 1948 to 1970 he was
headmaster of Leighton Park School. His own academic discipline is mathematics but his ex-pupils
i nc l ude thebo tan i s t sS . J  Leach ,C .J  Cadbu ry ,AH  F i t t e r ,QON KayandAJ  R i cha rds , t he l i cheno -
logist D H. Brown and Robert Gillmor the wildlife artist.

As a parent and as a teacher, The author of this short appreciation has personally taken muclr
comfort on several occasions tiom his telling her that, when he was a headmaster and faced with an
anxious parent, he would reassure them with the wise words. 'You know, Mrs So-and-so, I am sure he
will be fine by the time he's thinyl' and he relates that, indeed, they almost always were!

AILSA BURNS
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Franklyn Perring
It gives me great pleasure to propose Dr Franklyn Perring as an honorary member of the BSBL In
many ways this is an easy task as Frank is so well known to almost every member of the society for he
has been involved in so many aspects ofour work for over 40 years.

The initials FHP (l never have discovered what the H stood for) appear so often in the minutes of
Council and various committees, testinony to his far ranging botanical interests and involvement with
the BSBI. He joined the society in 1952 and his interest in botanical recording led to his appointment
in 1954 as full-time administrative officer of the first atlas scheme, he subsequently succeeded Max
Walters in 1959 as Director of the scheme. If you turn to page 154 of David Ailen's history of the
society you will find a picture of a very youthful FHP sitting in front of a fearsome looking Powers-
Samas printer on which is being produced an early copy of one of the distribution maps. The atlas was
published in 1962 under the editorship of Frank and Max Walters and I suppose it is true to say that
Perring and Walters, Iike CTW, is one of the best known botanical references. Six years later the Criti-
cal Supplement was published and when the Atlas scheme came to an end the data and equipment and
personal were transferred to Monks Wood, the stan of a long and successful partnership between the
BSBI and the Biological Records centre.

In due course Frank took up a position within the conservation movement as Director of what we
now know as the RSNC and his name became more widely known outside of botanical circles but his
involvement with the BSBI continued unabated. He was a driving force behind the Records Commit-
tee, determined that we should build on the experience gained during the original atlas scheme. He is
the author of many books and papers relating to the British flora, for instance a joint author of the
Floras ofCambridgeshire and Shropshire. For his work in the botanical and conservation fields he was
awarded an OBE and later an Honorary Doctorate by the University of Leicester. During his time as
president ofthe BSBI he rejuvenated the conservation committee and put forward many new ideas to
help the BSBI into the next century.

It is 35 years since the publication ofthe original atlas, so an appropriate time for us to recognise

the outstanding contribution rvhich Franklyn has rnade to the BSBI and I have great pleasure in
proposing him as an Honorary Member of the BSBL

MICHAEL WALPOLE

Francis Rose
It is given to few botanists the reputation of becomrng a legend in their own life+ime. No one would

argue that Francis Rose's reputation as a field botanist is legendary. His knowledge ofthe phytosociol-

ogy and biogeography ofthe flora ofwestern Europe has few rivals and what distinguishes him from

us lesser mortals is that to him 'flora' uncompromisingly means precisely that; the sum total of the
flowering plants, ferns, bryophytes and lichens.

The infant Francis' interest in botany was first awakened by a naturalist grandfather who took him

on country walks at the advanced age of five. This interest eventually lound him on the staff of the
Botany Department at Bedford College London before being appointed Reader in Plant Geography at
Kings College.

One ofthe keys to his encyclopaedic knowledge is the prodigious amount oftime that he spends

in the field. This knowledge is preserved in a series of more than 200 field notebooks, commencing in

1944, and containing an estimated 250,000 individual records. A project to transfer this unique record

to a computer database is now about a third completed. An equally important Rose archive are the
famous annotated Ordnance Survey maps which no doubt will one day end up in a national data bank.

Students of behavioural ecology have noted that this dedication to field work has led to a number of
characteristic idiosyncratic behavioural responses to adverse working conditions. a deluge of rain
merely results in the inversion ofhis pipe and failing light brings out the matchesl

For members of the BSBI and all the other countless botanical enthusiasts he is probably best
known for The Wild l.-lower Kev firsr oublished in 1981. With its novel kevs to vesetative characters
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arranged by habitats and its clarity of presentation it is justifiably the most popular accessible text on

the flora of NW Europe. TheColour-ldentification lo lhe (;rasses, Sedges. Rushes and Fents followed

in 1989. Most recently The Flora of Hamp.shire with Anne Brewis and Paul Bowman has set new

standards in county flora writing.
This is not the place, perhaps, to dwell on his bryological and lichenological work. Brtophltes

rvere all early love. A Bryophyte Flora rf Kent appearing between 1949 and 1951. Since the
nrid-1960s, lichens have increasingly come to occupy his time and he is an acknowledged authontv on

the lichens of west European fbrests. He is an Honorary Member of the British Lichen Societ-v

Finally, we acknowledge a dedicated conservationist and an inspirational teacher. Together with
A E. Smith and Max Walters he was a keynote speaker at the meeting held at the Zoological Society of
London in 1958 which was responsible for launching the expansion of the County Wildlife Trust

ntovement and he rvas a founder member of the Kent Naturalists Trust He continues to use his influ-

ence to insist that active plant conservation is based on sound ecological principles and empirical

expenence.
His unrivalled knowledge, irrepressible enthusiasm and ability to make even the commonplace

exciting stimulates all who share his company in the field. And all those privileged to have had their

own stirrings ofbotanical interest fostered by one ofthe most remarkable field botanists ofhis genera-

tion would wish to take this opportunitv to say quite simply, 'Francis, thank you'.

DAVID STREETER

Peter Sell
Peter  Sel l  was born on ls t  November 1929 in the South Cambridgeshire v i l lage of  Bassingbourn.
rvhere he l ived unt i l  ear l ier  th is year.  He at tended the vr l lage school ,  where his interest  in natural
history was recognised by his teachers. When he came to leave school at l3 his headmaster asked the

Cambridge University Department of Zoology whether they had any vacancies for a bright local boy to

work as a trainee assistant. Fortunately for us they had nothing to offer, so Peter was deflected to the

Department of Botany, where he started work on 2nd January 1944 and has been based ever since

Peter's country childhood has been an important influence on his work. Years later, fbr example, when

he rvas working out a taxonomic treatment of hazel (Cor.t'lus) (Nalure in Cumhs.23. 50-53, 1980) he
lound that he knerv most of the British taxa lrom his wartinre boyhood, when there were no sweets and
he had searched the autumn hedgerows for hazelnuts. He has described aspects of his childhood

experience in a paper in Nalure in Cunbridgeshlre (3 L I 2- I 8, I 989).

When Peter, installed as Herbarium Assistant, was called up for his National Service in 1948-9,
Max Walters remembers thinking that once he had seen the larger world, he would not readily return

to the dust and obscurity ofthe herbanum. He could not have been more rvrongl On his first day after
his demobr l isat ion Peler  walked into Niax 's room saying something along the l ines of  'Thank

goodness that 's  f in ished. now I  can get  on wi th sonre proper work ' l  That  'proper work '  developed into
a very happy partnership between Max, as Curator of the Herbarium, and Peter as his assistant. a
mutually beneficial partnership that lasts until the present day.

Peter soon demonstrated his capacity for large tasks requiring masses of detailed work. One of his
early jobs was to convert W.C.R. Watson's almost unbelievably chaotic manuscript on )luhu.s into the
posthumousfy published book /irbr ctf Oreat Brilain and lreland. This was such a substantral job that
after its successful completion Peter was made an Honorary Member of the Linnean Societl'. His own
contribution to taxonomy developed steadily in the post-war years. He rapidly became an expert on the
genus Hieraciulr, where he collaborated with Cyril West, a retired professional botanist rvhose early
work with G.E. Briggs and F. Kidd was on plant physiology. The partnership of Sell & West provided

the basis of our current understanding of the Britjsh Hieracia. Peter also 'grew into' the Flora
Luropaea project He not only took Lrn the very demanding task of preparing the indexes, but also
wrote or  edi ted al l  the accounts for  Cornposrtae Subfanr i ly  Cichor io ideae. of  l ,h jch Max Walters ' "vas
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formally editor. In these ways he became an internationally recognised expert in this important world-
wrde group.

Peter formed his views oftaxonomy early in his career and has stuck to them ever since. Botanists
should do botany. Administration, meetings and correspondence have to be reduced to the absolute
minimum and committee meetings should be avoided at all costs. This may explain why BSBI
members may not have received replies to all their letters! Taxonomic treatments should be based on a
review of herbarium specimens and (if possible) living plants, not on other treatments in books. Taxa
should be recognisable in the field - those that can only be separated by complex and sophisticated
measurements are unlikely to stand the test of time Names should be checked in the original publica-

tions, and typification should respect the actions ofthe original author, not be'fiddled'for our short-
term convenlence.

Sticking to these principles involves a lot ofwork, work which may not be apparent from the end
product. Peter's account of Lapsonct in I. ktra Europaea covers less than a page, but when Edgar Milne-
Redhead made a sarcastic remark about the relegation of Lapsana intermedia to a subspecies of
L. communis, he was stung into justiSring his treatment in Il'alsonia (13.299-302, 1981). From this
paper it became apparent that his brief account was based on the examination of a very large number
ofherbarium specimens, including types, from many parts ofEurope and western Asia.

Peter is not one of those taxonomists who rarely venture outside the herbarium. He loves field-
work and has visited most parts of the British lsles, looking at and describing plants and collecting
over 25,000 herbarium specimens. He is very familiar with the East Anglian countryside and was a
co-author of the I 964 Flora ctJ ('ambridgeshire . He also has a particular interest in trees, shrubs and in
coastal and other variants of common species. All of his knowledge of infraspecific taxa (and of
Hieracium) was placed at the disposal of one of our other new honorary members, Frank Perring,
when he prepared the Critical Supplemenl tu lhe Atlas of the British Flora, and Peter's help is
handsomely acknowledged in that work. Peter is generous in sharing his knowledge and many BSBI
members will have benefited from help given to them on visits to the Cambridge herbanum.

After Flora Europaea finished, Peter wanted to publish a Flora which would bring together all his
knowledge of the British flora. After one or two false starts he teamed up with Gina Murrell to write
Ihe f;'bra of Grectt Rritain and lreland, the first volume of which was published earlier this year. In
spite of occasional illness (including two heart attacks), Peter is pressing on with this important
project. When Chris Preston visited him in May 1997 in the Cambridge herbarium he looked up from
numerous prles of Leonlodon autumnalis specimens, grinning broadly. He explained that there were 1l
distinct varieties in Britain and he had found names for all of them.

We heartily recommend Peter Sell as an honorary member of BSBI, coupling this with best
wishes for the completion of his Flora.

MAX WALTERS and CHRIS PRESTON

Needless to say, all five nominees were elected with acclamation!

RECORDERS AND RECORDING

AMENDMENT NO. 2 TO B.'81 YEAR BOOK 1997

Panel of Referees
Dr Peter Yeo, who is already refereeing A.sler,has agreed to takeonGeranium aswell. He asks for all
specimens to be dried and pressed, and for a representative leaf and a few petals to be detached and
pressed separately; also a flowering calyx, with petals removed, opened out to expose the stamens.
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Specimens that have only just begun to ilower should be avoided, and he needs ripe and nearly ripe
fruit

We are sorry to report that, due to failing eyesight, Gordon Graham has decided that he must
resign from refereeing Ros:a. He has been sent a large number of specimens since he was appointed
referee in 1984, and even before then, and we are very grateful to him for all the help he has given
members.

Nick Turland. the joint referee for Eastern Mediterranean plants with John Akeroyd, has also
resigned, he has gone to work in the Missouri Botanic Garden and we thank him and wish him well in
his new job.

MARY CLARE SHEAHAN,6l Westmoreland Road, Barnes, London. SWt3 gRZ

SHORT CUTS AT SEANA BHRAIGH

The normal way round from Ullapool to Strath Mulzie is on the A,835 north to Elphin, east on the
A837 to Strath Oykel and up the forestry/hill track as f-ar as you can travel in 4-wheel drive to Coire
Mor. lt takes about one hour with 7 members of the BSBI in a BM landrover.

You can then be as energetic as you like, exploring the lochans ofLoch a Choire Mhoir and Loch
Luchd Choire at a low level discovering freshwater sponges, or the grassy slopes in the coires, which
may yield Dr.vas octopetala (Mountain Avens), Saxilrogu oppositifolia (Purple Saxifrage), Juncus
higlumis (Two-flowered Rush), ..i. lrightmi.s (Three-flowered Rush). ,\'axfraga ainide.s (Yellorv
Saxifrage), h'ollius europaeus (Globeflower), Squssaurea alpina (.Npine Saw-rvort). For the more
adventurous a scramble up the cliffs and gullies to the summits of Seana Bhraigh, ar927m or Creag an
Dujne, at 975m provides the alpines .Iuncus castanels (Chestnut Rush), (lara,r saxall/l.s (Russet
Sedge), Cerarlium arclicun (Arctic Mouse-ear), ('. ulpinum (Alpine Mouse-ear), Salix lapponunr
(Downy Willow), Luzula spicola (Spiked Wood-rush), and if you gain the spot height at 906 rn the
very rare Artemisia norvegica (Norwegian Mugwort) is scattered amongst the short turf on the rocky
crest. Nearby grow Arctostaphylos alpinus (Alpine Bearberry) and Loiseleuria procumbens (Trailing
Azalea)

The scenrc way down is along the shoulder to the west, returning to the loch side in the valJey
The quick way offis over the top and dorvn the stream into Coire N'lor

The scenic route allows you to see the tracks in the landscape and armed with some second-hand
knowledge from the day before, you theorise that the track you see to the NE along the north side of
Loch an Daimh, joins up with the one you know exists to the north of Loch Achall. But you cannot
actually see it along the whole of its length and there are other tracks which do appear to stop in the
middle of nowhere.

Howeve r , i t ' s6 .30p .m . , t hesho r t c ross - coun t r y rou te i f i t doesconnec tup i son l y  [ 5km in leng th ,
rather than 70 km retracing the mornings drive in, and surely it must be quicker?l

We vote - all in favour, terrain inspected from on high and on the ground, with binoculars and
sending a footman ahead over a dodgy bit we set offin low ratio. A bit muddy, rutted, windy, but
certainly scenic and heading in the right direction. Ignore the fact that it's marked as a footpath on the
map - there are clearly fresh wheel marks on the ground

Two km further on we reach a ford. Water levels low, but tricky rock and eroded banks. Two
recently constructed (and yet untested?) home-made pine rafts are lound nearby and are put to use Six
people di rect  the dr iver .  Cl ive Jermy, ' ,vho is  c lear ly in h is t ropical  mode -  i .e.  you wouldn' t  th ink
twice about it abroad but this is civilised Britain! The offrcial photographer records the event (l hope
it comes out as the light meter is playing up). After three attempts the landrover eases down the ramp
rafts, splashes across the burn, avoids getting bogged down in the mud on the other bank, and stops on
solid ground to allow reboarding of passengers, amidst cheers of relief. [Would we really have been
able to go back?]
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The next six km are no less eventfiil ask Lawrence and Lesley, who were in the back. Lesley

rnentions that landrovers should have padded roofs. We conclude after the twentieth bang on the

undercarriage and tow-bar that a short-rvheel base vehicle would be better. I remember the road sign at
Drumbeg staiing long vehicles at risk of grounding and hope we won't end up straddling a steep dip

suspended in space, I also recount my first epic 
'getting stuck' tale in Panama in 19'73. Ken reckons

his African erperiences were worse.
Two hours later we reach the bothy at Cadubh, much to the amazement ofthe youngsters playing

outside. There is a track from the west, but a vehicle driving from the east?? However, by then we are

on known territory - Trevor having investigated it yesterday rvhilst nrislaying his nerv grapnel. So we

might make it back to the Ceilidh Place in time for late supper at 9.30 p.m.

The stat is t ics.-
Way in - along A roads and track distance 70 km. time 1 5 hours
\4'ay back 'the short cut' distance l5 km. tinre 2.5 hours
The adventure factor 7 out of l0
The hunger factor 8 out of I O

The appreciat ion ofdr iver  l0 out  of  l0

liere's to the next BSBI meeting in Wester Ross.

LYNNE FARRELL, SNH, I Kilmory Estate, Kilmory, Lochgilphaed, Argyll, PA3 I 8RR

ATLAS 2OOO

ORGANISER'S REPORT

A Ful l  T ime Organiser

During the course of last year, it became obvious that my 3 day a week post as Atlas Organiser was
just too constrictive Correspondence was going unanswered, articles unwritten, calls unreturned, and I

rvas going quietly insane David Pearnran then rang me with an offer, 'Would you like to work five

days a week i f  we had the funds?'  I  said I 'd  th ink about i t  long and hard,  and nrade up my mind in 2.34

seconds.
A successful application was made to the BSBI Bequest Fund for the amount of extra funds

needed, and I started fu|l time in June How I ever achieved anything working 3 days a week before I

cannot imagrne Of course, the extra days came at the very start ofthe field season, so I've filled most

of them with this, but it's an immense relief and pleasure to work full time on the Atlas. Many thanks

to the Bequest Committee for approving the request I'm sure Atlas 2000 will benefit from it

Field Meetings
What a difference a year has made. I rvas impressed with the amount of recording undertaken last

season follorving the launch of Atlas 2000, but this year has currently succeeded all expectations.

Everyone seems to be working hard and I get the feeling that the project is gaining momentum. This

does not mean that there are still areas causing concern, ofcourse, but I'm much happier that we are on

target to achieve our aims.
The most encouraging sign for me is the enthusiasm shown at field meetings. AJI the recording

meetings l've run so lar this year har,'e been very rvell attended (well up on last year, wrth an average

of l5 participants) and the appetite shown for hectad (10 km square) recording is inspiring. We also

seem to be turning up more scarce species this year, particularly with arable weeds (is this a good year

lor them?). Scarce species seen include Dianlhu.s daltoide.s (Maiden Pink) at Kelso, Fumoria porvi-

flora (Fine-leaved Furnitory) at Sledmere. Galet4tsi.t unpjtslifttlra (Red Hemp-nettle) at Hungerford.

5'candix pecten-vcirarls (Sheperd's-needle) at Framlingham and The.sium humrfusum (Bastard-toadflax)

at Cirencester For full details of these (plus a few vice-county first's) please see the field meeting

reoorts in the Januarv 1998 edition of RSIII New.s.
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I 'd like to take the opportunity to congratulate Clive Stace for his new edition ofthe New l'loru oJ

the British Isles (1997). The new typeface makes the book more attractive, and the index is particularly

useful. As the standard flora for recording for Atlas 2000, I urge all members to invest in a copy.

Although it's only July as I write this, it's time to plan next years round of field meetings If there

are any Vice-county Recorders that would like an Atlas 2000 Recording Meeting next year, please let

me know as soon as possib le!

Weather Writers
One of the most frequently asked questions at field meetings is where to get good quality Weather

Writers from. These are clipboards that provide a sturdy surface on which to fill in a recording card

and come complete with clear plastic sides and top. The plastic forms a 'tent' over the card that
protects it from rain, wind, snow and hail. You can easily cross species offthe card as the tent is open

on one side. Dificult to describe but invaluable in the field!

After making a few enquiries, Arthur Chater kindly provided me with an order form and address

of a firm supplying Weather Writers. The service was excellent and delivery was very fast (next day in

lact). The Writer itself is solidly made and works very well. For more details, please contact VIP at
Pettaugh, Stowmarket, Suffolk IPl4 6AX (Tel 01473 890285 Fax 01413 890164) They supply
various styles and sizes of Weather Writers and I recommend the A,4 Landscape format (L22.96 +

VAT). They also supply waterproofpaper, notebooks and pens. Now all I need is a wet-surt.

Atlas 2000 Records
Records for Atlas 2000 are steadily coming in to me from vice-county recorders in the lorm of Master

Cards and computer disks. Congratulations must go to Dr Alan Knapp who is computerising the
records of  W. Sussex (v.c.  l3)  and E.  Sussex (v.c.  l4) ,  as he was the f i rs t  person to submit  records on
disk, and these have now been passed on to Monks Wood.

Congratulations must also go to Fiona McKee in Belfast. Fiona has been employed by the BSBI
during Atlas 2000 project to input records from the Northern Ireland vice-counties into CEDaR
(Centre for Environmental Data and Recording) at the Ulster Museum. After entering the records at
CEDaR, they will then be passed onto Monks Wood. We wish Fiona every success in the post.

Amendments to Recording Cards
Unfortunately, due to a printing error, the following amendments apply to Recording Cards RP28
(Midlands/E. Anglia) and RP29 (SE England) that were printed in March 1997

The following species are additional to cards RP28 and RP29.
35 Agrosxcan
13 I Aphan*agg

2382 gro.g x p'th
303 Cal l i *ham

1117 Carex*vi r
821 Festu+ovi

868 Galeo+tet
882 Gal iu*pal
1057 Juncu+buf
1444 OenotEagg
2247 Phleutpra
2516 Vic ia*sat

Addi t ion to RP28 only 7533 Rosa+cae
Additions to RP29 only: 369 Carex div 1958 Sorbu ari
The following species have been replaced on both RP28 and RP29.

303. I  Cal l i  ham 822. I Festu ovi ovi
The following species has been replaced on RP29: 369 Carex div div
An error has also come to light on all recording cards except RP24, RP25, RP30 and RP3 I

1809 Savl i  ver
This refers lo Salvia verbenacea. The correct BRC number for this species is I 8 1 2, not I 809 as it
is on the card. I 809 is the BRC number for V. hormineoides. a rare taxon which is now considered
a synonym of S. verbenacea. However, this should not eflect you - continue crossing the species
offthe card ifyou find it but please don't try to change the number on the card.

Finally, I'd like to point out to vice-county recorders thal llhemnus cothurtico was omitted lrom the
Mastercard! We are, ofcourse, collecting records lor it. and it can be added to the end ofthe card as
necessary should it occur in that particular hectad.
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Change of E-mail Address
Oh, the pace ofmodern technology! To put those that accuse computers ofbeing impersonal at bay,
my E-mail address has now changed from 101667.2317@compuserve.com to TrevorDines@compu-
serve. com. How's that for friendly? Surely it won't be long now before
DavidPearman@FromeSt.Quintin comes on Iinel
Winter Help
Winter is fast approaching and I'd like to finish by making a plea for help during the long dark months.
The field season may be over, but there is plenty in which to get involved Many Vice-county Record-
ers will appreciate help with the compilation of records, either from the field or from other sources.
The latter include herbaria and older county floras, as it's important not to forget the value ofhistorical
records. Such work will usually be restricted to selected species, so the task is often smaller than
imagined

Aliens and hybrids require more work ofcourse, and again the extraction ofrecords from herbaria
and floras will be valuable. In particular, we have been kindly offered records from a private source
and would welcome help with extracting them. Please contact me for more details.

Computerisation is also causing problems for many Vice-county recorders and computer literate
volunteers are always in demand.

In all these cases. if you would like to help, please contact either myself or your Vice-county
Recorder. Atlas 2000 funds rvill be available to meet expenses ln some cases.

TREVOR DINES (Atlas Organiser) Rhyd y Fuwch, Bethel, Nr Caernarfon, Gwynedd LL55 3PS.
Tel. 01248 670189; e-mail TrevorDines@compuserve.com

THE ATLAS 2OOO PLOTTER- AN AID FOR OPPRESSED RECORDERS

If, like me, you find the plotting of site locations for Atlas 2000 to be wearisome work, you may be
interested in the gadget I have devised to simplify this. It is a transparent overlay that helps one
directly read offOS references for Ordnance Survey Landranger (1.50,000) and Pathfinder (l:25,000)
maps.
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It is also useful when working on (or from) country floras. As the picture shows, the plotter lets
you read off 1.50,000 hectads and tetrads without incurring the usual mental fatigue. It complies with
both the 'DINTY' and Surrey lettering systems.

The plotter has been given the once-over by Trevor Dines, who has agreed that it could usefully be
offered for sale in these pages. Therefore, if you are tired of muttering and counting on fingers when
entering site details, just send me !1.50 and I'll post you, by return, my sovereign cure for brain ache.
(Please send cash, a postal order or postage stamps. Also, let me know ifyou would like a receipt.)

ROGER WHITEF{EAD. 14 Amy Road, Oxted, Surrey RHS OPX

MAP REFERf,NCES MADE EASY!

Do you have problems with map references? Do you find you always guess the last figures? Do you
feel, from references you receive, that other people guess too, and don't always guess right? Well, here
isjust the device for you; one ofthose things you won't know how you ever managed without once
you have tried one. It is called a romer and was created for rally navigators who need to be able to
produce rapid and accurate map references. This one is made by Garford and costs a mere L1.99 from
a local binocular shop. Bigger map suppliers sometimes sell them too.

To use the romer, which is a small strip of opaque plastic, place the corner against the position
whose reference is wanted a house named Blakelow in the illustration - then simply read off the
figures on the romer where the relevant grid lines meet it. Hence, Blakelow is at 977.364 You could
even estimate S-figures if needed. The other oorner of the romer is for use with t.25,000 maps. Of
course, you still need to be able to read a map and work out where you are, but OS maps are arnazingly
detailed ifyou look closely enough, so all it needs is for people to stop building new roads, renioving
hedges and fences, filling in ponds, etc. and there never need be an inaccurate map reference again!

$99&q19S94

d$t '

SEEO

R @ Y M S r 500m a r/ro wf

rre METHIC
, , ,r,r aorl*o

,E:fdl ngY.:R

GRAEME M KAY, 4 Geneva Road, Bramhall, Stockport, Cheshire. SK7 3HT
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CO-ORDINATOR'S CORNER

National Biodiversity Network
.{s mentioned in the last issue of d.iB1 ly'eus, the bid to the Millennium Commission failed but despite
this, the NBN is to continue. A nreeting took place in l\{arch this year to decide on the next steps in
light of the unsuccessful bid lbr funding. In May, a new Executive Group met, chaired by Andy Brown
(Chief Executive of JNCC) and decided that the NBN rvould need to be more narrorvly focused than
previously, with aims including.
' giving various groups and organisations access to environmental inibrmation as required;
' developing and co-ordinating standards for brodiversity inibrmation management and assisting

individuals and organisations to collect and use biodiversity data;
' showing how data collected by individuals and organisations fits into a scientifically based struc-
ture and providing a clear view ofthe Status ofllK wildlife, habitat and landscape;
' and encouraging enjoyment in using biodiversity information to better understand ano conserve

UK's biodiversity heritage
This will be achieved by concentrating initially on.
. giving local access to infbrmation across the LJK.
. making National Information available on the Network;
' getting across to the public, information on rvildlife, and providing on-line access to more detailed

data at various levels
All this of course rvill be limited by available resources which are norv quite considerably Iess than
originally hoped. Again, I will keep you posted as things progress.

Kew Seeds Project
To fulfil BSBI's commitment to the seed bank project, which was officially launched at St James's
Palace in April, we have recently appointed the well known rvest country botanist Liz McDonnell. Her
main task over the last couple ofmonths has been to target populations ofspecies taken from a list of
300 or so provided by Kew. Progress has been good despite her undertaking this huge task at very
shon notice! The next step will be to target potential collectors and in that respect, more offers to
col lect  seeds are required.  So,  i fyou're interested,  p lease let  me know or contact  L iz on (01934)
112649 or Steve Alton, the recently appointed Seed Bank Project Offrcer at Wakehurst Place on 01744
894079

Plant Status Nomenclature
I don't know'about you but l'r,'e been getting rather confused over which of the terms to use in describ-
ing the Site Status (or Drstribution Status), ofa particular plant record. It is trees which cause me most
trouble. The way I interpret the nomenclature (see BJBI 1y'ews 72. 13-16) Surviving refers to any plant
which has been planted (presumably?) and which has sun'ived subsequently for at least five years but
is neither spreading vegetatively nor reproducing effectively from seed. Whereas, Planted refers to any
plant which has been planted but whrch is not I'..stab[i.shed. Simple. But, a tree initially planted on a
srte but which has been there for over five years is both Ptanted and StrvivinSJ. OK, fair enough.
However, in discussions with various people on this subject it has been suggested that Surviving only
refers to plants (trees in this instance) which have established themselves (i e. not planted) and subse-
quently been there for over 5 years. But that to me rvould then mean that they are Establi,shed! Would
it not? Curiouser and curiouserl

Further bemusement comes from the phenomenon ofalien hybrids Ifl 've understood it correctly,
in addition to well documented new'rare endemics' such as S'elecio cambrensis which arose lrom
alien hybridisation (not to be confused with alien abductionl), plants such as t Cupressocyparis
It'ylan<lii rvhich first arose spontaneously in Montgomeryshire (at Mr Leyland's Nursery - not really
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named after the town ofLeyland see Co-ordinator's corner last issuel), and Picea omorika / P. sitch-
ensls which has arisen spontaneously in Perthshire, should be considered native and the latter at least,
a rare endemic. indeed. Even more curiouser and curiouser. But perhaps l've got it wrong and there
needs to be at least one native parent to malie it countt So, what then about the hybrid oaks - Quercu.\
rohur x Q. canariensis,Q. x turneri (Q. robur x Q. ilex) or Q. rohur x Q. cerris all of which to my
knowledge have arisen de novo in Britain? Any suggestions?

Computer Software
The news about Recorder is that there is no news! Except to say that the Windows version is still
under development and that the latest upgrade has still to materialise. In fairness though, I was senr a
test version ofthe upgrade but unfortunately this was faulty so no testing took placel

With regard to the other BSBI Approved packages, Roger Whitehead has done a compararive
review on Aditsite and BioBase, later in the issue (see Computer Bytes pages 72-77) This will
highlight the differences between the two and hopefully help those who are intending to acquire one or
other ofthe packages but are as yet undecided, to make a choice.

On a slightly different note, I recently received a copy of AditKey developed by Trevor Dines
(name sounds familiarl) and Adit Ltd. This is a very useful little package. I've spent the odd hour here
and there over the last few weeks tinkering with it what I like doing best Aditkey is a tool for
constructing computerised keys. both dichotomous and multi-access, and subsequently using them to
identifli various groups ofplants. There are two versions available. the standard version which comes
with complete keys ready for use (only a few are available at the moment but many are promised); and.
the professional version which also comes with the currently available keys but with the added
capability of constructing your own keys to your own particular taste.

There is no documentation since it is expected that the on-line help files will adequately take you
through the process. l'm alazy computer user and jump into a package with both feet but inevitablv
come unstuck and have to resort to the docunrentation or help files In this case, I found them tndeed
quite helpful. If you are constructing a key, it is useful to examine the existing keys to see how they are
structured. You are also advised to draft your key in advance ofputting it onto the computer although
the keys can be modified after adding to the database. In addition to the key information, there is the
lacility to add a description or even an illustration and there are links to Aditsite. All in all this is a
very useful tool indeed but be warned, as with all computer software packages, constructing computer-
ised keys does take some thinking about and quite a lot of time, though the effort is well wonh it. By
the way, in case you were wondering, I've been working on a key to conifers (no surprrses there ehl.l

A full review of Aditkey will appear in next issue of BSBI Nt+ts but in the meantime, anyone u'ho
wants further details can contact Trevor at the usual address or Adrt Ltd. on 01248 430075

A n d f i n a l l y . . .
Talking to Trevor Dines, a number of things have occurred to me. Firstly, that there is another categor!'
of BSBI member in addition to Larks and Owls vlz. Dormice. And, I should like to take this opportu-
nity to nonrinate Trevor and myselfto this category, forthwith. Secondly, could it be that botany. alonq
with other forms of recording and collecting. is a misplaced manilestation of the hunran hunting
instinct? And lastly, is there a preponderance of members in certain prof'essions who take up botanv
(other than the obvious professional botanist/ecologist)'? For example, Accountants. N4edical practitio-
ners, Teachers, Vets and Librarians seem quite weil represented, whereas there are fe* Lalryers.
Archi tects,  Pol ice,  Actors,  or  Music ians.  Any thouqhts on anv of  these points '  We *ould be verr
pleased to hear theni.

Trevor and I sometimes talk about field botanv too.

CAMERON S. CROOK, Co-ordinator ,  Mi l ls tones,  8 Woodstock Close,  Lostock Hal l ,  Preston
PR5 5YY, Lancs Tel  and fax.  011'12316717 e-mai l .  cameron_sc@compuserve.conl
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NOTES AND ARTICLES

REQUEST FOR NEW RECORDS OF ACTION SPECIES IN SCOTLAND

As part of the IJK response to the Biodiversity Convention, Scottish Natural Heritage initiated a
Species Action Programme. Six vascular plant species are included at present - Linnaea horealis,
Saxlfraga hirculus. Primula scotica, Lychnis viscaria, Cicerbita alpina and Pilularia globulfera - alI
appear to be significantly threatened in the world or the LJK and Scotland has a valuable role to play in
their recovery. Most of the action at this stage involves investigating how we can improve their
survival but also involves making sure that we have adequate information on their distribution and
abundance.

Three of these species could well be under-recorded but it would be impossibly expensive to
attempt to survey Scotland comprehensively for them as they are so sparse. However a good idea of
their distribution is a necessary background to choosing future conservation actions and it could be
very valuable for BSBI members to look out for them on Atlas 2000 fieldwork and send me details of
any sites located.
Sorrfroga hirculus is believed to be declining throughout Europe and is one of the relatively few

British vascular plants listed on the Habitats and Species Directive. It was widely overlooked in its
stronghold in the north Pennines and could still be overlooked in Scotland. Past records have
included places like Ben Lawers and Ben Lui - presumably on the lower ground which has long
been afforested or improved. It was also reliably recorded in widely scattered places from the
Borders to Caithness but with no records west of Ben Lui. The known sites have all been well
re-examined over the years but there is still a need to look for it more widely in places where it
has not been recorded previously.

The species now grows in relatively dull moorland between 300 and 450 m, rather lower
than its distribution in the Pennines. The flushes in which it occurs are rather more interesting
than the rest of the moorland and have such associated species as Sedum villosum, Selaginella
selaginoides, Polygonum viviparum, Epilobum anagallidi;fttlium, E. alsinifolium and Triglochin
pahtstris. The flowers are conspicuous and diagnostic and appear in late July and early August.
Unfortunately they are eaten readily by sheep and its flushes can be well cropped. When they
survive. the yellow flowers are superficially similar to Ranunculus flammula, and one wonders if
the rarer species has been unconsciously dismissed in passing as yet more spearwort. The leaves
of S. hirculus are very similar to the leaves of Ihe |ipilohiun spp. usually flound alongside it but
have characteristic 

'rusty' 
hairs on their petioles. As it spreads vegetatively, it can be abundant in

the parts ofthe flushes where it occurs.
Pilularia gbhuilfera is one of many inconspicuous slender-leafed aquatics, only easy to identify when

its leaves are unfurling and the little crosiers reveal that it is a fern, or once it has produced its
sporocarps - the pills usually in late summer. It can be abundant on mud flats exposed by
summer droughts and can grow in amongst mosses in mires, for instance in the Western Isles, but
typically it is found under shallow, but generally cold, Scottish water - often on the backwater ofa
delta made by a stream flowing into a loch. It appears to have declined considerably in Britain and
across most or all of Europe. Plantlife comprehensively re-checked for SNH a sample of sites in
Scotland where the species had not been recorded recently and confirmed that the species was
extinct there. This survey was undertaken by snorkelling which is necessary to establish the
absence ofthe species in a murky water body but the less aquatic botanist can find evidence that
the species is present with no more than 'wellies'. Again the need now is to look with a fresh eye
at wet areas where this species has not been recorded before. Periods when water levels are low
can be particularly productive.
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Linnaea horealis is found from Caithness to the Borders, again restricted to the east, with a striking
concentration ofrecords around the Cairngorms. It is generally restricted to ancient pine forests or
old pine plantations which ought to have been well recorded. About 30 sites were known in
Scotland but an appeal for information within SNH produced 20 new records from our reseryes
and since RSPB took over the Abernethy estate this area has produced a remarkable 22 records. It
is possible that the species is less striking than it appears to be especially when growing in tall
heather and where its flowers are grazedby deer. Moreover it does occur on moorland and here it
may be even more frequently overlooked. The species is widespread in the world but at its present
rate of decline could be lost from Britain. Any locations for this surprisingly uncommon species
would be welcome. BoIh Linnoea borealis and Pihtlaria glohuil;t'era are Nationally Scarce plants

and useful additional background information is available in Stewart et al. 1994. Scarce I)lants in
Britctin. Peterborough, JNCC.

SNH has a special rare species recording form but the purpose ofthat is mainly to encourage people to
take a photograph of the site (to aid relocation), to attempt to estimate the number of plants present,
and to look for, and attempt to quantify, evidence ofregeneration (from flowers to young plants) which
can be very helpful in assessing the conservation needs ofa population. Ail these species now figure in
the lists ofthe tIK Biodiversity Action Plan and so new locations for the species in any part ofthe UK
will be welcome and will be forwarded to the other Countrv Asencies. Anv records sent to me should
also be passed to v.c. recorder or BRC as normal.

Dr CHRIS SYDES, Scottish Natural Heritage, 2 Anderson Place, Edinburgh EH6 5NP.

ORCHIDS FROM THE 18TH CENTURY HERBARIUM OF JOSEPH ANDREWS

(r 688- l  764)

The Sloane Herbarium at the British Museum is one of the oldest British herbaria. It consists of 265
volumes from various early botanists and horticulturalists and is a rich source of information for the
historian of botany and gardening in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. It not only contains
valuable type specimens, but gives a wonderful insight into the methodology of early botanists. One
such early botanist whose material is incorporated in the Sloane Herbarium is Joseph Andrews. His
beautiful herbarium is remarkably well preserved, comprising of ten fascicles, mostly of plants from
Suffolk and Essex.

Little is known of Joseph Andrews, who apparently lived in Great Conard, in Suffolk, and worked
as an apothecary at a shop in nearby Sudbury. He was a friend and correspondent of Samuel Dale
(1659-1739) who was also an apothecary. Dale was a highly respected botanist who collected numer-
ous interesting British plants, his herbarium also being at the British Museum. The earliest dated speci-
mens in Andrew's Herbarium are from l7l l, these include some from Peckham Fields, Putney Heath
and Islington. Further collections are from Cambridge, Newmarket, Maldon and Bulmer. Putney Heath
was one ofthe places regularly visited in the 

'herborizings' 
ofthe Apothecaries' Society. Nearly all of

Andrew's orchid collections are believed to be from Suffolk or Essex, from locations within a days
walking distance of Sudbury. He seems to have collected in this area between about 1728 and 1755.

After Ardrew's death the herbarium became the property of the Rev. John Hemstead of Haverhill,
Suffolk whose grandfather was of Sudbury. Hemstead added Linnaean and vernacular names to
Andrew's herbarium and rearranged it according to the Linnaean system. lt was in 1889 that his
descendent, a Miss Hemstead, presented the herbarium to the Department of Botany at the British
Museum.

The orchids are to be found in fascicle IV, on sheets numbered 29 to38. The lollowing rs a list of
his collections, with comments from Andrew's labels in quotations.
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Sheet 29

Lesser Butterfly-orchid Platanthera hifolia
'Link hills, Maplested. 27 May 1746' [Essex]

This record may be the only authenticated record of this species in Essex. In the present day it is
unknown in Suffolk or Essex. It was probably also very rare in Andrew's day, early botanists
enjoyed seeking out rare plants, and liked to have the rarest, most unusual specimens for their own
herbaria. much like stamp collecting. It is often difficult to distinguish P. brfolia from P. chloran-
thctfrom herbarium material but on this specimen close-set parallel pollinia can be seen on one of
the dried flow'ers

PyramidalOrchid Anacamptispyramtdalis
'Bulmer Limekiln yard. l6 June I 746' [Essex]

Still well distributed in Sullblk, but rather scattered in Essex.
Sheet 30
Early Marsh-orchid - Dactylorhiza incarnata

' June  13 .  1745 '
This species is becoming rather rare due to loss ofhabitat.

Green-winged Orchid - Orchis morio
'May 7, 1744'

This species is plentiful but only in a ferv sites.
Burnt Orchid - Orchis ustulatu

'This 
specimen was sent me by the name above, I July 1754'

As the herbariunr has been rearranged the 'name above' is no longer apparent, it is not clear where
this specimen came lrom There are no records of this species in Essex and only rather doubtful
records from Suffolk.

^lheet 3l

Heath Spotted-orchid Dach'lorhiza mtrculala subsp. ericetorum
' J u n e  

1 3 . 1 7 4 5 '
This species is much confused with the similar Common Spotted-orchid (D. fuchsii). The Heath
Spotted-orchid is still a fairly common orchid in Suffolk and Essex.

Mifitary Orchid - Orchis nilitaris fOrchis galea & alisfere cinereis]
'is not in Mr. Dale's opinion the Cawsham hills plant, that being the Orchis Zoophora
Cercopilhecum experimens, Oreades neither is it Orchis magna, latis foliis, galea fusca vel
nigricanle found by N'lr. Shepard at Northfleet. This pretty orchis I found in a little field on
the left hand of the gate that opens onto Water Belchamp Cansey from Bulmer. 27 May,
1729 So that this plant is new to us and not found before in England.'

Dale wrote to Andrews from Bocking, May 3Oth., 1729, three days after the latter had lound the
plant, as lollows

I recd. yours with the orchis on Wednesdav but had not time then to return thanks for it, nore
answer your quere That it is the Orchi.s galea et alis.jire cinereis J.8.2.755.I believe upon
reading attentively and comparing it diligently with his description, but not the plant which
N4r Ray so-called, having the authority of his own dried plants against it. The synonims to
that of Cawsham Hills being Orchis zrnphora Oercopithecum exprimen.\ Oreades Col. Ecph.
\.319. Orchis.flore Semian rffirens C.I).82. Cyrut.ntrchis laufoho hiante cucullo mirutr
ejusd 8 1 If Mr. Shepards plant is rightly tigured it cannot be that of yours, the body being
too short as are likewise the Arms which are also too broad. The hood in yours is cut into 3 in
the Dillenian its made whole, nor can it be the plant of J B. that being near half a yard high . .

Nine years later (May Iith 1738), Andrervs showed Dale the living plant in situ. There is a speci-
men in the Dale herbarium annotatated thus.

'This I take to be the plant which on the 13th of May 1738 shewen me by Mr. Jos. Andrews
in Walter  Belchamp Par ish Essex on a l i t t le  Hi l lock in the corner of  a p loughed f ie ld adjo in-
ing from the way leading lrom Coldingham Hall by the Lime-kiln towards Gastingthorpe . . .'
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This specimen has caused some controversy, and a note appearing in the .Journal oJ Botony by P.M.
Hall (1935) argued that this is 0. purpureo not 0. militqri.t. Hall quoted Dale as follows

'Dale's words "The label resembles that figured by Dr. Dillen Tab t9 f2 Raii Synop iii.
379" are conclusive; this figure is certainly ofO. purpurea Huds'

Hall went on to say that Dillenius's description related to a collection by a Mr J. Shepard.
commonly quoted as the first British record of (). purpurea. However, Hall was quoting out of
context. Dale stated that his plant resembled that o1'Dillenius and he went on to list the differences
thus.

'only the arms or side-segments are narrower and the body longer. The armes thighs and spur
behind are purple the bodv s lender and paler .  but  spingled rv i th deeper spots The hood is
Iarge, projecting fbrward, consisting of 3 pale leaves or segments edged and stnped faintly
with a deeper colour above but spotted as the body underneath.'

I think this is a fair description of how 0. militaris differs fiom O. purpurea As for Hall's
assumpt ion that  th is is  the same as Shepard's p lant ,  I  repeat f rom Dale 's let ter  to Ardrews.

' l fMr.  Shepards plant  is  r ight ly  t . igured i l  cannot be that  ofyours.  the body being too shon as
are likewise the Arms which are also too broad'

Both Andrews' and Dale's specimens have been confirmed by Jefttey Wood and Phillip Cribb at
Kew to be O. militaris. After all this has been said, Dale's specimen is not a good match of the
contemporary plants growing in Suflolk. The 'body' 

is too short and the 'limbs' 
a little broad

However, the consensus of opinion at Kew is that this specimen is O. militoris and not
O. purpurea
It is interesting to note that seventeen years after his initial find Ardrews reported.

'The place where I found this Orchis is ploughed up & sowen with Oats this 9th of May, l7z16
so I  fear i t  is  lost . '

Sheet 32
Earfy-prrrple Orchid - ()rchis ma.sculo

' I  gathered i t  on a Bogg in nreadow Bulmer.  F.ssex.  l7 May 1749 Could observe no spots on
the label lum. '

This species is still widespread in East Anglia
Fragrant Orchid - Gymnadenia conopseo

'Boggs at  foot  of  L ink hi l ls ,  Maplested l4 June 1744'  [Essex]
Rare in Suffolk and only one contemporary record fbr Essex.

Sheet 33

Frog Orchid Coeloglossum viride
'l found this June 1744 with a yellow, a green & an iron-coloured flower. ln the Bushy
Pastures . . . Ballingdon & Rayner's Grove, Otten Belchamp.' [E,ssex]'On the broad green ofa f ie ld by Brook hal l  fbrearth tbat  goes dorvn to the Brook 

'

The frog orchid is now very scarce in East Anglia.
Bird's-nestOrchid Neottiq nidus-ut'ts

'Kings Wood, Sudbury 8 May 1728'  [Suf fo lk]
ln 1743 Andrews adds a note to the effect that he has searched fbr this plant over the past f'ew
years but been unable to find it. Nou a rare species in Suffolk and becoming rarer

Snrall-white Orchid - Pseudorchis albitla
This specimen of  unknown or ig in does not  bear one of  Andre\v 's labels,  but  is  annotated in
Hemstead's hand, Saty^rium olhidun. Nowadays this orchid only grows in the north-west of
Scotland, the New Forest, parts of Wales, the Isle of Man and lreland. lt rvas described as berng
found in l87l  by J.J.  Woods,  Esq. .  near Nut ley rn East  Sussex.  so maybe the specimen in
Andrew's herbarium is tiom Southerrr England.

Sheet J4
Musk Orchid - Herminium monorchis

'Bal l ingdon k i ln-yard l5 June 1739'  [E,ssex]
Probably extinct in Sullblk for more than I 70 years. and only recorded the once in Essex rn I 805
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Man Orchid - Aceras anthropophorum
'Gallow hill, Gravell pilt,25 May 1744'

Now very rare in Essex and Suffolk.
Common Twayblade - Listera ovata

'I gathered it in a boggy pasture behind the last house on the left hand the road from Milford,
before turn down the road to Lavenham.27 May 1748' [Suffolk]

Still plentiful in Essex and Suffolk.
Autumn Lady's-tresses - Spiranlhes spirili-s

'Conard Heath and Conard Mere & on Armsey in Bulmer' [Suffolk/Essex]
Today known only from a single site in Suffolk, rare in Essex.

Bog Orchid - Hammarbva paludoso
This specimen of unknown origin is another that does not bear one of Andrew's labels, it is
annotated in Hemstead's hand Ophrys paludosa. Although scattered throughout the British lsles
this rare plant is only to be found in any numbers in Scotland and the New Forest. This orchid has
been extinct in Suffolk for at least 100 years and has not been recorded from Essex.

Sheet 35
Bee Orchid Ophrys apifera

'Middleton hall Brick-kiln yard or pasture, l7 June 1745' [Essex]
Still locally common.

Early-spider Orchid - Ophrys sphegodes
'Gallow hill Gravel Pitt plentifully. 3 May 1145'

Not recorded in Suffolk or Essex for the past 200 years
Fly Orchid - Ophyrs insectifera

'Acton Lane 25May 1744' [Sutrolk]
A species in sharp decline in Suffolk due mainly to habitat loss.

Sheet 36
? Greater/Lesser Butterfly-orchid - Platanthera chlorantha or P. bifolia

'Bogs at the foot of the Link hills, Maplestead 2T May 1746' [Essex]
This is a much larger and sturdier plant than that on sheet 29, however size is not always a reliable
way to distinguish the two butterfly-orchids. The habitat is suggestive of the lesser butterfly-
orchid but as there are no visible pollinia on the specimen its determination remains questionable.

Common Twayblade Lislera ovata
'from Brickkiln yard, Conard, May 13, 1748' [Suffolk]

Still plentiful in Essex and Suffolk.

Broad-leaved Helleborine - Epipoctis helleborine
'Goldingham Hall Wood August 1755 . 

' 
[Essex]

Uncommon throughout East Anglia.
Marsh Helleborine - Epipactis palustris

'Woodhall between Acton Lane and the Hall. 7 JuIy 1746' [Sutrolk]
Uncommon throughout East Anglia.

Sheet 38 (there are two sheet 38s)

iVlarsh Helleborine - Epipactis palustris
'Boggs at the foot of Link hills, Mapplestead l2 August 1748' [Essex]
'Lungley's larm near the paper mills, l8 July 1746' [Sutrolk]
'Goldingham Hal l  Wood August  1729'  [Essex]

In total there are 23 orchid species to be found in the Andrew's herbarium of which the Bog Orchid,
Burnt Orchid and Small-white Orchid are of uncertain origin, but it is possible that these also came
from Suffolk and Essex because the other Andrew's collections are very localised and as Hemstead
was himself a local man. Of the localities given by Andrews, all fall within a five mile radius of
Sudbury. Today, ofAndrew's 23 species, seven can be considered locally common, nine are rare and
seven are extinct in Suffolk and Essex. lt would be remarkable for a modern-day botanist to record
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more than seven species within a five mile radius of Sudbury, and this would be with much good
fortune and searching.
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FLY ORCHID ABERRATION? ANOTHER RECORD

The fly orchid aberation/speciation question (cf. Roberts, R.H. B.tB./ New.s 74: 24 and Hoare, A G
ibid. 75. 26-27) has stimulated me to add a further record. The Old Burghclere lime quarry in North
Hampshire is managed by the Hampshire and isle of Wight Wildlife Trust so that invasive scrub is
controlled and casual visitors discouraged. The site has been locally famous for colonies of fly orchid
(Ophrys insectifera) since 1940 when quarrying ceased and it reverted to nature. The site comprises
typical chalk grassland flora including the hard-to-see adder's-tongue (Ophioglossum vulgalum) and
common chalk grassland orchids, Listera owtq (Twayblade), Cephalanlhera damasonium (White
Helleborine) (in shade), and Dacrylorhiza fuchsii (Common Spotted-orchid).

In May 1995 I noticed a slightly larger form, so I thought, of O. in.sectifera with a broader and
yellow-bordered labellum and a yellow gynostegium, although the tiny antenna-like petals were dark
brown/purple with yellow tips (illustration) I photographed it but was unable to identi! it beyond
being an aberration of O. insectiJero. With the publication of Delforge's book later in the year I was
tentatively able to identify the 'aberrant form' as O. aymoninii (Breistr. ) Butler, although Delforge's
description that separates aymoninii lfrom insectifera] rests on the yellow gynostegium [brownish
greenl and green petals [blackish].

In late May this year I visited the site. I could not, unfortunately locate the same plant since scrub
clearance had removed some vital landmarks and rabbit grazinghad removed spikes from about 20ok
ofthe plants. I did observe, however, that certain O. insectifera orchids appeared to have hybridised
with the suggested O. aymoninii resulting in inflorescences with pale-bordered labella, the gynoste-
gium and labellum morphology remained true to O. insectifera.

This now begs the questions. due to its broader labellum, the colours ofits petals and gynostegium
does it belong to O. aymoninil or is it an aberration of that species?! Does this former subspecres of
O. insectiftra belong to the British flora? How long has it been in this counlry? How is there such a
paucity ofrecords between our southern counties and the French MassifCentral?
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ATLAS 2OOO AND A PROBLEM WITH PURPLE FLOWERED COMFREY

Like many others, I became involved with the Symphl'lum Survey organised by Dr Franklyn Perring in

1968-70, the purpose of which was to determine the distribution of the taxa in the Symphytum olfici-
lale L. complex.

l nMay  1970  l t ' e l t su re tha t l had foundpu rp le f l owe red  S .  o f f i c t na le  i nS .E .  Yo rksh i r e ( v . c . 6 l ) a t
Woodhall, SE/695.120 This plant was one of a uniforrn population growing by an arable field, the soil
being somewhat sandy However, this record was not accepted as S. officinale because the purple

flowered tbrm should have reddish buds and in this plant they were deep purple. ln 1914 a plant was
sent 1o Dr Perring to grow on. The verdict at that time was that it was the hybrid Russian Comfrey,
S. ' uplurtdtcum, probably with 2n:36, though that taxon should not show petiole decurrency to the
extent present.

In 197-; a chromosome count of the Woodhall plant was made for me by Dr G.E. Marks of the
John Innes lnstitute and the figure obtained was 2n:48, thus confirming my determination of S. offici-

nale. This record eventually appeared in I'he f lora r,tf the Ectst Riding of Yorkshire, (F.8. Crackles,
1990) where it is given as found by myself and determined by F.H. Perring - a somewhat inaccurate
at t r ibut ion.

Members nray wonder why this matter is being raised so many years after the original finding. The
work for Atlas 2000 has brought the subject very much back to mind and the population at Woodhall
is still there Much work on the complex was undertaken by the Dutch botanists Th.W J Gadella and
E. Kl iphuis and together wi th F.H. Perr ing they also looked at  scrme Br i t ish populat ions.  A re lat ively
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recent statement of the accepted position is given by Perring (1994) in which the purple flowered
Comfreys are:

S. officinale,2n=48, with red buds opening to purple flowers
S. " uplandicum,2n:36, with deep purple buds opening to a colour ranging from purple violet to

violet blue.
A frequent form of S. , uplandicum,2n=40, with pink buds opening blue and the cream coloured
forms of S. qfficinqle, 2n:24 and 2n:48 do not pose a problem here, nor does purple flowered S
r.yt'Jicinale, 2n=40 since it is stated to occur only in Holland. Assuming Dr Marks determinatron is
correct, and I am not in a position to doubt it, how is one to determine the Woodhall type in the field if
petiole decurrency is thought to be insufficient? This petiole or leafdecurrency is in fact quite difficult
to assess overall since it is less pronounced the further one goes down the stem. Stace (1991) states
that the nutlets of S. officinale are shiny compared with dull and minutely tuberculate in the case ofthe
hybrid

To check this point at Woodhall, I returned this summer (1997) only to find most owles were
turning black and not developing. A local man suggested this was due to crop spraying, but I have
found very few developing or,ules on similar populations where spraying seemed very unlikely. The
nutlets that did form are shiny though possibly very minutely punctate. This it could be argued
supports hybridity.

It may seem unwise to base an argument on one chromosome count from one population ofplants.
However, it seems to me that in recording for Atlas 2000 there will be a tendency to record any purple
flowered comfrey without reddish buds (ifindeed the bud colour is noted) as the hybrid

Finally it may be of interest to note that according to a local farmer, the plants at Woodhall have
been known for several decades and were believed to have come in with manure broucht uo the
Humber from Hull. Did the seed set to Hull from Holland. I wonder?
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SALTMARSH SPBCIES AT INLAND COLLIERY SITES

I was interested in reading Ian K. Morgan's note on this subject. I have already (Primavesi l99l)
contributed a note concerning the presence of Lepidium latifttlium (Dittander) in the Leicestershire
coal fields, but at that time I had no idea of a possible explanation of its presence there. It occurs in
considerable quantity, and in the survey for the I lora of Leicestershire it was recorded from no less
than 18 tetrads, on coal mine spoil heaps, roadside and railway verges, and various.ruderal habitats. lt
is thoroughly established, and behaves like any truly constituent member ofthe vegetation. It is almost
confined to the coal field area in the west ofthe county.

Since we know it to have been thoroughly established at the beginning ofthe Leicestershire flora
survey in 1968, it must have arrived in these localities some considerable time before that. Its status in
the future may be somewhat problematical, if it really does depend on the chemical composition of
coal mine sooil. Most of the West Leicestershire coal mines have now ceased workins and are

2-]
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abandoned, so that fresh material from underground
will almost certainly be modified for other uses.
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SALTMARSH SPECIES AT INLAND COLLIERY SPOIL SITES

I was interested in lan Morgan's observations on saltmarsh species on colliery spoil inBSBI News'75.

The references in Restoration and Revegelalion of (.'olliery Spoil Tips and Lagoons to salinity in

colliery spoil indicated that the spoil heaps ofEastern England were the most saline and those ofSouth

Wales much less so. This is certainly generally the case and I well remember Aster tripolium (Sea

Aster) being a coloniser offield trials on fresh colliery spoil in 1975 at Thorne colliery when some of

the non-salt tolerant sown species were having a job getting going! At the same time such species were
not seen at similar field trials in Mid-Glamorgan where levels of salinity in fresh colliery spoil were

orders of magnitude less than in the South Yorkshire spoils. As an author of the DoE publication I

have to say that we had not considered that South Wales spoils would be colonised by salt marsh

species on the basis ofthe salinity levels we had observed.

I wonder however if the clue is in lan Morgan's reference to settling lagoons. Here, levels of salin-
ity would be higher, particularly at the edges, due to water from coal washing continually entering the
lagoon and then evaporating. Salinity may also be increased in washery water because of chemicals

added during the coal washing process.

Colliery spoil is not noted for supporting many unusual plant species so it is good to hear oflan's
records. Has anyone else got any notable plant records on colliery spoil?

JOHN P PALMER, Bron y Graig, Pwllglas, Ruthin, Denbighshire, LLl5 2NY

SUBSPECIES OF WCIA SATIVA (COMMON VETCH)

ln my attempts to record V. saliva subspecies I have found many plants which are isophyllous with

more or less concolorous flowers. Many of them are small and slender. They are usually in grassy or

rough places or field borders. I suspect that they are subsp. segetalis which should be robust with

bicolorous flowers. At present I am recording them as V. sativo s.l. Have other observers experienced

this difficulty?

ROGER VEALL, I Plant's Close, East Wellow, Romsey, Hants. SO5l 6AW

BIOMANIPULATION

ln response to the editor's query in BSBI News 75: 35, members may be interested in the following

explanation of 
'biomanipulation'.
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It means manipulating an ecosystem by biological means. lt is most commonly used in lakes

which have no plant life because the water is too turbid (murky). Zooplankton-eating fish are removed

so you get more zooplankton, so you get less phytoplankton (algae the cause ofthe turbidity), so you

get clear water, so aquatic plants can re-establish. The important thing about this technique is that

(providing certain conditions are met, such as not having too great a phosphorous input) the new clear

water state is stable.
So not painful at alll

ANDREW SPINK, Treubstraat 21,6'702 Ba Wageningen, Holland

LONGEST NETTLE CONTEST (DORSET)

I was recently sent an article from the Bridport Ner'.r on the Marshwood (Dorset) Longest Nettle
Contest. Part of it reads as follows.

'He (Alex Williams) arrived with a nettle that was | 5 ft 6 ins long, & said that if anyone beat

him, he would eat it. Amazingly someone turned up with a 16ft (4.8 m) nettle, so Alex carried

out his promise. Now every year ifhis nettle is not the brggest, he eats the winner.' [Presuma-
bly the winning nettle, rather than the winning competitor.]

I am just over 6ft and nettles often sting my forehead. Most Floras give the height ranges as 2-4 ft, or

l-5 ft. Stace gives the maximum at 1.5 m (5 ft) but CTM allowed an exceptional maximum of 2.5 m
(8ft 4ins). Whenever I comment on 8 to 9 ft nettles, fellow botanists say 

' 
. its the reduced light'

(woodland), or 'competitive growth' (ditches) or'ideal growing conditions' (riversides) or 'overen-

richment with nitrates' (farmland)

Autumn 1997 might be a good season for long nettles. So far my confirmed Wiltshire record is a
mere 3.4 m (l lft 4ins). It seems that Alex Williams and his Dorset drinking companions have shown

more resolution than amateur and prof-essional botanists elsewhere in Europe. lt rvould be good to have

reliable records of extreme nettle heights, and those of other tall herbaceous native plants such as
bracken or rose-bay willowherb, as we have for trees. ,After all, we in the BSBI are not committed to

eat ing non-winning specinrensl

JACK OLIVER, High View, Rhyls Lane, Lockeridge, Nr Marlborough, Wilts SN8 4ED

DROUGHT ADAPTATION IN NETTLES

Unaccustomedly prolonged dry spells for the years 1992-9'7 in the Kennet Valley, have caused the
ground to crack with wilting ofherbs, grasses and trees In the nitrate and phosphate enriched soil, the
monopolistic behaviour (Crawley 1989; Grime et ul. 1989) of the Common Nettle (llrlica dioicu)

seems to prevent the natural regeneration of trees and shrubs by seed, and imperils the survival of
planted specimens. The nettle's armoury includes shading out by dense vertical growth in summer,

commonly 1-2 m (higher than given in the Floras), and rapid colonisation by the pink, cream, white or
pale green stolons in spring, autumn and winter. However the failure ofat least 98% ofoak, elder and
hawthorn seedlings and saplings seems to be due to water starvation rather than etiolation. Thev

shrivel !
Wheeler  (1995) sampled net t le rh izomes under I  sq metre of  r iverbank to f ind a tota l  length of

63 4l m! I have also found extensive rhizome netrvorks under nettle plants on chalk. f'l ints, gravel and
peat. These rhizomes are always yellow, tough and extensively branched. From any one vertical clump

of stems, the main rhizomes can extend 2 m in any direction, but more commonly 10-90 cm Thev
intertwine with adjacent colonies and often clamp stones or go through holes sometimes found in the
larger flints. The diameters of the primary rhizomes vary from 3-20 mm, usually about 5 mm, and are
irregularly knotted. A 3-dimensional network is formed rvhich can be 35 cm deep. As the nettle-bed
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enlarges, established grasses such as Meadow Foxtail (Alopecurus pratensis), Cocksfoot (Dactylis

glomerata) and Tufted Hair-grass (Deschampsia cespitosa) die, although Couch (Elytrigia repens)

tends to survive on account ofits rapid tall vertical growth and rapid stoloniferous spread.
The weedkillers Diquat and Paraquat are not transmitted along nettle rhizomes, and therefore only

kill the vertical stems, surface stolons and immediately underlying roots. Glyphosate is carried along
the rhizome network to unsprayed parts ofthe same clump, although not very far along stolons beyond
nodes with well-rooted plantlets. Distal parts of a nettle-bed can sometimes wilt in dry conditions
when a main rhizome is broken, even when the distal clumps are well-rooted and firmly established.
This implies that all the tall photosynthesising parts of a summer nettle-bed on very dry ground can
continue to thrive and colonise if served by a rhizome network tapping a single water source 3-4 m
away from most parts ofthe surlace nettle-bed. Alternatively in a single season, a vigorous clump of
vertical stems might be taking most of the water from 2 ' 2 \ 0.35, or 1.4 cubic metres of ground. This
is about twice the volume ofground used by the roots of a2 or 3 year-old healthy tree.

The common nettle colonises by seeding and by rapid growth of stolons and rhizomes, ultimately
fuelled from densely leafy tall summer stems. Stolons can develop into rhizomes in the next season.
The combination oflate frosts and drought in Spring 1997 delayed vertical growth above the rhizome
networks. Nutrients from the rhizomes kept the horizontal stolons spreading, despite frost-blackening
ofthe ends oftaller and more exposed stems, but the latter elongated to overtake the grasses again in
late May and June following rains. It would seem to be the rhizome networks which enable colonies to
thrive and spread in fields, by roads, tracks and buildings, and from dumps, ditches and hedges during
the dry spells.
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BOTANY AND BOTANISTS IN LITERATURE - 7

The 'artisan botanists' of north-west England provide a fascinating chapter in the story of nineteenth
century natural history. Elizabeth Gaskell, living in Manchester and married to a clergyman who had
many contacts with the working class probably met at least some of those hardworking naturalists; at
any rate, she gives a striking portrait ofsuch a man in her early, tragicnovelMary Barton

'There is a class of men in Manchester, unknown even to many inhabitants, and whose
existence will probably be doubted by many, who may yet claim kindred with all the noble
names that science recognises. I said "in Manchester" but they are scattered all over the
manufacturing districts ofLancashire . . the more popularly interesting branches ofnatural
history have their warm and devoted followers among this class. There are botanists among
them, equally familiar with either the Linnean or the Natural system, who know the name and
habitat of every plant within a day's walk from their dwellings, who steal the holiday of a day
or two when any particular plant should be in flower, and tying up their simple food in their
pocket handkerchiefs set offwith single purpose to fetch home the humble-looking weed . . .
Margaret's grandfather was one of these. He was a little wiryJooking old man, who moved
with a jerky motion, as if his limbs were worked by a string like a child's toy, with
dun-coloured hair lying thin and soft at the back and sides ofhis head; his forehead was so
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large it seemed to overbalance the rest of his face, which had, indeed, lost its natural contour
by the absence ofall the teeth. The eyes absolutely glowed with intelligence . . .'

In her last and greatest novel llives and Daughters, Mrs Gaskell presents a naturalist from a different
class of society. Roger Osborne, son of a local squire, becomes in the course of this long (alas. unfin-
ished) story a well-known natural scientist, who goes, as Darwin did, on a long and adventurous
overseas expedition to explore the living world far from British shores. Before this happens, we meet
Roger walking in his father's grounds.

'. . . he spied out one which was rare, one which he had been long wishing to find in flower,

and saw it at last with those bright keen eyes of his. Down went his net, skilfully twisted so as
to retain its contents while it lay amid the herbage, and he himself went with light and well-
planted footsteps in search of the treasure. He was so great a lover of nature that, without any
thought, but habitually, he always avoided treading unnecessarily on any plant; who knew
what long-sought growth or insect might develop itself in that which now appeared but
insignificant?'

Roger, and his family and friends, existed in a social class where an awareness of wild plants and their
names was part ofbelonging to polite society. Here is the local doctor paying a professional visit to
local aristocracy:

'He saw his patient, gave his directions to the housekeepers, and then went out, with a rare
wild-flower in his hand, to find one of the ladies Tranmere in the garden . 'l was calling to
see Nanny, and I took the opportunity of bringing Lady Agnes the plant I was telling her
about as growing on Cumnor Moss.'
'Thank you so much, Mr. Gibson. Mamma, look! This is the Dro.sera ronndifblia I have

been wanting so long.'
'Ah! yes, very pretty I dare say, only I am no botanist. Nanny is better, I hope?'

Here we are in a very different milieu than that of the artisan botanists; Elizabeth Gaskell was familiar
with both.

I am indebted to Antonv Galton of Exeter for drawins mv attention to the botanical matters in
Wives and Daughters.

JACK SMITH, 48 Dean Road, Handforth, Cheshire, SKg 3AH

BOTANY AND BOTANISTS IN LITER{TURE - 8

As long ago as 1979 David Allen drew attention to the fact that the Canon T. Butler listed by D FI
Kent (1957) in British herbaria was the son of the much better known Dr Samuel Butler (1114-1839\.

Headmaster of Shrewsbury School, and father ofthe even better known Samuel Butler (1835-1902),
novelist, poet, painter, iconoclast and satirist; he was 'thus the model of the appalling Theobald
Pontifex in that masterpiece of autobiographical ftction, 

'l'he 
way r,f all flesh', published in 1903 after

the author's death. A fuller entry for Thomas Butler (1806-1886) therefore appears in Kent & Allen's
(1984) revision of Kent's book, and I have myself provided further information about him in Ecokryi-
cal flctra of the Shropshire region (Sinker el al. 1985, 1991, pp. 25-26)

Samuel Butler claimed to have little respect for his father's botanical activities. In a note headed
'My father and science', written in 1884, revised in 1897 but not published until 30 years after his
death (Bartholomew 1932, quoted by Allen 1981), he denied any connection between Thomas Butler's
interest in botany and his own in evolution. 'My father,' he wrote, 'knows the names of a good many
plants, and ifyou give him a plant he does not know, he can worry out its name fiom one or other of
the many botanical works ofreference. And he can cut the ligulae to tie the plant down to the blotting-
paper; and he can make the gum; and he can strap the plant down with consummate neatness, and
write its name under it, and say where it comes from. All this he can do, and does exceedingly well,
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and he likes the job because it gives him something to do; but with this his botany begins and ends,

and his love ofscience generally begins and ends with his botany.'

Another ofButler's notes, written in 1882, appears in Henry Festing Jones's (1919) memoir ofhis

life
'Mv Fnrgr:n's Wooosrns

When I was a boy we used to get Woodsia on Snowdon and Glyder Fawr. There were four

plants left on Glyder still when I was young, and William Williams swore that there were

none others. My father would get a plant, take it home, and put it in the greenhouse. Of

course it died; but his other ferns were kept in the greenhouse, so this must be kept there too.

I had a plant which I found in a hitherto unsuspected place where there were many plants. I

brought its own stones and its own earth, enough to fill a pot; knowing that the Woodsia likes

growing where water can flow on it in healy wet weather from some swollen rill, I made a

little syphon, and occasionally let the water run on to it for two or three hours as from a

miniature waterfall. My Woodsia lived for years. I remonstrated with my father about keeping

this high mountain fern all the summer in the greenhouse; but it was no use. Years afterwards,

I brought him some very fine Woodsias from Canton Ticino, and I brought their own stones

and earth, and planted them where they would occasionally be dripped on by water from a

gutter; but it was no use. Next trme I went to Shrewsbury there they were in the hot bed with

the other ferns. This is my father all over.'

H.F. Jones adds a footnote saying that William Williams was a servant of the family and spoken of as
'William Wilhams, the Butlers'butler';but it seems much more likely that Butler was referring to the

famous Snowdon guide of  that  name (1805-1861).  descr ibed by Newman (1854) as 'but  too wel l

acquainted with the Snowdonian stations ofboth the Woodsias' and 
'subject to such constant solicita-

tions from botanical tourists to be conducted to the localities, that the utter extermination ofthese ferns

from all accessible places is not only certain, but also imminent' (see Jones 1996, pp. 147-\53).

We learn that Theobald Pontifex. the father portrayed in The way of all flesh, owted a hortus

slccr.s (Allen 1979), but botany does not figure largely in that work. However, one of a series of

jottings headed 'Addenda for the Pontifex novel', reproduced as part of Appendix D of Jones's

memoir, reads 'My father's Woodsias', suggesting that Samuel Butler at one time intended to work

this story into the plot.

Perhaps because of his experience of his father's botanical activities, Butler was scornful of

botanists in general, as the following item shows. This comes from material for a projected sequel to

his travel book Alps and sanctuaries (1881) which was published in The note-books of Samuel Butler

( Jones  l 9 l 2 )
'lntroduction of Foreign Plants

I have brought back this year some mountain auriculas and the seed ofsome salvia and Fusio

tiger-lily, and mean to plant the auriculas and to sow the seeds in Epping Forest and

elsewhere round about London. I wish people would more generally bring back the seeds of

pleasing foreign plants and introduce them broadcast, sowing them by our waysides and in

our fields, or in whatever situation is most likely to suit them. It is true, this would puzzle

botanists, but there is no reason why botanists should not be puzzled. A botanist is a person

whose aim is to uproot, kill and exterminate every plant that is at all remarkable for rarity or

any special virtue, and the rarer it is the more bitterly he will hunt it down.'

Another ofthe addenda for The way of all flesh is 'The rarer virtues to be treated as botanists treat rare

plants and exterminated.'
Thomas Butler's wife's great niece, Martha (Mrs R.S.) Garnett, presents, in her book Sarnael

Butler and his famitl' relations (1926). a more sympathetic picture of 'Canon Butler'. She quotes an

obituary notice which said that for the last l0 years of his life he was 
'occupied in making the Shrews-

bury herbarium one of the finest collections in the kingdom', mounting 'with his own hands' and

naming 
'about 65 volumes of plants, each containing 40 to 50 specimens'. To refute 'the idea that

there was in Canon Butler anything of that insensibility to his wife's affection and that sluggish

coldness of heart which is the most displeasing feature of Theobald Pontifex', she cites the lines of
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verse, 'sometimes tender, sometimes amusing doggerel', which he scribbled on slips of paper accom-
panying flowers given to his wife every day during illnesses in the springs of 1836 and 1839.
Examples are: 'Here's a China primrose / As a balm for your woes.' and 'There's no rhyme to Polyan-
thus / So I must manage as I can, thus: / Will my wife accept a posy / For her pretty little nosey?' and
'Here I send you violets blue / In token that my love is true, / How I wish the scent they make / Could
relieve the blister's ache.' and 'In the cold, the garden round, / I have wandered till I found / Double
primroses to prove / Double portion of my love.' and '1, in the innermost / Part of my cranium, /
Thought you might like / A scarlet geranium.' and 'Here's a yellow oxalis / For which I think I desene
a kiss. /'Tis a sort of wood sorrel, / And means 'l hope we shall never quarrel."

A story which may be new to Dewi Jones, whose book The botanists and gtides of Snowdontct
(1996) I have just reviewed for Watsonia, appears in Mrs Garnett's book. Canon Butler'was with his
grand-daughter in the Snowdon district, searching for a very rare fern, only known to exist there. and
hadjust lighted on a specimen, when he wasjoined by a rival collector, who entered into conversation
and began to enquire ifthe very rare so-and-so was not found in the neighbourhood. Canon Butler on
his approach had seated himself upon the object of their quest, and carefully concealing it with his
person, truthfully replied that he believed it was indeed to be found here and there. When the rival had
moved off out of hearing, he and his grand-daughter carefully dug up a part of their specimen, he
gleefully explaining that it was too rare for everyone to take, and that they did not know that other
collectors would be as moderate as himself.'

Mrs Garnett seeks to show that Samuel Butler's aim in writing The w,ay of all ;flesh was 'much

wider than to draw a picture ofhis early years. He wanted to expose the whole generation and ideals of
the age that had formed him.' Later she says. 'It was a system and an age that were the real subjects of
his satire, and he pilloried them under the types . . . that were most familiar to him' Perhaps Thomas
Butler was as representative ofthe botanists ofhis day as he was of'the whole tribe offoggy-minded
fumbling parsons', and perhaps, for that, he deserves his son's strictures!
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A PADDLING DANDY

This wonderful photograph was unearthed by M.D. in the Natural History Museum . 
'Pot. 

Drucei' was
written in pencil on the back The identity of Potamogelon dntcei puzzled British botanists from the
time of its description in 1898 until 1939, when J.E. Dandy and G. Taylor pointed out that it was
identical to Polomogeton rutdosus, long known in central and southern Europe and elsewhere. Many
BSBI members recognised the figure in the water as a youthful J.E. Dandy (1903-1976); the older
gentleman was more puzzling but W.T. Stearn confidently identified him as H.W. Pugsley
(1868-1947). When and where was the photo taken? It seemed more than likely that Dandy had
collected a specimen of P. nodosus (a second photo in the same batch shows him grapnelling in the
river, carrying a large vasculum over his shoulder). Interrogation of the BRC database revealed that
onlv one of the dates when Dandy collected P. nodosus could be linked with Pugsley. On 7 September
1938 Dandy gathered it from the River Loddon above Whistley Bridge in the parish of St Nicholas
Hurst, Berkshire. On the same day he collected I). nctlqns lrom Southcot Ditch between Old fuver and
R Loddon, and from Copperbridge Brook, a branch of Old River. Pugsley gathered P. natans from a
'branch of R Loddon near Twyford' on the same date. Whistley Bridge is only 1.5 km south of
Twyford. When Dandy came to record Pugsley's specimen in his card index ihelci at BM) he was
unable to allocate it to a particular parish, and commented on the card 'cf. Dandy gatherings of same
da te ' .

J.E. Dandy & H.W Pugsley photo @ Natural History Museum

MEGAN DOWLEN, Department of Botany, The Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road, London,
SW7 5BD

JANE M CROFT & C.D. PRESTON, Biological Records Centre, ITE, Monks Wood, Abbots Ripton,
Huntingdon, PElT 2LS
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INCLUDE THEM ALL?

An important decision which has to be made by any writer of a Flora is which alien taxa should be
included and which should not. lt is also a very topical question. For example, the articles by John
Killick Aliens and Introductiotts in q LC 22 garden, Michael Braithwaite Recording Conifers and
other alien lrees for Atlas 2000 and Cameron Crook I (very) provisional checkli.st of cont/ers in the
British Isle.s in the last BJBI News ( No. 75, April 1997) touch on different aspects of this question

Exactly the same problem, namely of which alien species to record, arises in Zimbabwe, although,
naturally, many ofthe species involved are different to those in Britain. However, I believe that in both
countries, in practice, the decisions which have to be taken are highly controversial and difficult to
apply on a consistent basis.

Stace, in his /y'elr' Flora, 1991, enormously expanded the possible range of taxa by including
plants'found in the wild', which may include (for exarnple) planted ornamental trees. It seems to me
that a logical extension would be to go one step further and include all cultivated plants, whether in
gardens or in the wild. The object ofsuch an approach would then be to answer the simple question of
what actually grows in a certain area, regardless of how each plant got there. It must be emphasised
that this approach would not solve the problem of determining the status of each particular plant in a
particular place, but each species would at least be included in the Flora on one or other sjde of the
traditional divide. Clearly, multiple (and possibly more complex) statuses would be required, as many
species would be (for example) both planted and native.

The main objections which immediately spring to mind regarding this approach are:
(i) the fact that the species which would be included can be influenced (by planting);
(iD the difficulty of access to people's gardens to see what is actually growing there;
(iiD the very large numbers oftaxa involved (does anyone know how many taxa are planted in a

vrce-county?); and
(iv) the taxonomic difficulty of many cultivated plants

Of these, I suspect that (ii) would be the major problem in practrce
Finally - has anyone attempted to do a full flora including all plants within a specific area? Do

any Flora writers feel that this idea is worth pursuing?

MARK HYDE, 29 Harry Pichanick Drive, Alexandra Park, Harare, Zimbabwe.
E-mail. pentact @id. co. zw

RUBUS IN THE NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM

The great strength of the Natural History Museum's'British Herbarium' in critical groups, to which
Roy Vickery drew attention in BSBI News 75, applies a.fortiori to Rubus. The BM collection of that is
by far the largest and richest in the British Isles. Moreover. it has recently been rendered much nrore
easy to consult than hitherto. All but a small (and dull) hard core ofthe various previously separate and
unmounted British Rabz.s herbaria have now been mounted and incorporated with the rest. As this
rendered obsolete the'quick reference' collection made up out ofa few select sheets ofeach species
arranged in alphabetical order, that has been done away with and a single integrated whole, arranged
according to Kent's Lisl and the Edees & Newton monograph, created instead. The giant task ofbring-
ing the determinations and nomenclature in this up to date, which Alan Newton gallantly took about
halfuay a few years back, has now been more or less completed. Finally, and for the non-specialist the
greatest gain ofall, under each species the sheets are all at last in vice-county order Simrlarly grouped
by vice-counties are the many folders of indet.' material and of knorvn but innominate local forms,
which together form a sizeable appendage to the main collection, taking up much ofone whole bay.

With perhaps just a single exception every Ruhus taxon on the present British list is now repre-
sented in BM, in most cases by specimens from several or even many localities and from at least the
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majority of the vice-counties for which the species is on record. The collection also holds the
holotypes or lectotypes ofmore ofthe British species than any other herbarium

A main reason for this strength is the Museum's acquisition over the years of the Rubusherbaria
of so many of the past specialists in the group, most notably those of Rogers, Barton. Riddelsdell,
E.F Linton, fulstone, Briggs and Wolley-Dod. The special Fktra of Herelordshire collection put
together by Ley and Purchas must run a good second in richness to Ley's main herbarium at Birming-
ham University. Just about every Rubus gathering ever distributed through the t\4'o exchange clubs
must also be represented, in numerous cases many times over. Similarly, the historic'Set of British
Ruhi' ol the turn of the century is multiply present. The only conspicuous deficiency indeed is in
W.C.R. Watson's many dubious entities, of which CGE, K and SLBI have a near-monopoly.

Geographically, the BM collection reigns supreme too. Its Ulster material, for instance, is far
more extensive - surprisingiy - than that at Belfast, its other Irish holdings scarcely less so than those
at Dublin. While Scotland is only thinly covered, that is anyhing but true of many of the English and
We lsh  v i ce - coun t i es ,  2 .  3 .  l l .  12 ,  14 ,  l 6 -19 .  23 ,2 ' / , 33 -36 ,41 ,46 ,  48 .  49 ,  55 ,  57 ,58  and  64  be ine
particularly richly represenled. One oddity, though, is the paucity ofmaterial from Hertlordshire and
Middlesex most London-based batologists have lived and primarily collected south of the Thamesl

Given the ease with which vice-county records can now be extracted fiom this principal British
lsles collection, it will henceforward be much harder to excuse the absence from a countv or local
Flora ofa reasonably full coverage ofthis particular critical group.

DAVID AILEN, Lesney Cottage, Middle Road, Winchester, SO22 5EJ

CAN YOU Rf,COGNISE A FELLOW MEMBER?

I recently attended a t-reld meeting in north Shropshire, organised by Keele University. We all got on
well together, though names were not exchanged and I had not met any ofmy fellow botanists before.
The BSBI has a large and widespread membership and I am sure that a good percentage ofus would
not recognise a fellow member if we met one.

My point is that our Society has a very attractive and well thought out emblem that would make
an ideal lapel badge. The idea ofwearing badges is to advertise the group or society one belongs to and
also to recognise fellow members. I put it to members and Council that a badge would not only adver-
tise but, hopefully, help to increase membership.

Below are three ideas that could be suitable and I invite members comments.

Lapel badge designs del. M J. Hill

I also invite Council to put the idea on its agenda for discussion if not implementation.

MICHAEL J HILL, 42 Grounds Road, Sutton Coldfield. 814 4SE
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A HERES} '

I  must  confess to a pol i t ical ly  incorrect  bel ief  rvhich.  i f  not  qui te amount ing to 'The Sin Agarnst  The
Holy Ghost ' ,  should be enough to get  anyone drummed out  of  the Brorvnies

I like motorways! And I like the new trunk roads and the associated by-passes
This is  not  the place to extol  their  advantages to the motor ist .  lhough one must nrent ion in passrng the
saving of time. the improved safety and diminution of stress, the ability to see the countryside \\ithout
constant interruption by ribbon development, advertising hoardings and the like, and the prevention (at
least for a while) of fume-ridden traiic gridlocks in towns and cities. what would Birmin_rtham
Maidstone or Exeter be like rvithout them norv. or Nervbury in five years time'?

Iirom a Natural History point of view they have one outstanding advantage. They have r.vide
verges, ol1en very wide ones, that so tar bave largeJy escaped that cardinal British vice the |or.e o1'
tidiness. For much of England they represent the onlv strips of ground where small rvild plants and
creatures can survive surrounded by square miles ofbarley prairie, oil-seed rape. alien conif-er planta-
t ions and overgrazed leys.  The Kestre l  has become the' rnotor \4a) hawk'because moton\ ,a) .s are ol icn
the only places where the wretched bird can find something to eat.

What is  more,  these str ips const i tute corr idors a long which populat ions can f low and spread.
perhaps reccr lonis ing lost  areas.  To take erampies l rom the Orchidaceae, the Bee Orchid ( r ' l7 ; l r .1. r
upllera). Common Spotted-orchid (Dactylorhrza./irchsii) and Pyramidal Orchtd (An,r,tnry)tt.\ l).y(tyy-
dctlis\ from Twryfbrd Down have now spread to much of the Winchester arlefial road nelr,ork 

'l 'he

M27 north of Ponsrnouth has substantial colonies of Southern l\{arsh-orchid (!)ttctylrtrhrtr /)t(((t(t.-
mi'sscr and the improved Al north of Berwick-on-Tweed manv of the \lorthern N{arsh-6rchid
(D purpurel lo) .  The A38/Al0 al l  the rvay f ronr Exeter  to Penzance has Southern Marsh and Ear l l -
purple Orchids (O. nascula) at frequent inten,als and the western end has already proyided a nerv site
for the rare Cornish Spotted-orchid (D. fuchsii stbsp. cornuhiersis Bateman & Denholm). These are
large obvious plants,  who can say rvhat  scarce but  less conspicuous ones remain unrecoqnised because
of the di f l icul ty  of  access?

Reverting to Twyford Down, it is ironic that the damage to an SSSI whrch was so much deplored
and even fought over has, in effect, ertended its boundaries. And the sinrilar canyon nracie b1, the N,140
through the Aston Rowant NNR (the focus of much less attention though larger and nrore imporrant)
has al ready acquired patches ofcalc icole vegetat ion on r ts c l i f f - l ike banks.

If onll' there lvere co-operation in principle and over arrangements fcrr nranagement betq,een
English Nature. Scottish Natural Heritage and the Countryside Council fbr Wales on the gne hand ancl
the Department ofTransport  and the local-author i ty  Highways Departments on the othef .  these rerqes
could become valuable de Jitcto Reserves, protected by the fact that the general public ancl f'arnr
animals are usual ly  denied access,  they could,  fbr  erample,  provide ideal  s i tes lor  the re introduct i6n ot '
some of the orchids ra ised f rom seed at  RBG Kew under the Sainsburv orchid projecr

DEREK TL|RNER ETTLINGER, Royden coltage, cliftonville. Dorkins, Surrer'. RH4 2JF

WHY OH WHY!

Why don't planners in Highways departments incorporate lay-bys into nrotorways'l tf they had clone so
I wouldn't still be wondering if the pinky grey foam, growing riown the central reservation of the \45
in Somerset .  is  real ly  scunygrass going over or  something else And that  lovely c lear p ink t l6 ler  I  gor
a gl inpse of  as the car f lashed past  at  70 mph couldn' t  just  have been red campion.  could i t ' l

Why do the smal lest  of  p lants gror .v in the nrost  d i f f icul t  sr tuat ionst  For instance.  there rvas Nlossv
t i l laea begging to have i ts  port ra i t  taken but .  i ike the seeds of  the Bible 'some t 'e l l  on sronv grLruncl '
and oh! how stony the ground becomes when one has to kneel upon it

I  was brought up on the nraxim 'Alrvays take the book to the plant ' .  so why is  i t  that  t l rc  r rn l r  l iprc
I  do not  have the book I  unexpectedl l ' f ind a plant  I  do not  recoqnise]  Havjnl l  caret ' r - r l l r  col lccrcd orrc
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leaf, one bloom, one bit of stem, etc., why do I always manage to leave behind the one bit of the
plant's anatomy crucial to its correct identification? Come to think of it, when seed is the diagnostic
feature, the plant will be in flower not in seed, and when basal leaves are required, then they will 'have

withered at the time of flowering' which is when you have discovered the plant in the first place if you
get my meaning. Why do some authors of some floras (?) state in their keys 'larger 

than, redder than,
hairier than (or whatever the case may be) the previous species. It is more likely than not, that the
previous species isn't around to be compared with your specimen.

If classical Latin did not form part of your educational background how do you know, without
looking it up, which ending to use in specific names? For example, why isitAlopecurus pratensis,but

Phleum pratense?
Is it old age, a blind spot or sheer botanical inaptitude, that whilst I can tell the differences

between species, like the last two quoted, I cannot remember which species is which?
Finally, why is it that I am frequently unable to think of the English name of a plant but have no

difficulty in bringing the Latin to mind? These are some of my whys, what is on your list?

JILL LUCAS, 8 Camborne Drive, Fixby, Huddersfield, West Yorkshire HDz 2NF

MADDER IN NORTHERN ENGLAND

Margaret Cannon (BSB1 News 75) asks for examples of madder flowering in Britain. I have grown
madder in a small bed against a south-facing wall (and sheltered by a high wall a few metres to the
south) within the Walled Garden at the University of York (SE/625.503) for the best part of a decade
and it seems to flower most years (buds are opening as I write this on l9th June), indeed, we very
often get berries, though I have not tested the viability of the seed. The shoots begin to appear very
early in the late winter or early spring (they seem to be quite immune to late frosts) and the plant
'ramps' happily over a space of perhaps two square metres in gentle competition with Urtica dioica
(Common Nettle), Chelidonium majus (Greater Celand.-,e) and Chenopodium bonus-henricas (Good-
King- Henry). The soil is poor and rather shallow, but the plants are always vigorous. I have also seen
(and recorded on film) flowers on plants growing at the National Trust's garden at Acorn Bank near
Penrith, Cumbria (NY/612.28i), again in a sheltered walled garden.

Plants from the same original stock (grown fiom seed from a French botanic garden, I think)
which were planted on an allotment barely I km away from the University site did not grow at all well
and were lost within a few seasons; I don't recall them flowering.

Margaret Cannon is right to counsel against trying to reproduce Turkey Red with home-grown
madder, though some very good brownish-reds and brick-reds can be obtained easily on wool (and the
use of alum as a mordant will usually brighten and strengthen the colour achieved considerably).
Expert craft dyers can produce as good a deep, bright red as one is likely to see without resorting to the
extreme methods necessary to achieve Turkey Red, though my own efforts have always fallen well
shon ofthis!

Readers may be asking why we grow madder at the University. The stimulus was the discovery of
fossil remains of the roots of this plant (and some other dyeplants) in Anglo-Scandinavian ('Viking
Age') deposits at Coppergate in York during the early 1980s Being wholly unfamiliar with the plant
(though in appearance it is actually only a rather robust version of our native Rubia peregrina (Wild
Madder)) we were keen to see it'in the flesh'. Since then, we have been able to pass on plants to many
others - the vigorous roots provide an endless supply of cuttings! And we have also extended the
archaeological records ofmadder to include two other sites ofAnglo-Scandinavian date in York (both
close to Coppergate), l2th century Beverley, E. Yorkshire (from two adjacent sites), and 14th century
York, whilst colleagues in Bristol identified material of 14th century date from a waterfront site at the
same time we were recognising reddish patches at Coppergate as dyebath waste rich in madder root.

ALLAN HAI-L, Environmental Archaeology Unit, University of York, York YOI 5DD
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USEFUL IDENTIFICATION AID

The Field Studies Council's range ofvisual, folded and laminated identification aids currently includes
a glossary of terms used to describe flowering plants - Describingflowers: a guide kt lhe .structure oJ

flowers and their identification by Anne and John Bebbington (Field Studies Council Occasional
Publication 42, 1996). Starting with the parts of a flower the authors, one of whom is a BSBI member,
use drawings to present inflorescences, leafshape and arrangement, and form offruit. The illustrations
are clearly laid-out to enable the diagrams to be easily matched with field specimens and, as Anne and
John Bebbington work at the Juniper Hall Field Centre where they both have extensive experience of
working with young people, the aid is especially useful for people developing an interest in botany. lt
would make an ideal gift for a new botanist of any age and can be obtained, price Il.95 (incl. p.& p.),
from Field Studies Council Publishing Company Limited, Preston Montford, Shrewsbury, SY4 IHW;
The Richmond Publishing Company, PO Box 963, Slough, SL2 3RS, or any Field Studies Council
Field Centre.

Earlier fold-out aids like Grasses identification chart (1994), Occasional Publication 33, and
Lichens and air pollution: an identification charl (1995), Occasional Publication 34 are still available
at the same price from the same sources.

PETER FRY, Hon. Assistant Secretary, c/o Dept. of Botany, Natural History Museum, Cromwell
Road, London SW7 5BD

A SAD NOTE ABOUT THE ANCIENT YEW AT'THE BULL" STREATLEY

In my note in BSBI News (74.28) headed'A very remarkable Yew tree at "The Bull", Streatley,
Berkshire', I described a beautiful and venerable old Yew (Taxus baccata) located in the back garden
ofthis public house - an old coaching Inn on the main road between Reading and Oxford. My daugh-
ter and I first discovered it on 2nd October last year and went back the following week to measure and
photograph it. Thank goodness we did! It was a lucky chance that we had stopped there for lunch in
the first place and an even luckier chance that we photographed the tree before the middle of October,
1 996, because when we returned there on Tuesday, I st April, 199'7 , for a sandwich lunch and a chat
with the bar stafl we were horrified to see what had happened to the tree in the meantime. lt had been
subjected to the most ferocious tree surgery - all its lower branches had been removed, up to a height
of about 1.5 m from the ground, leaving only two bare trunks supporting the remains of the dome-
shaped crown with the blackboard still propped up in front telling the story of the nun and the monk
whose bones were said to have been buried beneath this same tree in 1440.

The tree itselfis quite unrecognisable - a skeletal shadow ofits former self. After we had ordered
our lunch we asked the barmaid when this devastating surgery had taken place and the reason for it.
She told us that it had been done round about the middle oflast October just a week or two after we
had photographed it and she thought that the reason was that the garden staffhad got tired of having
to prune it all round so frequently to keep it from encroaching on the path in front and the lawn at the
back and sides where the picnic tables are placed.

I cannot imagine that it will ever be able to regain its former beautiful dome shape right down to
the ground even after several more centuries have passed, but I am thankful to have seen it in all its
glory just weeks before the devastation took place. Was it fate that guided our steps that day? We only
lunched at 'The Bull' because the car park at 'The Swan' in Pangbourne was full. Obviously a blessing
in disguise, for which I shall always be grateful to the forces of destiny!

I find that the story ofthe nun and the monk '. . . here slain for misconduct' is firmly embedded in
the folklore of the Streatley area, but whether there is any truth in it I have been quite unable to
discover. Probably the date 1440 is too long ago for written records to have survived.

3 5
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Yew tree at Streatly, before and after'desecration', photos C. Hora @ 1996 & 1997

CAROL J HORA, 5l Eastern Avenue, Reading, Berks , RGI 5SQ

GARDEN WEEDS IN A V.C.23 GARDEN

John Killick's note on his garden weeds in (historic) Berkshire (BSBI News 75.39-40) prompted me to
survey those of my Oxfordshire garden, not much more than 20 miles away. They fall into two catego-
ries, those that seed themselves all over the place and those that spread aggressively out lrom the place

where they have been planted.

The principal sell'-seeders are Alt:hemilla nolli:; (Lady's-mantle), which would reduce the garden

to an afchemilletum if allowed to. Alliun chrisuphii (albopilosum) (a garlic), Aquilegia \ hyhrida
(Columbine) (ialonrlrus nlualls (Snowdrop), which almost qualifies for the second category too,
(]eranium phaeum (Dusky Crane's-brll), Gladiolus communis (Eastern Gladiolus), Mqlva moschata
(Musk Mallow, white form), Melissu of;t'icinalis (Balm), Myosotis sylvatica (Wood Forget-me-not),
Nectuntscordam siculum (Honey Garlic), Scrophuloria t;ernalis (Yellow Figwort) and 

'Iulipa 
spren-

gerl (a tulip). On a smaller scale I also have Oxcrll-s corniculala var. atropurput'ea (Yellow Oxalis) and
Sctxifraga cymhalario (Celandine Saxifrage), Digilali.s pyaruhflora (Yellow Foxglove) which has taken
possession of the front steps, and on brickwork Chiastophyllum oppr.tsitifitlium (Lamb's+ail), SbrDas
hupehensis (Hupeh Rowan), the inevitable Cotctrteaster horinntali.s (Wall Cotoneaster) and various
unidentiiled species of HerSe (Hedge Veronica).
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The principal aggressive spreaders are Al:;troemeriq (Peruvian Lily) hybrids, a blue (]eranrun,

probably 'Johnson's Blue', various species of Sedum especially a yellow one that appears to be
S. kam.schaticun (Kamchatka Stonecrop), Svmphytum grandiflontm (very aptly named Creeping
Comfrey) and the var. oxyloba of Vinca major (Greater Periwinkle), which is about to launch into
battle with not only the Alslroemeri.r but also a so far unidentified Menthq (Mint). In addition there are
long-standing patches of Colzla squalida (Leptinella) in the larvn and two patches, now almost under
control, of Cicerbitq macrophylla (Blue Sow+histle). However, Allium sphaerocephalon (Round-
headed Leek), which was locally established a lew years ago now seems to have died out.

In addition I can count many invaders of the flower-beds from the surrounding woods, such as
Digitalis purpurea (Foxglove), Primula vulgaris (Primrose), (ilechoma hederacea (Ground-iq'),
Oxolis acelosel/ir (Wood-sorrel), Mercurioli.s peremris (Dog's Nfercury), Scntphulantr nrxlosrt
(Common Figwort), Stachys sylvatica (Hedge Woundwort) and the distinctly unusual (as a weed)
Luzula pilosa (Hairy Woodrush)

A part of the lawn alloued to go wild has many wild grassland plants including Dactylc'rhrza

fuchsii (Common Spotted-orchid), Carex caryophylleu (Spring Sedge), (.-alluna vulgari.s (Heather) and
at one time Ophry,s apifero (Bee Orchid), together with one notable invader iiom the garden (where rt
now refuses to grow), ()entiantt asclepiadea (Willow Gentian)

All this besides more normal weeds, such as Anagallis arvensis (Scarlet Pimpernel), (-olyrtegia

sepium (lledge Bindweed), (lonvolvufu.s arven.sis (Field Bindweed). ('helitlonium majus (Greater Cel
andine), Lapsana cr.tmmunis (Nipplewort) and Sonchus aryen.r'ls (Corn Sow-thistle).

RICHARD FITTER, Drifts, Chinnor Hill, Chinnor, Oxon, OX9 48S

OBSERVATIONS ON PUI,SATII,I,A'ALGARIS

For some years I have grown Pulsatilla on a dry calcareous slope with low nutrient content. Originally
I interylanted with Cowslips. Primula verzs, but almost all the latter have since died, after seeding
freely into the lawn around the Pulsatilla bed. Presumably toxins, such as alkaloids, which are present
in Pulsalilla leaves, have killed the normally vigorous cowslip plants.

Pulsatilla seeds from packets germinate poorly or not at all for me. However, seed ripened on my
plants, collected just before it falls, germinates freely, so I now have an extension of the colony in
pavement cracks along an asphalt drive.

In Berkshire, colonies of wild I'ulsatilla often lose their flowers. This is probably due to
pheasants. On several occasions I have seen male pheasants peck off whole flowers just below the
tepals, though they do not eat them. The motive for this defloration is a mystery.

HLMPHRY BOWEN, West Down, West Street, Winterborne Kingston, Blandford, Dorset DTI I 9AT

DON'T FORGET THE VASCULUM; AN OBJECT LESSON

Susan Delano McKelveyr, in her account of the plant-hunting activities of Thomas Drummond in the
early part of the last century, mentions'an alarming encounter'with a Grisly Bear rn North Amerrca.
William Gardiner, in his splendidly discursive Forfur Florar quotes lronr Drumrnond's own account of
this adventure, which I think members of the Society should heed carefully since it demonstrates an
important use for an article of equipment not often carried nowadays by botanists in the field.
Drummond tells us that the bear approached him'growling a horrible defiance'. He aimed his rit.le -
but his powder was damp. He was saved just in time by the arrival of other members of his party with
the does. He savs.
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'For 
the future I took care to keep my gun in better order, but I found by future experience

that the best method ofgetting rid ofbears when attacked by them was to shake my vasculum,
or specimen box. when they immediately decamp.'

This cannot have been good for any specimens already collected, and one wonders just how much
noise shaking it would make, but it has to be a useful tip.

By the way, the indefatigable Drummond wasn't put offby the encounter. He did even better than
that brave girl who 'got up and finished fifth"; he still secured the Jungermannia which he'd glimpsed
just before the Grisly appeared on the scene.

References:

Susan Delano McKelvey: Bolanicql Exploration of the Trans-Mississipi lilest, 1790-1850, Massa-
chusset ts.  1 955.

William Gardiner The Fkra of Forfur, London, 1848.
Bing Crosby and Frank Sinatra. High Society, 1956-

JACK SMITH. 48 Dean Road. Handforth. Cheshire. SK9 3AH

PAIRS

An article in the last BSBI News mentioned trees growing closely together. In v.c. 62, N.E. Yorks., we
have a SSSI near the town of Helmsley, which is described as a unique example of relict
wood-pasture.

The oak trees are very ancient, and it would appear that at some time all the top branches were lost
leaving a trunk of about 5 m high. New branches have grown and the trees are described as 'stag-

headed' oaks. There are a few smallJeaved limes (Tilia cordata) which have suffered the same fate.
One of the oaks appears to have two kinds of leaves but a single origin; the reason being that a

large birch tree is growing out of the hollow trunk of the oak.

NORMAN A THOMPSON, 6 The Grove, Marton, Middlesbrough, Cleveland, TS7 8AA

FIELD RECORDING AT COUNTY LEVEL

I have recently become the co-ordinator ofthe SBI (Sites ofBiological Importance) recording system
in Cheshire, so I have been interested to read the papers on the reliability of field recording in
Watsoniq (tuch & Smith, Sept 1996, and fuch & Woodrufl Aug 1992), and more recently Alison
Stewart (BSBINews, Jan 1997)

Our system has been run by the Cheshire Wildlife Trust since the early 1980s when sites were first
located and surveyed, sometimes very professionally, but often more cursorily just to find and note the
existence ofpotentially valuable sites. These first sites were approved in 1986, and the current total is
over 650. Many ofthe original sites have been upgraded from C to A or B with the greater expertise of
our surveyors (we run frequent training days to help them) and, ofcourse, some sites have been lost to
development or the plough, etc.

Unlike the Atlas and Monitoring schemes, our surveys are site-specific though, obviously, species
data could be translerred to relevant tetrads, and interesting information is passed to the BSBI County
Recorder, Graeme Kay, in any case. Our site information is transferred to RECORDER, but we are
only just beginning to store species data on this system. At present field data is still in a series of site
folders
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The problems of reliability outlined by Rich et al. is very real for us, but when we aim to survey
around 100 sites each year, we have to use all available volunteers. Repeatability really only arises

when sites are resurveyed after, at most, 10 years. lt often happens that some species seen earlier
cannot be found again but, equally, a more expert survey may find many more species than before.
There are many possible explanations for this, such as change in the habitat itself, different time of
year, and different competence ofthe surveyors.

It would be interesting to try to examine these variations between surveys, but our aim is mainly
to distinguish good sites and estimate their value, particularly as a planning tool for their protection in
association with Cheshire County Council, the Borough Councils and English Nature. A really good

semi-natural woodland with a number of ancient woodland indicator species in the ground flora will
probably get an A grade anyrvay, so one species more or less will not be significant in this context,
though obviously we aim for the best survey possible.

The SBI system has been used effectively in the planning process with developers regularly
consulting the register before selecting development sites, except for the Manchester Airport extension
where politics took precedence over conservation of a number of SBIs. However, for what it is worth,
substantial mitigation was written into the decision.

Dr MARGARET CURTIS, 3 Vicarage Hill, Helsby, Warrington WA6 gAD

DIALECT PLANT-NAMES

The following continues from BSBI New.s 75 a list of names collected since 1992.

Hardheads - Centaurea nigra, Common Knapweed. Widespread, including Pimperne, Dorset, January
1992 and Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, November 1993.

Harris's bullets - Galium aparine, Cleavers, fruits: 'l have been totd by a life-long resident that, as
children, the burrs of goosegrass (cleavers) were always termed Harris's bullets' [Retford,
Nottingham, October 1996]. Any comments or explanations would be much appreciatedl

Hassocks Deschampsia cespitosa, Tufted Hair-grass: 'I have never heard the offrcial name used by
anyone. "Tussock grass" in the south; "Hassocks" in Lincolnshire, and, I believe, elsewhere in the
north' fNewton, Powys, April 1997].

Hay maids - Glechoma hederacea, Ground-iry ICinderford, Gloucestershire, November 1993].
Headache flower - Geranium robertianum, Herb-Robert: Berkshire, 1920s and 30s [Neath Abbey,

West Glamorgan, July 19961
Hedge nut - Cnrylu.s avellana, Haze[. Cawsand, Cornwall, c. 1930 [Callington, Cornwall, October

1 ee6l
Hens-and-chickens Lotu.s corniculalas, Common Bird's-foot-trefoil: [South Collingham, Notting-

hamshire, J anuary 19921.
Horse pennies - Rhinanthus minor,Yellow-rattle [Addington Moorside, West Yorkshire, May 1994].
Humack - Rosa canina agg., Dog-rose: West Somerset, between 1914 and 1939 [Breage, Cornwall,

October 19931.
Hurts - Vaccinium myrlillus, Bilberry, fruits: 'called hurts - mother, when a girl picked them to make

a pie'. [St Day, Cornwall, January 1996].
Thanks to W.L.L Andrew, W.J Antell, Kate Mason, Elsie Olivey, Edythe Pearce, Colin Small,

F.W.P. Thorne, William R. Wooldridge, John Yiend and other correspondents for their
contributions.

ROY VICKERY, 9 Terrapin Court, Terrapin Road, London SWl7 8QW
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A WISE INVESTMENT

Judy Dinwiddie's writing about J.G. Baker in BSBI News has reminded me of my husband's meetings
lvith J.G. Baker's son, E.G. Baker shortly after the war. As I remember, E.G. Baker was then in his
eighties and confided in Ted that he was uncertain what to do with his copy of Curtis's F/ora
Londinen.sis which had belonged to his father EGB had no family ro whom to bequeath it and he was
afraid it would be sold abroad or cut up for the plates. He remarked'lf I knew someone who would
give me f l0 and look after it I would let it go'. Well Il0 was worth a lot more in those days but we
decided it was a treasure not to be missed. So Ted went over to zuchmond and bought the Flora. the
two volumes of which were so healy that he had to get a taxi to get them back to Streatham!

After Ted's death in i9l5 I had two offers for the Curtis, one offl,000 and another of€1.400
neither of which I accepted When I moved to my present very small bungalow in Lancaster I could not
think where to keep the Flora and eventually, rather reluctantly, I contacted a bookseller to see about a
possible sale, explaining that I did not want it to go out ofthe country. It was finally purchased by a
botanist in the south ofEngland lor over 18,000. Ted was an investment expert in Barclays Bank and I
reckon this must have been his very best BUYI

Another connection with E.G. Baker was that he gave Ted J.G.'s presentation copy of Darwin's
Origin o;f Species, (author's writing on flyleaf). This was in March 1947.

EGB in his Will left the contents of his house to his housekeeper and my husband was able to help
her with advice in disposing of various items. As a 'thank- you' she offered him some Baker
ornaments - two lovely plates and a cake or fruit stand designed and worked by Hannah Baker, mother
ofJ.G One plate is  ofwi ld roses on a blue background, the other ofred-backed shr ikes on a branch
with a border of autumn leaves and an insect crawling up. The stand (alas slightly damaged) is blue
with a centre design of daffodils and a border of primroses (all pin-eyed!). This has the initials H.B.
and date I 894 All these I greatly treasure.

DOROTHY LOUSLEY, 3 Barton Courr, Barron Road, Scotforth, Lancaster LAI 4HG

BLACK POPLAR IN THEINGI,O.SAXON RUNIC POEM

Years ago I noticed that the verse for the letter B in the Anglo-Saron Runic Iroem read in translation
like a description of black poplar, although it was clearly headed Beorc,'Birch' Peter Horn's article
(BSRI News 75. 28) Ied me to re-examine the original text and see what the words themselves sav.
rather than translators' attempts to make sense ofthem

'Birch be withour branch, lo! [it] beareth yer
shoots without children, is beautiful in boughs
high on helm fair adorned
Iaden with leaves near to sky.'

The word bled, which I translate 'branch', was rendered by Bruce Dickins as 'fruit'. it can mean a
flower or almost any aerial part of a plant.

Like most Anglo-Saxon poetry, this verse is powedUlly constrained by alliteration. This literary
device is almost untranslatable - though, like the original, I have got four b-words into the first line -
and makes it diffrcult for the versifier to convey meaning at the same time. The only vaguely poplarish
feature, 'laden with leaves', is probably due mainly to the author's need to get three l-words into a line.

The beorc verse could thus be a description ofbirch or black poplar or virtually any big tree. The
same goes for two of the other four tree-verses in the Runic Poem. Y -is-for-Yew and .€-is-for-Ash fail
lo characterise those trees, although Th-is-for-Thorn and A-is-for-Oak do tell us a little about thorn
and oak. (However, the verse X-is-for-Sedge gives a very convincing description of Ctattium
mdr6cus.)
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Anglo-Saxon be<trc, like the corresponding words in other Germanic languages, certainly meant
birch. Some contemporary school textbooks used it to translate Latin populus, which confirms what I

discovered at the age ofsix, that schoolteachers don't always know the differences between trees, and
also tend to copy each other's mistakes.

References
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THE PENDENTIVES OF SAN MARCO

lnstructive though it is, Gould & Lewontin's famous paper on the Spandrels of San Marco (cf. 'More

on Teasel Water Traps', BSBI News 74. 26-27) contains two flaws. The authors first confused
spandrels with pendentives. A spandrel is a flat triangle with one curved side between an arch and the
moulding or frame that may enclose it (Fig l) A pendentive is the spherical triangle of masonry
between a central dome, like that of San Marco in Venice, and two of the four arches on which it rests
(Fig 2)

The second flaw is the authors' assumption that a mosaic-decorated 'spandrel' (properly a penden-
tive) is not an architectural feature in its own right, but merely the consequence of marrying a round
dome to a four-arched square base. However, as all students ofByzantine architecture know, the same
effect can also be achieved by using squinches, small arches set diagonally across the corners ofthe
square to reduce it to an octagon (Fig 3) The architect ofSan Marco may weil have chosen penden-
tives, rather than squinches, precisely because pendentives could more satisfactorily be decorated with
mosaics.

Gould & Lewontin's example, thus extended, does not support theirlhesis that structures need not
have a specific function. Ifit has any biological analogy at all, it should perhaps be taken as a warning
not to be dogmatic about evolutionary explanations without having verified the data and considered
alternative possibilities. Ifeminent scholars can so easily misinterpret the construction of San Nlarco,
which is simple and comparatively recent, what hope is there of being right about evolutionary
processes which took place much longer ago in environments much further removed from our own
experience?

Reference
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CONSERVATION NEWS

FLORA LOCAI,E: PUTTING WILD PLANTS BACK WHERE THEY BELONG
BSBI members mav recall John Alerold's 1994 report Seatls oJ destrrclion. rvhich highlighted the problcm of
non-nativc varieties ofsrld plants being scattered in the countryside to 'restore'native 

iegelatron.
It is plcasing to report that this rvork is norv berng taken a step further through the"Fktra tocale jniiative.

rvhich is a collaboratl'c proJect betlveen Plantlife. the Institute oi Ecologv and 
-Environmental 

Managc*eni
and the Nature Conscn-ation Bureau lnitial fundrng has becn provided iorihe project by the World Widc Fund
tbr Nature (UK) and English Nature.

J'lora ltttale's principal aim is to protect rndigenous rvild plants and plant communitres fiom introduced
spccies and varieties.

Critics mal feel that this is an rmpossiblc task rn thc LIK. givcn thc fact that our counlr).side has alreadl
been so 'mucked 

about . but the fact is that the risk to our flori is increasrng daily. as more and more exotic
nratcrral rs rmported and plonked into the countn.side The rvork ofBSBI mernters in recordrng the presence of
pecuhar varieties ofnattvc specics. and ofintroduced and cstablishcd aliens is critically,important rn monitor-
rng rvhat is actuallv happening 'on thc ground' and tlls role rs lrkcll'to bccomc incrcasing6:ulportant rnto the
futurc.

hlora locale intends to work towards its 'mission, 
bt,:

' Iiaising uith plant nurscries. conscrvalion groups, horticultural tradc associations and others to cngagc
supporl tbr Flora lot:ale

' developing an independent and voluntary source-certification schenre for native plants: rhis wrll be
available to grow'ers, supplters, specifiers and organisations who carr1, out o, ,upplu plants for native
revegetation schemes

. drafting a code ofenvrronmcntal practlcc for grorcrs and spccificrs

. developing regions ofprovenance guidance
' idcntii\'ing existing tcchnical guidance and helping to draft new guidance for growers and people rvho

uill be carn,ing out habttat creatiodecological restoration schemes
' dcvcloping links with gro\\ers- organlsatrons. rcsearchers and practitioners r.vho are rnvolved rn culti-

Vating $ild plants and using thcrn for habitat crcatiolVccological rcstoration schcmcs cstablishing the
Flora locale nctvork

' encouraging local contntunitv groups. gardcn ccntrcs. sccd houscs and nurseries to grow and supplY
x'ildflowers- trecs and shnrbs that havc bccn sourccd from indrgenous plant con.munrtres ln thc terrjto-
nes within which thev ivill bc planted

' encouraging public bodies to introduce policies that rvrll require native-origin plants only to be used
lor ecologrcal restoration and habitat creation schemes paid fbr with public fnational and EU) funds' establishrng a series of focal points and demonstration sites for advice and gurdance on best practice
and prior experience

' compiling a database of research. practrce and pubhcations rvhich can be used to senice enquirics and
prornotc good practrcc

One of the kel priorities is to derclop an indepcndent source-cortification scheme for plalts used rn habitat
creation At the moment. rve simplv do not knoiv uhich nurseries are suppll,rng native materral because ofthe
lack ofsuch a schcnrc and thc firlure ofmany'supplicrs to maintain gooa-iuppli chain rcqords. Wc also nccd to
support and promote the rvork of groups wishing to establish supplies oi'local,origin seed and other plant
matenal fbr habitat schcmcs in thcir area.

Afthough the rvork of Flora /ocale wrll be initialh focused in Britain. lrnks rvith other European partners
arc intended uith a vte\\ to cncouragrng parellcl and supporting acrions in other European countries. The
actions proposed are relevant to the protcction ofwild plant communrtres u,orld-rvide.

Why should we be concerned?
Threat to the genetic integrity of native plant species
No-one knows to what extent this is a problcm fbr each wild species nhich grows in the UK. F'or some species
$'c krou that the gene-stock of some wild plant populations has been polluted' bluebell is a good example
ofthis. as demonstrated bv observatrons niade bv BSBI membcrs Another example is provided by professor
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John Parker's work on Scilla autumnalis which identified the thrcat posed to an indigenous strain ofthis wild
plant from another native and polentiallv invasive strain - indicating that it would be harmful to bulk up seed
ofthe latter and introduce propagated plants into the vestigial territory ofthe former. Anotler recent study by
Andrew Jones at Aberystrryth compared the performance of local-origin meadow plants with plants of British
native-ongin grown from seed supplied by a well know wild-plant nursery. The genetic 'orrgin'ofthe two
samples was some 250 mrles apart. The propagated material performed better, indicating potentially invasive
qualitres and a potential for eroding the local gene-stock.

But for the majority of wild plants, we simply do not have any information on 'in-species' variety and the
distribution ofdistinctive genotlpes. This means that the 'precautionary principle' should apply, i.e. that any
material ofthe same species that is planted in the countryside should be ofnative gene-stock. It should also be
preferably of local origin and originally sourced from a habitat trpe similar to the one which is being estab-
lished - although the latter is currently an unattainable ideal, given the lack of local wild-plant nurseries.
However, in some areas local rritiatives are already developing. For instance in Orkney the Farming and
Wildlife Advisory Group is encouraging local farmers to collect and propagate seeds of local wildflowers
(until now the seed used has been imported from England or the Continent). The current initiative to restore
Caledoman Pinewood is another example of a local scheme which would most certainlv meet the criteria of
Flora llcale.

This leads on to questions about regions of provenance if it is acceptable just to use native-origin
material, what is the difference between using seeds ofZolas corniculatus from Scotland in southem England,
to using seeds of the same specres from north-west France'/ Scottish Natural Heritage has alreadv taken the line
that wildflower seed used in Scotland should be sourced from Scotland. F-lora ktcale is currently drafting a
positron paper on regions of provenance for rvildflowers and grasses. Contnbutions to this debate would be
most welcome! (The Forest Autltority is also currently producing a consultation document on regions ofprove-
nance for forest trees.)

Threats to native plant communities from potentially invasive species and varieties
Alien rvildflowers and grasses are often present in imported grass seed mixes which are wideh used for
seedrng road verges and habitat creation. BSBI members, through the pages of BSBI News, have already
observed some of the weird and wonderful exotic plants (as well as red data species such as Peruryroyal,
Mentha pulegium) which have suddenly appeared in newly seeded grassland. Because road verges and habitat
schemes are not subject to rrtensive weedkillers (unlike agricultural leys). this gives an increased likelihood of
aliens (originating from 'contaminated'grass seed) becoming established and becoming a long-term threat to
the integrrty of native plant communities. Unfortunately, many suppliers of native wildflowers have been
deterred fiom propagating native grasses because of restrictive European Union regulations goreming crop and
grass seed. This means that the majority of grass seed used is of cultivated varieties, often grown in bulk in
countries such as the United States and New Zealand. A specific recent case rnvolved a habitat creation scheme
in northem England where the landscape manager was asked bv Eng|sh Nature not to use Highland Bent,
Agrostis ca.stellana but Yorkshire Fog- Holcu.s lanatus :u:,siead,. The resulting seed was imported from the USA.
Incidentally, Agrostis castellana, an alien grass, has been a species commonly used in wildflower grassland
creation schemes in the countryside as it is a popular and widely ar.ailable grass for amenity uses.

Not achieving the desired result
Increasing amounts ofpublic funds are being put into habitat creatjon in towns and in the countryside with the
specific arm oftrying to replace (at least in the long term) the native plant communities which have been wiped
out over vast tracts of Britain. The danger is that manv of the schemes rvill not end up resembling native plant
communities, because exotic vanstres ofwildflowers and cultivated varieties ofgrasses have been used. Unfor-
tunately there has been very little systematic long term research on such habitat creation schemes. However,
the project has been made aware of a number of cases where introduced plant varieties exhibit greatly different
appearances than natrve ones. 'Classic' variants include fodder varietres of Lotus corniculatus, Anthyllis
vulneraria and, Sanguisorba minor. T}rc project also has in its possession a 1.5 m tall specimen of Galiun
verum (with woody stems) from a Derbyshire road verge.

There is evidence that some non-native varieties of wild plants are not as well adapted to local conditions
(climate, soils, etc.) and in some cases may not survive. While there are some extreme examples of this, we
know very lrttle about what happens with many of the commonplace wildflorvers which are sown rn habitat
creation schemes. There is likely to be considerable variation between and within species. Some limited data
on certain trees and shrubs is available. For example, a paper on hauthorn, Crataegus monogltna, recenlly
published in Ll'atsonia (Jones, A.T. & Evans, P.k. in ll/atsonra 20.9'7-103, 1994), indicated that continental
European material grew less well and was morphologicall-v very distinct. This issue is particularlv crucial to
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foresters, as exempliiied by the loss of 70,000 ha of mantime pinc Pinus pmaster in Les Landes, south-west
France. in 1985. A Portuguese strain whrch was not frost-tolerant had been planted instead ofthe local, frost-
tolerant variet_v. John Akeroyd's example ofnative Britrsh rvildflower seed being used in Gibraltar also under-
lines the scale ofthe problem. John has reported that in the early 1990s an area ofground adjacent to important
Mediterranean plant communities *'ith endenric species was sowrr rvith Brittsh rvildflower secd. All the young
plants which germinated died. illustrating the importance of the Flora locttle principle: putling wild flolvers
back rvhere the,v'' belong

Limiting benefits to associated fauna
To whal extent does the rvidespread usc of non-native varieties effect populations of invertebrates? This is
another niillion-dollar question for which research data rs badlv needed. On one 'new' Wiltshire chalk grass-
land. a fodder varien of kidnel, vetch Anthylli.s vulneraria has attracted small blue butterflies. not seen previ-
ouslv in the area for a significant period. Wrth trees and shrubs, the earlier flowering ofcontinental varieties
ma1' not be so good if pollinators haven't appeared whcn the flowcr buds break and will consequently limit
berrving and the benefit this brings to hedgerow birds. The vast majority ofhedgerow hawthom planted in the
countnside in recent vears has been ofcontinental origin (much ofit Hungarian), usually 'laundered'through

Holland first.

Challenges for botanical monitoring
The unfettered scattering around of wild plant seeds, and the wide-scale planting of exotic (varieties and
specics) oftrees and shrubs in the countrvside must be closelv monitored and the onl,v organisation that has the
capacltv to do this on a nation-wide scale is the BSBL Thc problem is that the quantities ofintroduced material
are no\\ so large that botanical monitoring must now pa\ acute attention to detail rf it is to be meaningful.
Wrldflowers planted in a set-aslde scheme or as part of the countryside stcu,ardship programme lor chalk grass-
land rcstoration must be recorded as planted, others,ise thc overall picture ofnatural plant distributions is gorng
to be badly out of slmc with what has happened to the countryside during the past 50 years. Furthermore, not
one of the habitat creation schemes funded through the agri-environment programme can be guaranteed as
permanent. All the schemes are subject to time-limited contracts which under some circumstances can be
brokcn bl the landowner. New wildflower grasslands may disappear as rapidlv as the origrnal native ones did
iong ago. Thc sheer scale of introductions also means that it will be harder to assess natural changes in plant
distributions and rvill obscure lons temr environmental trends associated lvith climate chance.

Technical guidance
Flora locale is currentlr, drafting a range oftechnical guidance. These include DeJinitions.for British nalive-
ongn plants (No l) and Putting wild plants back where lhey belong; guidance on using native and local-
ongtnplants inhabi la lcreal ion(No2) Bothareavai lableontheh' loralocaleWWW si tebulpapercopicscan
bc supplied on receipt of a large s.a.e. Codes of conducts for wild plant growers and specifiers are also under
prcparation.

Summary
l.-loro locale wishes to rvork closel-v rvith all the organisations which have a close interest in the protection of
the countryside and its rvild plant communities. It is also important that the project builds up a good working
relationship rvith other organisations in the horticultural and landscape management sector. lvho will be able to
assrst  the inr t iat i re achicve r ts a ims.

Anv BSBI member who wishes to contribute informatron to Flora locale or weigh in on the debate, can
contact the project co-ordinator (details below). The project would be particularly interested in making contact
with researchers in relevant fields. and receiving observations on habitat creation schemes where 'native'

plants have been used. Information on native plant vaneties or exotic species should continue to be sent to
local BSBI recorders as th€se will help to contribute to Atlas 2000 and the ongoing monitoring work of the
Society, but anecdotal information associated wrth such rntroductions would be useful to the project and may
be sent to the Flora locqle co-ordinator.

Flora locale is just beginning. Further funding is being sought to ensure that thc project is put on a long
term footing and it is hoped that the BSBI rvill become involved in some specific aspects ofthe initiative that
nill build upon the expertise of its membership.

SUE EVERETT, Project co-ordinator. c/o The Nature Conservation Bureau, 36 Kingfisher Court, Hambndge
Rd, Newbury RGI4 5SJ. Tel: 01635 550380: fax: 01635 550230; e-marl: floralocale@naturebureau.co.uk

More information may be found on the web site at: http://wrw.naturebureau.co.uk/pages/floraloc/floraloc.htm.
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RONALD GOOD'S DORSET
Papers read at the AGM in Dorchester

RONALD GOOD AND THE BOTANICAL SURVEY OF DORSET

Introduction
It was with great pleasure that I accepted David Pearman's invitation to give a talk about Professor
Ronald Good and particularly about the Botanical Survey of Dorset. We so frequently hear his work
referred to as 'Good's Flora' but it is not this and ifyou think it is a flora you are wrong. It is one of
the great landmarks of plant science and an original and outstanding piece of research First, I shall
give a few details about the man, who follows in a distinguished line ofnaturalists and scientists rvhich
this County has produced, and then explain the Survey. I hope by the end ofthis paper you will have
an insight into what Ronald Good achieved in the Botanical Survey of Dorset.

Good the Man
Ronald D'Oyley Good died in December 1992 at the great age of 96. He was born in Dorchester on
5th March 1896. Both his father and grandf'ather were doctors, having their practice close to the Dorser
County Museum in High West Street, Dorchester.

Good was educated at Weymouth College and went up to Cambridge as an Exhibitioner and
Foundation Scholar at Downing College. He rowed in his college eight. During the First World War he
first served in the Inns of Court OTC and later was commissioned into the 4th Dorsets and served in
France. He graduated in 1922 and immediately took up an appointrnent in the Botany Department of
the British Museum (Natural History) where one of his colleagues was J.E Dandy

In 1928 he moved to Hull as Head of the Botany Department where he remained until his retire-
ment in 1959. On his retirement he moved back to Dorset to live at Parkstone where he remained until
the death ofhis wife in 1975 rvhen he moved to sheltered accommodation in Surrey The final 3 years
of his life were spent in a nursing home in Henley.

Fuller details of Good's life can be found in the excellent obituaries by Humphry Bowen in
Watsonia and Roger Peers (Curator of the Dorset County Museum) in the Proceeding.s of the l)orset
Naturdl Hisbry antl Archaeologicctl Socie4'

Roger Peers tells us that Good knew the Dorset County Museum from the age of l0 years. He was
subsequently President of the Dorset Natural History and Archaeological Society (1961-64) and
Trustee of the Museum until his death He was also one of the founders of the Dorset Naturalists'
Trust (now the Dorset Wildlife Trust). Despite living in Hull, he visited the county regularly and wrote
threebooksabout i t - theLostRoadsof Dorsel  in 1940, W'eyland.  thesloryo. f  We.ymouth in 194,5,and
in I979 the Lost Villages o;f Dorset

Good the Scientist

Humphry Bowen describes Good as an'intelligent and solitary man'. an apt description as those ofus
who knew him can confirm. In 1933 he published Plant.s and HumLtn Economic:;. in 194':' the
monumental Geography of Flowering Plants and books on evolution in 1956 and 1981.

The Geography of Flowering Pluil.s went through four editions and remains to this day a standard
text on this subject. Good was a scholar and scientist ofgreat distinction, his abiding interest was plant
geography. Perhaps, because of the lack of interest in biogeography there has been a tendency to
overlook Good's scholarship and the originality of his thinking so much of which was ahead of its
time. Nevertheless, if you take the trouble to read his works you will come face to lace with ideas that
are as relevant today as when they were written.

For example, as Humphry Bowen points out, Cood showed the that the aflrnities between the
floras of Australia and South Africa were best explained by the theory of continental drift When I was
an undergraduate in the early 1960s, the biogeography which I was taught was still reluctant ro invoke

't5
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this theory to explain the distribution ofthe world's biota, but in the 1930s to hold such ideas would
almost have been heresy. Good also promoted the view that the North temperate Flora was still in flux
following glaciation; again a concept we readily accept today. Good was the first in the field of climate
change research when in a classic paper the 1936 he explained the spread of the Lizard Orchid
(Himantoglossum hircinum) in southern England in terms of the climatic changes during the first half
of this century.

When reading the Geopyaphical Handbook in preparation for this talk I was struck by yet another
concept which was way ahead of its time. In discussing rare plants in Dorset, Good tells us - and I
quote - that rarity 'has three components, sparsity in space, sparsity in number of individuals and
sparsity in time, and species, what ever their status, may be rare in one or more than one ofthese, the
extreme expression of scarcity being shown by those that are rare on all three counts'. Today ecolo-
gists attribute this concept - the so-called seven forms of rarity to Rabinowitz (1981), but here
almost fifty years before her paper is the same idea expressed with exceptional clarity. Humphry
Bowen tells us that Good 'preferred the Darwinian approach to research, involving many years of
thought before producing a mdgnum opus, to the modem custom of writing or helping to write as many
short papers as possible'. Is there a lesson here?

The Botanical Survey ofDorset
What we incorrectfy refer to as Good's F/ora of Dorsel he called the Botanical Survey of Dorset, and
the results ofthis survey were published as A Geographical Handbook o/ the Dorsel F/ora. This book
is exactly what its title says it is. lt is a scholarly work which broke new ground and today remains
unique - it is a landmark in plant science - and I believe I am correct in saying that this type of
exercise has never been repeated

It is a Geographical Handbook in that it describes the patterns ofoccurrence ofthe plants which
grow in Dorset - the flora - and explains the reasons why these patterns exist. the principal factors
being variations in climate and soils. Ifyou think it is a flora or plant atlas you are wrong. Good recog-
nised that tield botanists wanted information of this type and to meet their needs he provided in the
last Chapter a'Handlist'- a list ofevery plant ever found in Dorset with notes about its occurrence.
However, the bulk ofthe book is a pioneering work on plant geography and presents the analysis ofthe
considerable body of data which Good accumulated during his survey. In 1959 he deposited the
Archive ofthe Botanical Survey ofDorset at Furzebrook Research Station.

Good's aim was 'to make a comparative study of the distribution, within the County, of as many
as possible of the members of its flora . . .' Good thought Dorset was the ideal place for this study.
Apart from being a Dorset man, born and bred, he claimed that the County was ideally suited for this
study on account of its size, its location on the coast of southern England at a point where the climate
ofthe continental east meets that ofthe oceanic west to produce gradients from both west to east and
from south to north over a wide variety ofrocks and soils.

To achieve this aim Good 'sampled' the vegetation of Dorset. He tells us that ' in working out the
distribution ofa single species in the field it is possible to proceed from the plant to the locality - that
is to seek out the plant and make notes ofits geographical situations. But in working out the distribu-
tion of a great number of species simultaneously it is necessary to reverse the process - to select areas
and note all the species occurring in them.'He called this the'stand method'. It consisted of making a
great number of species lists, each list being made at a definite and recognisable spot. Each list is a
single sample from one plant associat ion.

Each stand was selected in a distinct area of vegetation - a wood, a marsh, a heath, a length of
hedgerow and so on, rather after the manner of phytosociologists. Where there were large areas of
similar - homogeneous - vegetation he took few stands and as the vegetation increased in diversity so
the number ofstands he took was increased. Good's method was to visit each stand, walk around and
make a plant list - he did not search in a detailed manner and in effect took a time-quadrat. The centre
ofeach stand and the area over which he walked was marked on a set of6-inch Ordnance Survey maps
which are now in the Archive. He then moved on to the next stand and in this way he often covered I 5
to 20 stands in a day. It is important to understand this method and that it depends on making the same
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sampling effort at each site. In this way it is objective and enables the relative abundance of each

species over the county to be assessed. Many subsequent recorders have visited Good's stands and

have made painstaking searches. This approach is flawed and is a misunderstanding of the essential
features ofthe sampling approach.

If sufficient stands were taken, they would comprise the whole area of the County of Dorset and
provide a complete description of its vegetation. Of course this was too much to do so, in effect. Good
sampled the vegetation. He aimed to record 8,000 stands (Good 1937) but he achieved 7,575. As
Dorset is roughly I,000 square miles in area there are on average 7 to 8 stands per square mile, thus,
with an average of40 species per stand, the Survey contains about a quarter ofa million plant records
which were collected by Good himself between 193 I and 1939.

The figures, reveal which species are absolutely the most abundant and which are the least
frequent. Holcus lanatus was the most abundant occurring in just over 4,000 stands. Prunella vulgaris,
Ranunculu.s repens and (lrlica dioica occurred in about 3,000 stands; 14 species in 2,000-3,000
stands;  20 species in 1,500-2,000 stands and 36 in 1,000-1,500 (Good 1948)

To reveal the distribution of species and the factors generating these distributions the next step
was to prepare a ser ies ofmaps.  Good hand-plot ted maps for  some 600 species out  of the 1.300 lor
which he had records. To plot the position of each stand on the maps Good devised his own Grid ^
quarter mile grid subdivided into four. He could not use the National Grid, as rve might do today,
because it had not been invented yet another pioneering approach.

The maps, Good tells us in Chapter 5, are derived from an intensive process of sampling which
was designed not to show every separate occurrence or locality ofa plant, but to reveal with reasonable
accuracy where it is present and where it is absent the pattern and not the detailed occurrence. The
maps represent the plant distribution in the 1930s and Good said that the survey sould be used as a
baseline to record change. This ofcourse involves resampling the vegetation ofDorset. To go to a few
stands and make new lists is not acceptable, furthermore, if you sample with a different effort your
results are not comparable with Good's.

Then, by using overlays of soils and climate. Good set about explaining the patterns of distribu-
tion which he had fbund. lt is not possible in this paper to go in to the detail ofthese results; you must
read the Geographical Hqndhot* yourselves. The text is an analysis and discussion of the results of
the Survey and is illustrated with some 40 examples of plant distribution taken from the 600 maps
produced. I suspect few bother to read Good's book. It is my experience that most who come to use his
Archive at Furzbrook do not understand the method he used. This also seems to have been a problem
in Good's own lifetime for he was always stressing his method and which comparisons could and
could not be made. Most modern plant atlases are based on presence and absence data and are subject
to various biases depending on recording effort (fuch & Woodruff 1992; Rich & Smith 1996), Good's
method embodies an objective and constant sampling method which enables one to know the relatrve
abundance of every species and which, if repeated, enables change to be assessed quantitatively.
lndeed, Good discusses the merits and shortcomings of the traditional ways of accumulating plants
records, which are subjective and often biased in favour or rare or unusual species, with his own object
method in the Geographtcal Handhook.

The Archive is available for research at Furzbrook. It is massive and consists of an inventory of
stands, a series of note books containing the plant lists for each one of the 7,575 stands, further note
books which cross-reference the species with the slands and the vegetation types with the stands. A set
of 6-inch OS maps on which the location of every stand is marked and a set of nraps showing the
distribution for some 600 species over the stands. We rvould balk at undertaking such an exercise
today elen with the power of modern computers.

The final point I shall leave with you is that the Botanical Survey of Dorset was an exercise in
manipulation of what we now call spatially-referenced data; a task which the power of modern
computer programs has made relatively easy. Yet another instance in which Ronald Good was ahead
of his time.
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NIGEL R. WEBB, Furzebrook Research Station, NERC Institute of Terrestrial Ecology, Wareham,
Dorset, BH20 5AS

PROF. GOOD AND DORSET'S HEATHLAND FLORA

I came to Dorset in 1982. It took me some time to realise what the Prof. Good resource actually was. I
had a copy oflhe Flora which was different from almost any other F/ora I possessed, ifonly because
ofits long introductory chapters on distribution and the factors affecting that. But I had no idea ofwhat
lay behind the Flora. Then Miss Anne Horsfall's articles began to appear in the Proceedings of the
Dorset Nalural History ond Archaeologicol Sctciety. Each year she would revisit an area of Dorset and
summarise ifand how the habitat had changed. She followed Prof. Good's habitat categories, and over
6 years she revisited all of his sites - except the arable sites. A year or two later she summarised these
in a final paper.

By this time I was well on the way to accumulating data for my book on Dorset Cyperaceae. Not
only was I able to incorporate Good's data, for his coverage of Dorset with 7,500 stands was always
going to be more comprehensive than mine, but because all his records were traceable back to a set of
stands on a set of 6" maps, I was thus able to revisit the sites. Somehow maps are better than grid
referencesl Roll on GIS! I am sure this all sounds like stating the obvious, but to me as a plant enthusi-
ast rather than an amateur ecologist at that date, the next stages were my learning curve. The Cyper-
aceae, by and large, grow in the wet places. The wet places were, by and large, less improved. Apart
from Anne Horsfall, who was looking at habitats, few people had been back to most of Good's sites in
50 years. Out of an accumulation of Sedge and allies data came the genesis of the Dorset Sites of
Nature Conservation lnterest (SNCI) scheme. I initiated this with colleagues in 1989, because I was
finding all the habitats still existed, but were threatened on all sides not only from development, but
also from neglect. The story of that odyssey, with the help of other enthusiasts, to a network now of
c. I ,300 sites, staff to run it, and above all, an almost full-time person whose job it is to tell landowners
what they have and to help them, where wanted, to manage it, is only relevant here to demonstrate how
we learnt that finding and surveying a site is one thing, maintaining its natural history interest quite
another. This may sound obvious and simplistic now, it certainly was not only l0 years ago.

Enter Andy Byfield He worked then ( 1990) for NCC in Hampshire, and he was based in the New
Forest He had been visiting Dorset for ten or more years, and could immediately see that whilst both
had substantial areas of southern lowland heath, that for Dorset seemed less rich, less diverse. I was
able to tell or remind him that Prof Good had visited over 500 heathland sites, and made species lists.
It would have been too big a job to resurvey every species found in his heathland sites, so we chose a
set ofspecies that we thought would be important as indicators. Table I (p. 5l) shows the list, and you
will see that not only does it contain many Red Data Book (RDB) and Nationally Scarce plants, it also
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includes under 
'Other species of note', many species that I would rate important in an English and

particularly a southern English context. I hope that our new Atlas 2000 will give enough detail to

enable an opinion to be expressed, one way or another, but Apium inundatum, Bqldellia

ranunculoides, Genista anglica, Rqdiola linoides and Sagina subulata are all, in my book, special

enough nowadays to warrant pleasure at finding.

So we (Andy and I) restricted ourselves to revisiting sites where Good had recorded these 4l

species, and that involved 390 sites. That seems an awful lot now, but in 1990 it was all in a days

work, even though I live the other end of the county, 30 miles from Wareham. We visited each site,

looked for which ofthe noteworthy 4l species he recorded, and noted (rarely, only) any noteworthy

species he did not find. We then assessed the state ofthe site, and perhaps generously, only marked it

as destroyed if 75ok or more of the original vegetation (as described in Good's records) had been

grossly altered by one or more deliberate activity by man - e.g. ploughing, deliberate afforestation,

roads, houses, golfcourses, etc. Thus we marked it as 'surviving' even ifnatural succession had meant

an entirely different vegetation today. There are a few caveats here which I should at least mention.

We actually, I think, looked harder than Good. He aimed to sample the vegetation of the heaths, visit-

ing each site once and typically during the long summer vacation. He made no special attempt to seek

out rarities, but merely recorded them as part ofthe compositional make-up ofthe vegetation.. His list

of sites for each species is therefore not a comprehensive record of all the individual species localities

existing in the 1930s. We on the other hand tried to not only search hard, but to look for annuals early

on in the year, and species like Rhynchospora fusca laler on when they were more conspicuous. We

even went back sometimes if we felt that we hadn't done the site/species justice. However I believe

that our sample of4i species from 390 stands, many ofwhich contained more than one ofthe chosen

species, is sufficiently large to give a clear picture of the overall fate of Dorset's more valued heath-

land flora.
That is the background. I hope I have covered it in enough detail. One of my failings is that I

always assume everybody is as au fait with a subject as I am, and I never quite dot all the 
'i's. But this

paper is meant to be an introduction, and the full details are in Anne Horsfall's articles and our book,

(Byfield & Pearman 1997) with all the grid references ofall the stands

The Results
We listed the number of sites lost, and how they had been lost, and you can see from Table 2 (p. 52)

that we estimated35o/o had been lost. This figure of 35% is less that that computed by Norman Moore

and Nigel Webb in their surveys (Moore 1962, Webb 1987). The main reasons are that our definition

of'heathland' is broader that theirs (including track verges, acid village greens and commons) and our

definition of survival, as I mentioned above, is also more generous.. We did not look at much'dry

heath' where much has been lost, because, by and large the vegetation there is of less interest to the

botanist than the invertebrate specialist and the herpetologist, and in fact none of our 4l species is

found there.
We also categorised our 253 surviving stands into how they are now protected. Over 77o/o (200 or

so) ofthe stands are protected in one way or another (ifyou count an SSSI as protectedl) and only a

very few populations ofindicator species are found on the remnants. Therefore on balance most ofthe

stands ofconservation importance are protected, and the rest are really relics, small, highly fragmented

and usually in a degraded (i.e. overgrown) condition. We listed five of those sites (3 of them lakes or
ponds) that might be worth future protection, but we felt that any botanical conservation would be

better spent on the 'protected' sites.

We then listed the declines in our 4i chosen species. Please remember the caveat that we were

only looking in the sites where Good recorded these species, and not in every site where they might

have occurred (if we knew) or where they occur now (Table 3, p. 52). This list is the heart of the

research. Remember that we categorised 65% ofthe sites as 'surviving' and by and large returnable to

Good's conditions. The survey showed that 25o/o ofthe species had survived. A few were only in a few

stands anyway, so are statistically unreliable but most have declined massively - look at ('hamaeme-

lum nobile, Lycopodiella inundata, Veronica scutellala, Ilhynchospora fusca and Radiolq liruicles.

The only significant survivors are Gentiana pneumonanthe and above all Erica ciliaris. Indeed if
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E. ciliaris, as being the only substantial shrub in the list of4l is excluded, the survival rate drops to
lgoh - 4 out of 5 of populations on stands have gone.

We broke down the decline in the flora into habitats, looking at half-a-dozen categories (remem-
ber no species on dry heathland) - Dry heath grassland, lawns and greens, humid heath grasslands,
seasonal ponds, wet heath and valley mires. Our report went into a lot ofdetail looking at the individ-
ual species in each habitat, and why they had declined.

I think that it is too detailed to easily present here the details are all in the report suffice it to
say that although wet heath and valley mires sites have, predictably survived better, the ratio oflosses
ofpopulations ofplants to sites is worse on lawns and greens, ponds and dry heath grassland. The data
suggest that nutrient and moisture content are perhaps the most important factors determining the
survival both ofheathland habitats and their populations ofindicator plant species * because the more
fertile soils are easier to agriculturally improve, and unmanaged, grow faster, and thus successionally
change faster.

We compared the Dorset picture with the New Forest, which of course Andy knew well, and we
were aided by information from Clive Chatters (Hampshire Wildlife Trust) and the Hampshire Flora
Group. We think that with the exception of a very few species, the most noteworthy of which is Dorset
Heath, the flora was fairly comparable. There may be more sandy habitats in Dorset. But today the
areas are greatly different for two reasons. Firstly the New Forest is intact spatially, whereas Dorset's
heaths are fragmented. Secondly the New Forest is grazed probably more intensively and extensively
than anv other lowland heath in Europe, and Dorset is not or was nol. The time when Good surveyed
the Dorset heaths probably was as the former pastoral economy was collapsing.

We adjusted the figures for the two sites to take into account the difference in size (the New
Forest is very approximately double the surviving Dorset Heaths) and the result is this rather daunting
table (Table 4, p. 53) What it means, baldly, is that Moenchia erecta is 27 times more common in the
New Forest than in Dorset and so on down the list. On the other hand of the few species more common
in Dorset, Crassula lillaea and Lotus subbifloru.s are associated with dry sandy heath grasslands that
are frequent around Poole Harbour but rare in the New Forest. Genliana pneumonanlhe seems to flour-
ish under a burning regime and is perhaps grazed off in the New Forest, and Erica ciliaris I just do not
know. Perhaps it is climate.

We made some comparisons of how species had survived on 'protected' and 'unprotected' sites
and although yes they did better on protected a) not by much and b) still almost halfthe species were
lost

We finally looked at how and where the surviving indicator species still occurred, and found
three-quarters ofthese were at sites that received disturbance as a result ofhuman activity. This may
have been grazing (at one or two sites only), quarrying or pool creation, horse-riding (Stoborough),
artillery shelling (excellent patches on the Povington ranges) or mowing - the best surviving site ofall
is at West Moors R.A.O.C. where, because of 50 million gallons of petrol, the vegetation is kept very
short, and the whole 1930s suite of species is still there. Many of these 'management' activities are
short term, and though we accept it is possible to do intensive work in small areas on a one-offbasis,
and to protect single species in that way, that does not, to me at least, seem a sustainable way forward.

These then are the results. Even as the survey progressed NCC, by then EN, were talking to us
about what we were finding. Ambitious plans were being developed in Peterborough to restart gr^zing
on the Dorset Heaths. I mentioned that, by and large, no grazing. furze-cutting, wheeled transport for
the clay digging and consequent rutting, or small scale peat-digging had gone on for 60 years. The only
'management' was accidental burning or arson, or disturbance by the Army. In addition, of course, a
great number offorestry blocks had been planted, and more insidiously their offspring had seeded and
spread over the remaining heathland areas. As you all know the Dorset heathland 'bareness', the
'bleakness' described by Hardy, is artificial, is manmade. Take away man and his beasts and his
husbandry, and gorse and scrub and trees return, and the outlying bogs close over.

Our draft information was, I think, material in providing the hard evidence for the results of this
'lack of management'. By 1994 the decisions at EN were made, and grazing recommenced in 1995.
This meant large investments in fencing (to cope with modern traffic) and cattle grids and other
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payments. But by now (1997) 2,000 out ofthe 6,000 hectares remaining is covered by grazing agree-

ments, and the RSPB Heathland management teams have, over the last 8 years, cleared 580 hectares

on 28 heathland sites.
We have looked at his heathland sites, and it was quite a laborious task to extract the information.

To us and to our colleagues at RSPB, Dorset County Council (Heathland Forum) and Plantlife, the
results were a revelation. Here was hard information on specific sites from 60 years ago. We could
revisit those sites; we could resurvey them, we could manage them for what they contained, with the
help of his brief descriptions and occasional dominance data. What else did he visit? Well, about 1,500
woodlands, 1,500 grasslands and trackways and 500 arable sites and another 1,000 on top ofthat! The
long and the short ofit is that DERC in connection with ITE at Furzebrook, are bidding to computerrse

all ofhis data from all ofhis sites - about 200,000 records from 7,500 sites - to add to our distribution
data and maps and to enable further monitoring work to be done on other habitats. I do not think any
other county has this quality ofdata from so long ago.
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Table I - Species of note included within survey

National Red Data Book specres

Eriophorum gracile Lobeha urens
Erica ciliaris Puhcaria vulsari''

Nationally scarce species

Chamaemelum nobile Moenchia erecta
CicendiaJiliformis Perstcoriq minor
Crassula tillaea Polentilla argentea
Deschampsia setacea Pilularia globulifera
Gentiana pneumonanthe Rhynchosporafusca
Hammarbya paludosa Tnfulum glomeratum
Hypochaeris glabra I'nfulium ornithopodioides
Lotus subbrflorus Trifolium sulfoc'atum
Lycopodiella inundata Viola lactea

Dorset Red Data Book species

Carex lasncarpa Sparganium natans
L-arex limosa Wahlenbersia hederacea
Platanthero hrfoln

Other 'species ofnote '

Anagallis mrnima Pinguicula lusitantca
Apium rnundatum Polentillq paluslns
Baldellia ranunculoides Radtola linoide.s
Drosera longifolia ,Sagrna .subulottt
Filago vulgarrs Utricularta inlermedio
Genista anglica Utricularia minor
Littorella uniflora ,'eronicd scutellata

Excluded species

Botrychium lunana Eriophorum voginatum
Carex curla Menlha pulegiurt
Carex dioica Ranunculus tripartitus
Eriophontm latrfulium
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Table 2 - Stand destruction and causes ofloss #?alignment

Forestry Drainage

4 0
l 0
l 0
0 0
0 l
l 0
2 l
8 0
7 0
J U

l 0
0 0

2 8 2
I7%l lr%)

lOkn Stands
sq surviving

Agnculture

su/0.0 29 I  I
su/0.1 2 4
su / t .0  2  |
s u / l l  3  4
sY/78 8  8
sY/79 1  4
sY/8 8 33 l0
sY/8  9  1 l  4
s Y / 9 8  1 1 6  3 3
sY/9 9 14 8
sz/0.8 32 0
sz t09  2  0
Totals 253 87
("/" of 165%l [22%)
overall total

Total
stffldsStands destroyed (No)

ResidentiaV Recreation Mrneral
Industnal

2
0
I
0
0
0
0
I
4
I
0
0
9

l2%l

2
0
0
0
U

U

I

2
U
t,

0
0
)

11%l

extractron
0
0
0
0
U
0
3
I
7
0
U
U
6

I2%l

48
7
5
7

t 7
6

50
2'l

162
26
33
2

390

Species

Chali,veed AnagalIi.s n inima
Lesser Marshwoft Apium inund<ttum
Lesser Water-plantain Balde IIia ranunculoides
Chamomile Chamaemelum nobi le
Yellow Centaury C i ce ndi a fi I tfor m i s
Mossy Stonecrop Crassula tillaea

Great Sundew Drosera longtfolia
Dorset Heath Erica ciliaris

Common Cudweed Filago vulgaris
Petty Whin Genista anglica
Marsh Gentian Genl i ana pneu m onanthe
Smooth Cat's-ear Hypochaeris glabra
Shoreweed Littorel la unrfkra
Hairy Bird' s-foo I-tr efoll Lotus su b b iflorus
Marsh Clubmoss Lycopodie lla inundala
Pillwon P i lu laria gl ohu ltfero
Pale Butterwort Pinguiculo lusitanica
Marsh Cinquefoil P o te nt i I la pqlu str i s
,\llseed Rqd i o lo I i no i d e s
Brown Beak-sedge Rhynchosprtra fusca
Heath Pearlwort Sagina subulata
Lesser Bladderwofi Utr ic uloria m i nur
Marsh Speedwell Veronica scute llata
Pale Dog-violet L:iola lactea
Ivy-leaved Bellflower Wohlenbergia hederacea

Overall totals and average decline

Table 3

Number of stands in which
species recorded

I e3 t -37 1990-e3

26
l 0
l 5
3 9
1 2
7
8

82
23
28
46
l 0
I I
5

48
4

/o

3 7
74
zo
l 6
l 5
27
7
6

I
3
3
3
0
0
7

59
I
5

L )

I
I
3
6
0
6

1 3
2
6
0
7
l
I
0

1 6 3

7o decline in
recorded

stands

96

70
80
92

100
100

I J

28
96
82
5 0
90
9 l
40
8 8

t 0 0
77
65
a'7
77

100
53
96
86

100

a <644
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Species

Moenchia erecta
Pilularia globulifero

Veronica scutellala
Viola laclea
Radiola linoides
Apium inundatum
Pingutcula lilsitenica

Chamaemelum nobile
Littorella untflctra
Trtfo lium orn i lhopodio ide s
Balde IIia ranunculoides

Cicendia filiformis
Platanthera bifolia
Persicaria minor
Hammarbya paludosa

Anogallis minima
Lycopodiella inundola

Utricul0ria minor
Deschampsia setacea

Wahlenhergia hederaceo

Sagina suhulata

Pulicaria vulgaris

Carex limosa
Eriophorum gracile

Gentiarn pneumononlhe

Erica ciliaris

Crassula tillaeq

Lolus subbiflorus
Rhynchospora fusca
Polentilla argentea

Drosera longrfolia

Hypochaeris glabra
(-arex lasiocarpa
ktbelia urens

Table 4

Difference in adjusted tetrad
figures

Microhabitat types

Sandy heath grasslands

Seasonal pools

Seasonal pools

Humid heath grasslands

Lawns and greens

Seasonal pools

Valley mires
Lawns and greens

Seasonal  pools

Sandy heath grasslands

Seasonal pools

Lawns and greens

Humid heath grasslands

Seasonal pools

Valley mires

Lawns and greens

Wet heath

Valley mires

Seasonal pools

Humid heath grasslands

Sandy heath grasslands

Lawns and greens

Valley mires
Valley mires

Wet heath

Wet heath

Sandy heath grasslands

Sandy heath grasslands

Wet heath
Sandy heath grasslands

Valley mires

Sandy heath grasslands

Valley mires
Humid heath grasslands

Species proportionately most frequent in the New Foresl

27.5
2 6 5
23
2 2 5
22
2't 5
2 l
l 8
1 6 . 5
1 6 5
1 5  s
1 3 . 5
1 3
12.5
1 1 . 5
9 . 5
8 . 5
6
5
4
3 5
2 5
l 5
l 0

Species proportionately most frequent in the Poole Basin

40
28.5
2 0 5
1 4 . 5
9
5 5
5
3 5
0 5
0 5

DAVID PEARMAN, The Old Rectory, Frome St Quintin, Dorchester, I)orset DT2 OFIF
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ALIEN RECORDS

No authority is given if the taxon is mentioned in Stace's Nan Flora of the British Isles, Clement &
Fosler's Alien Planl.s of the British Isles or Ryves, Clement & Foster's Alien Grqsses of the British
1sles. Arrangement is alphabetical, an * following the Latin name indicates a taxon new to Clement &
Foster or Ryves, Clement & Foster. I would be delighted to receive any alien records for inclusion in
future issues. In general all taxa not included in Kent's List of Vascular Plants cf the British Isles are
eligible for inclusion but other more widespread aliens listed in that work may be included at the
discretion ofthe VC recorder and the editor. Please ensure that all records include the details as set out
below, especially a map reference, even ifonly to a hectad (10 km square).

My thanks to Paul Bowman, Graeme Kay, John Palmer, Ron Payne and Bill Tucker, for supplying
the following records

Achillea clypeolata , A. .filipendulina (a hybrid yarrow). Dump at Green Street Green Common.
TQ/5 7, W Kent (v c 16), 1977, J R. Palmer, det E J Clement

Achrllea filipendulina (Fern-leaf Yarrow). Abundant in cracks of brick-paved walkways, near Hall
Place, Bexley, TQ/5.'7. W Kent (v.c. l6), 241619'1, J R Palmer.

Allium moly (Yellow Garlic). About six large clumps established some distance from the nearest
habitation on verge of old drovers track, N of Round Clump, Whitsbury Down, SU/I14.230, S.
Wilts (v.c. 8),2616/1995, P.D Stanley.

Allium paradoxzn (Few-flowered Leek). Three small clumps established away from gardens on
roadside verge, Hambleton, SU/647.149; also 6 clumps established on lane verge close to large
house (where present in garden), Hambleton, SU/651 151, both S. Hants (vc l l ) ,4/1995,
P D. Stanley.

Alliun subhirsutum (Hairy Garlic). One small but increasing patch established in roadside hedge,
Aston Lane, Bishop's Waltham, SU/540. 183, S Hants. (vc. 11),5/1996, PD Stanley, conf.
R.P. Bowman.

Ani.sonlha tectorum (Drooping Brome). New bank. Moreton, 5J126.90, Cheshire (v.c. 58), 1997,
P Gutteridge. Hb GMK

Bras.sica juncea (Chinese Mustard). Adjacent to lence at end of Campbell Road, Eastleigh,
SU/462.178,  S  Hants  (v .c  I l ) ,  1996,P.J .Se lbv ,conf .T .CG Rich .Secondrecord forvc .

(-hamaecyparis pistfera (Sawara Cypress). A l5 cm seedling ofthe lorm 'Plumosa aurea' (with young
foliage yellowish-white) was found at the foot of a tall fence near Wilmington, TQ/5 7, W. Kent
(v.c. 16), 6/619'7, LF.. Palmer. No parent tree seen in the vicinity. Previously, on2/8/92, a 1.5 m.
specimen was found in scrub also at Wilmington, J.R. Palmer.

Chenopodium strictum (Striped Goosefoot) Canal bank, Chester, SJ/40.66, Cheshire (v.c. 58), 1996,
D.J Tinston. Det. EJC

('.v-nard cardunczlzs (Globe Artichoke). Several self-sown plants on old sand-dunes, Meols, 5J123.90,
Cheshire (v.c. 58), 1997, P Gutteridge

(lynogloltis barrelieri (False AJkanet) In cliffscrub near gardens, Mortehoe, 551454.446, N. Devon
(vc  4) ,4 /611995.  WH Tucker

Dranthus ellwoodii x D. barbatus (A hybrid SweerWilliam) Roadside bank, Darenth, TQ/5 7,
W Kent (v.c l6), 1016197, J.R Palmer

Dracunculus vulgaris (Dragon Arum). In shrub border at foot of arch, The Swan Centre, Eastleigh,
SU/456. 1 87, S. Hants. (v c 1 l ), 1996, P.J. Selby, conf. E.J. Clement. First record for v c.

Euphorbia myr.rinites (Yellow+opped Glaucous-spurge) bird sown in mown grass under railings,
Greenwich Park, TQ/38 77, W. Kent (vc. l6), 26/9/83; pavement weed Sutton-at-Hone, TQ/5 6,
W Kent (v. c. l 6), 7 16197 , not seen in nearby gardens, both J R Palmer.
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Lavolera lhuringiaca (Garden Tree-mallow). Car park, Torrington, SS/49,l.194, N. Devon (v.c. 4),
l2/7I1995, W H Tucker

Leucanlhemella .serotina (Autumn Oxeye). Old station area, Torrington. SS/479 198, N Devon
(v.c. 4), l2/7/1995, W.H. Tucker.

Levisticum officinale ('True' Lovage). Extensive on pavements, in allel'r,vays etc., Sutton-at-Hone.
TQ/5.6, W. Kent (v.c. 16), 1996-7, J.R. Palmer. Plants of a nrore'wi ld'status in W. Kent, at
Wrotham and near Darenth Wood have probably been destroyed, by drought and building
development

Limnanthes douglasii (Meadow-foam). Three plants on seeded bank, Stockport, SJ/90.90, Cheshire
(v.c. 58), 1997, G.M. Kay & E. Kearns

Limonium bonduellii (AJgerian Statice). Junction of brick wall and pavement in rural road Hawley,
TQ/5.7, W. Kent (v.c 16), 916/97, J R. Palmer. Hb. JRP Not seen in neighbouring gardens, but a
nursery is not far away. Stem cylindrical, not winged but divisions of panicle are slightly. Calyx
limb violet, hairy. Corolla yellow. Flowers subtended by narrow continuations of the wings.

Lychnis coronqria (Rose Campion). Bank of old railway, Ashford, S5/523.348, N. Devon (v.c. 4),
6/911991, W H. Tucker Sti l l  present in 1995

Nigella damascena (Love-in-a-mist). Several plants on soil heap by track, Hoylake, SJ/21.88 , Chesh-
ire (v c 58), 1997, G.M. Kay

Phygelius capensis (Cape Figwort) Spreading in long-abandoned nursery, Hythe, TR/1.3, E Kent
(v.c. l5), 1ll8/77 and large clump near lock-up garages between Dartford and Barnes Cray,
TQls.7 , W. Kent, (v.c l6), '717l97 

, both J R Palmer Dunrped out of southern gardens because it
rapidly becomes a pest difficult to control. Spreads by abundant seed as well as by suckering and a
candidate for inclusion in the list of plants to become commoner in Britain with global warming

Rhododendron pontiatm subsp. baeticum (lberian Rhododendron). One specimen, apparently not
planted, in natural woodland at Poverest, TQl4.6, W. Kent (v.c 16), 3l/5197, J R. Palmer and
G. Kitchener. Extent in Britain not known. Hb. JRP.

Romneya coulteri* (California Tree Poppy). Flowering in crack between pavement and foot of high
earth retaining wall St Peter Port, Guernsey (v.c. S), 2216/71, J.R. Palmer. Could have suckered
dorvnwards through the ground for at least 3 metres, not beyond the power of this aggressive
specles.

Romneya coulteri x R. trichocalyx* (Hybrid California Tree Poppy). For at least 20 years by a footpath
near S. Darenth, TQ/5.6, W. Kent (v.c. l6), 1997, J.R. Palmer. From the first parent it derives the
ovate flower buds and sepals with apiculate apices. From the second parent it derives peduncles
slightly bristly, and lea$ up to the flower, and somewhat bristly sepals. Hb. JRP

Setaria pumila (Yellow Bristle-grass). ln masony crack outside grain mill, Torrington, S5/508.197,
N. Devon (v.c. 4), l8/9/1995, W.H Tucker

Sorghum halepense (Johnson-grass). The awnless form on canal bank, Chester, SJ/40.66, Cheshire
(v c. 58), 1996, D J. Tinston, det EJC.

Tagetes erecta (African Marigold). Three plants on disturbed roadside, Carrington, SJ/'|5.93, Cheshire
( v c  5 8 ) , 1 9 9 6 , G M  K a y

Tagete.r patula (French Marigold) Self-sown in cobbles, Sandbach, SJ/75 60, Cheshire (v c 58), 1996,
J.H. Clarke.

Tiifolium aureum (Large Trefoil) Several plants on site of demolished building, Macclesfield,
SJ/91 73, Cheshire (v.c. 58), 1996, J.H. Clarke.

Verbascum phlomoides (Orange Mullein). Waste ground, Bideford, SS/455.283, N Devon (v.c. 4),
719/1995,W.H Tucker.

Veronica gentianoides (a speedwell). Garden throw-out on roadside verge, Rainow, SJ/95.75, Chesh-
ire (v c 58), 1997, B.T. Shaw.

L'icia lenuifctlio (Fine-leaved Vetch). At least two plants in long grass in forest ride, Roudham,
TLl93 1 884, W Norfolk (v.c 28), June 1997, G & K A Beckett, conf EJ Clement The first
record of this alien taxon from Norfolk.
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SOLIVA PTEROSPERMA ESTABLISHED AT BOURNEMOUTH (v.c. ll S. HANTS)

On 22nd May 1997 some t iny annual  p lants were discovered by F.A.  Woodhead in a tour ing caravan
park in Bcrurnemouth, Dorset (SZl107 95 l) The plants somewhat resembled very dwarlbd Torili.s
nodosa (Knotted Hedge-parsley) or a small May"weed with unscented leaves. The flowers were tiny,
greenish and in dense sessile heads at the base of the leaves, and were extremely prickly. Local
botanists were puzzled over its identity indeed even its family (.{steraceae) and eventually it was
sent to E J Clement fbr  determrnat ion.

Meanwhile the area was carefully investigated by FAW Over 500 plants of Jo-jo (the English
name) were found scattered over a distance ofat least 100 metres Plants were mostly concentrated
near (and under) the caravans growing rn both barer patches ofsoil and also amongst the dense short
turl. The colony must have been present here for nrany years to be so scatlered and established
throughout the site, especially in the dense turf. None ofthe plants exceeded 5 cm in height and few
were more than l0 cm across. Halfofthe area is currently being developed for housing and this has
now el iminated about 40% of the plants.

Aithough a native of southern South America, it is widespread as an established weed, usually in
short  tur for  lawns.  l t  is  probably spreading in a l l  i ts  Iocal i t ies.  EIC has col lected voucher specinrens
fiom lawns in public gardens at Ponta Delgada, Sao Miguel (Azores) and in the city of Santiago
(Chile) as well as from sandy track sides east of Houston, Texas (USA), it is well known in Spain,
Portugal, Australia and New Zealand. ln Califbrnia it rvas long considered to be native, but thrs is open
to considerable doubt, although California and Chile fornr a well known phytogeographical unit

ln Britain it has fbrmerly occurred as a casual introduced r.r,ith wool waste in N. Hants (v.c. l2)
and W. Kent (v.c. 16) see pressed specimens rn E, K, RNG and LIV. The Hampshire records
occurred at Temple and Blackmoor in at least I 960. I 970 and I 97 |, but it did not become established,
even fbr a short whrle. It has also occurred in granrte chippings and sand on the dockside at Gloucester
(r .c  3 l )  in 1974. x 'hen an Iber ian or ig in was suspected These are the only Br i t ish records that  we can
trace, the first published record appearing in I 96 L No lrish records appear to be known.

The taxonomy and nomenclature ofthis small genus ofc.9 taxa is much confused and open to
contrary viewpoints The segregate name is used herein, but modern opinion tends to favour'lumping'
tbur of the species (including S. pterospatna) into.l .rc,srrl/l.s Ruiz & Pav6n, as was done lone ago!
The variants breed true. but mixed populations occur with no discernible difl 'erence except for the
development ofthe wings (from wingless to the possession ofbroad and lobed wings) and a variation
in pubescence ofthe achenes. However, all ofthe achenes examined at Bournemouth have distinctly
lobed wings and all the achenes are pubescent on both sides.

The sharp sprne. a persislent style in origin, on top ofthe achene pierces lootwear and car tyres
(one presun)es) and this seems to explain its origin at Bournemouth, perhaps coming to us via tourists
lrom the lberian peninsula. The site here was formerly (20 years ago) devoted to pig farming, so an
rntroduction with pig food is also a vaque possibilitv although the pigs were apparently fed only on
srv i l l  f rom local  hotels and a wheat der ivat ive.  Wi ld animals and bi rds may also disperse the seeds.
However.  the open grasst  lawns and f ie lds immediately next  to the s i te have y ie lded no specin lens to
date

No detailed description seems necessary here as the splendid drawing by Ann Percy on the front
cover displays all its characteristics clearly. Further useful references can be found in Clement and
Foster,,4/rcn Plonts of tfu Rrilish Ltlas. p 344, the genus rs also briefly mentioned rn Stace, Nev'f-lortt
tl the Brttnh LVe.y, ed 2. p. 612. A voucher specinren will be deposited in DOR

It seems very likely that this plant has been overlooked elsewhere in southern England. Who can
trnd another colony in Britain? Walking on caravan parks, seaside or other shor-t turf in bare fbet might
be a good method volunteers are required and,  yes,  i t  does puncture human skin l

FELICITY WOODHEAD, 28 Hungerfbrd Road, Bournemouth,  Dorset  BH8 0EH
ERIC CLEMENT, 54 Anglesey Road, Alverstoke, Gosport, Hants P0l2 2EH
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URTICA GALEOPSIFOLIA - IS IT UBIQUITOUS?

In the mid 1950s, when things were done properly, a gang of men went along the lanes and paths

through my home village (Roos, in East Yorkshire) mowing the verges with scythes and sickles. As a
child at that time I can remember one of the men saying to me 'nettles won't sting this year' with the
cruel intention of letting me get stung. I can remember him thrashing himself about the forearm and
face to demonstrate that the nettle that he had chosen did not sting him.

In June 1997 I visited a disused brick-clay pit in Hull that has been set aside as a nature reserve on
an industrial site. While pushing through a tangle of miscellaneous willows, Typha lattfolium and
Solanum dulcamara on my way to the water's edge, I came upon a patch of tall nettles and noted that
they did not sting me. Furthermore I noted that their leaves were elongated to about 3-4 times their
width and that the leaves appeared to be glabrous, paper thin, not at all rugose and that the leafmargin
had deeply indented, rounded lobes rather than pointed teeth. I then remembered reading something
about 'Wicken Fen nettle'.

During July I have found several patches of stingless nettle, all with leaves 3-4 times their width,
all about 30-50 cm taller than their stinging neighbours and, to my surprise, not necessarily growing in
fen situations. I have found them in woods, wood margins, waysides and on ditch banks in several
places throughout SE Yorkshire (v.c. 6l). I went to the churchyard at Roos, where I can recall this
event taking place all that time ago, and immediately found stingless nettles growing abundantly.

The stature, the colour and density of female flower tassels, and the shape and texture of leaves
are so distinctive in stingless nettles that I am now 100% confident that a selected stand ofnettle will
not sting me. The question is, am I finding true Urtica galeopstfolia? ls this taxon ubiquitous and yet
unnoticed throughout the country?, or is its widespread distribution here exceptional? It would be nice
to map the distribution of the stingless nettle but, unfortunately, U. galeopsrfolia is not recognised on
the Atlas 2000 Mastercard.

The man I knew forty years ago had either developed an 
'eye' for the stingless nettle, or he was an

example ofthe classical 'pachydermatous Yorkshireman' in the real sense!

PETER J COOK, l5 Park Avenue, Withernsea, East Yorkshire, IIUI9 2JX

CHINESE GOOSEBERRY IN W NORFOLK

A seedling of Chinese Gooseberry or Kiwi Fruit (Actinidia deliciosa C.S.Liang & A.R.Fergusson
(A. chinensis Hort. non Planch)) was noticed in a garden at Stow Bardolph, TF/6.0, W. Norfolk
(v c 28) in 1996 and by June 1997 had grown to some 3 m high.

This species had never been cultivated there, so introduction by birds seems the probable source,
especially as the plant is just beneath a gutter on which birds perch. The plant, which is not mentioned
in Clement & Foster's Alien Plants of the British Lsle.s, was referred to me and determined by K.A.
Beckett, who has found the species to be quite hardy in his own Norlolk garden over an 8-'10 year
period.

RON PAYNE, Applegate, Thieves Bridge Road, Watlington, King's Lynn, Norfolk, PE33 OHL

ULMUS LAEVIS- EUROPEAN WHITE-ELM

I was most interested to read Mr A.O. Chater's note on Ulmus loevis in Wales in your last issue (8.!'81
News75.63) and in particular his observation that it appears to show resistance to Dutch elm disease
( O p h i o s t oma u I m i) (DED)
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I have made the same obsewation here where two large and healthy U. Iaevis of about 150 years

are growing on the Cornish bank of the river Tamar at grid refs. SX/446.694 & SXl45l .692, close to

large Cornish elm (I/. minor subsp. angusttfolia) stumps remaining from the 1970s outbreak and

adjacent to suckers heavily infected with DED. These trees seed heavily every year and I have both
raised a number of seedlings and distributed seed widely in the hope that we may have a resistant elm

suited to Britain.
There is evidence lrom the Continent of (1. laevis showing resistance to DED and I have referred

to this in a paper in the Quarterly Journal ofForestry for April 1996 (Vol. 90, No. 2) It is disappoint-
ing though that the Forestry Commission shows no interest in this possibility although I have offered
seed and seedlings for trial. They surprisingly rely on a single inoculation trial of 2 yew seedlings in
1974 in which (1. laevis showed a high level of susceptibility to the aggressive strain (O. novo-ulmi) of
DED. However, accumulating observations in the field challenge this and since my paper was
published, four more mature, healthy trees have been notified to me (2 here in the Tamar valley and 2
in Wales), all flowering and producing abundant seed. The only elm that survived at Kew was a U
laevis and there are large specimens at Stanmer Park, Brighton. Mr Chater's note provides further
welcome evidence.

E.M.H. HARRIS, Ferry Farm, Harewood, Calstock, Cornwall, PLl8 9SQ

CAN EUPHORBIA ROBBIAE BE REVIVED?

Gardeners and field botanists have recently been reluctantly persuaded into treating the garden plant
(and escapee) E. rcbhiae Turrill as a subspecies or variety of our native E. amygdaloides L. (Wood
Spurge) - e.g. Stace, Nev' Flora of the British Isles. E. robbiae is an attractive ground-cover plant for
sun or shade that flowers in the spring, but spreads nruch too rapidly for a small garden. It is easily
recognised in the garden, but a problem ofidentity arises in herbaria where material lrom SE Europe
and NW Turkey apparently reveals intermediates, and these prove impossible to name without the
diagnostic rootstock.

I suggested to our member, Delf Smith, that he may like to investigate this problem and illustrate
his conclusions His interesting results are detailed below; they are based solely on close scrutiny of
live material of the two taxa as they grow in the Portsmouth area (E. rctbbiae being collected from a
Gosport garden). The differences are mostly slight and I reluctantly suggest that it is probable that
none ofthem (except presence oflong rhizomes) will separate all variants ofthe variable E. amygda-
bides from E. robbiae across the entire range ofthe complex (from Ireland to the Caucasus).

My literature searches for other differences revealed little. The type description in Curtis's BoL
Mag 169. t. 208, claims that E. robbiae has larger seeds and fruits, but this is clearly not reliable.
J.R. Palmer. in BSBI News 40.26, states that E. rohbiae has a bluish-white latex (not milky-white),
which I can confirm (but the difference is not pronounced). The chromosome numbers differ - origi-
nally recorded as 2n:42 and 2n:1 8, these have now been superseded by counts given in Kew Bull. 30 .
698, where 2n:40 and 2n=20 appear for E. robbiae and E. omygdololdes, respectively.

As a wild plant, E. rchhiae seems poorly known. As late as 1964, in Notes Royal Bot. Gard.
Edinburgh25: 140, M.S. Khan could locate no wild-locality specimens! (The type specimen is of a
plant cultivated at Kew). In England it can still be seen as an escape at, e.9., Bookham Common
(Surrey),1917-1996

Maybe, at some later date, DNA analysis can support a claim to the specific rights of E robhiae,
which I still continue to prefer (but am unable to justifo)
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Euphorbiaamygdaloides subsp. amygdakides (A-E) & E. amygdaloides subsp. robbiae (a-e),
del D.P J Smith @ 1997

A a, - Habit ofplant; B, b, - First year stem leafofflowering plant; C, c, - Old and young cyathium
glands; D, d, - Seeds; E, e, --Detail ofseed appendages on pale immature seeds

ffi
ffi
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Appendix

Listing of differences observed between the two subspecies of E amygdaloides by D.P J Smith.
subsp. am.r-gdaloides -Plant tufted without rhizomes, or if rhizomes present then short. First year stem

leaves (on flowering stems) oblanceolate, gradually tapered to a short petiole, leaftip acutely and
narrowly rounded, with the central midrib nlucronate and projecting beyond leaf-blade apex.
Upper surface mid-green, lower surface pale light-green, pubescent on lower surface and edges,
with occasional scattered hairs on upper surface, leaf hairs pale brown to dark reddish-brown.
Bracts at base ofmain rays with broad, rounded, entire tips. Cyathium glands ovate in outline, the
horns tapering gradually into a slightly thickened base. Seed appendage rough, bright orange-
brown at first (on immature, pale-coloured seeds) becoming pale, suberect from top ofseed, trian-
gular in outline, not fully unrolling as seed matures, and therefore becoming half-conical in shape.

subsp. robbiae - Plant with long, dark reddish-brown rhizomes bearing buds and leaS, shoots at inter-
vals. First year stem leaves (on flowering stems) broadly elliptic, gradualty tapered to a short
petiole, leaftip broadly rounded with the central midrib very minutely mucronate and not project-
ing beyond leaf-blade apex, leaf tip minutely retuse (indented). Upper surface dark green, lower
surface glaucous (pale blue-green). Leaf pubescence mainly confined to petiole area, leaf hairs
whitish to pale brown. Bracts at base of main rays with broad rounded emarginate tips (indented
wrth an acute to obtuse sinus) Cyathium glands rhomboid in outline (especially noticeable when
young) the horns tapering gradually into a much enlarged and thickened base. Seed appendage
smooth, whitish, adpressed to top of seed, very quickly fully unrolling at an early stage in seed
maturation into a flat, rectangular shape, swelling, and becoming suberect as the seed matures.

EzuC J CLEMENT, 54 Anglesey Road, Gosport, Hants. POl2 2EQ

CONYZA BILBAOANA CONFIRMED FROM SURREY

('onyza bilooana was first reported by Paul Stanley from Southampton as new to Britain (BSBI News
13 47-49) and then followed Irish records by Sylvia Reynolds (BSBI News 74. 44-46).

Surrey botanists, notably Alan Leslie, Joyce Smith and John Hodge, have in recent years been
puzzled by Conyza planIs occurring along the A3 (Portsmouth-London road), and it is no surprise to
learn that they match the Southampton plant (conf E.J. clement & P. Stanley). It may, indeed, have
spread into Surrey from Hampshire, rather than emanating from the London metropolis, where, so far,
rt remains unrecorded.

Currently it occurs in Surrey in three hectads (TQ/O 5, 0 6 & I 6), being abundant at Wisley along-
side the ,A3 and by the M25 intersection, on Wisley and Ockham Commons. Cobham and Fairmile
Commons have smaller colonies, as have Brooklands, Weybridge and Byfleet.

Since some doubt had been expressed about the identity of the Surrey plants (e.g. Stace's ly'ew
Floro of the British Isles, ed. 2. 725), a specimen was collected and sent to Dr Frank Almeda,
McAllister Curator and Chairman of Botany at the California Academy of Sciences herbarium in San
Francisco. USA He very generously replied at length (15/4/1997), saying that:

'l havejust compared your specimen with authenticated specimens of C. bilbaoana and it is a
good match. This species and C. canadensis are very close and when a good assemblage of
material is examined it is difficult, if not impossible. to separate the two. The latter reportedly
consists of polyploid populations (n=9, I 8 & 21) and I strongly suspect that when the cyrol-
ogy rs better understood these two named species may represent different ploidy levels in this
complex. '

A glance atA FJoro ofSan Francisco, California (1958). 139-140, shows that seven collections ofthis
South American plant were known before it was confirmed by Dr S.F. Blake. It occurs there on waste
ground and in grassland and is described as a plant that:

'. . . superficially resembles Erigeron conadensi.s but differs in the corollas of the outermost
flowers which are ligulate in E. canadensri and merely obliquely tubular in the present
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species. Whereas E. canadensrs is strictly annual [as in the British Isles, without exception],
the caudex of C. bilaoana appears to persist more than one season [true of at least some
British plantsl '

We are then in alignment with N. American botanists, but a contrary opinion exists in S. America.
Oscar Matthei, in Manual de las mqlezas que crecen en Chile (1995): ll l, sinks, without comment
(-. bilhoanq [sic] into C. floriburula Kunth.l

I am indebted to Eric Clement for providing information and persuading me to submit thrs short
note

BARRY PHILLPS, 46 St Ann's Close, Chertsey, Surrey, KTt6 9DX

ALIENS - HIMALAYAN BALSAM (IMPATIENS GLANDULIFERA) & SYCAMORE
(ACER PSEUDOPLATANUS)

I should like to put forward a different point of view to that of J.R. Charter (RSBI New.r'75: 5l-54).
When are the species 'weeds'?

JRC does not name the species that the Balsam has ousted, except for brambles and nettles. I would
suggest that the presence ofthese plants should not always be preferred to that ofthe Balsam, which
has no stinging or blood-letting parts that discourage people from entering woods and other wild
places. Furthermore, the Balsam has attractive flowers, particularly when grorving in a mass, that
compare, to my mind, with equal merit with those of bramble and much more favourably u,ith the
miserable tassels of nettles.

Does the Balsam grow, where crops have been sown or planted? I have not heard of such occur-
rences, neither have I seen much invasion ofarable land by the plant.

I admit that Sycamore can be a weed, due often to its prolific seed production, but it grows in
places where very few other trees grow. e g. in certain upland areas in Northern England, it can be a
very beautiful tree, particularly in old age, and it produces valuable timber. Moreover, it is now so 

'at

home' in many situations, that it should no longer be treated as an alien.
The replacement of Lesser Celandine (Ranunculusficaria),Wood Anemone (Anemone

nemorosa) and Bluebell (Hyucinthoides non-scripta).
I think members would be interested to know if such replacement by the Balsam is occurring. I am
hopeful that it will not occur to any great degree because: Celandine and Anemone floll,er earlier in the
season and the leaves of Celandine start dying back soon after the appearance of Balsam leaves. The
Bluebell only grows in comparatively deep shade, where I believe that the Balsam would not be vigor-
ous, at best.

In my part of Lancashire, where the climate is generallv moist, woodland floors are often covered
with Celandine, which one could argue produces a monotonous effect, when not in flower its substitu-
tion by the Balsam would not necessarily be damaging from an aesthetic point-of-view.

Colonisation of Bare Land
The Balsam readily colonises bare silt washed down by streams and deposited on banks and elsewhere
it must therefore have a stabilising effect, which can be good or bad, depending upon circumstances
and, in particular, from the land drainage point ofview, whether or not the deposits have occurred to
obstruct or encourage the flow ofthe stream.

Effects upon Land and River Drainage
I have been in touch with an officer of the Environment Agency, whlch is now responsible for River
Drainage. She only gave me two instances, when the Balsam causes problems from the Land Drainage
point of view.

it increases the risk ofriver-bank erosion, when it dies back in the autumn, and
- it creates a potential flood hazard, ifdead stems fall into and clog up watercourses

6 l
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I am not aware ofany particularly bad effects ofSycamore upon land drainage. It does not grow in
waterJogged land. Insofar as it grows on well-drained riverbanks, its roots will help to stabilise the

banks and thereby assist river drainage.
'Control '  or  not?

For the reasons given above, I do not consider that the Society should actively encourage the control in
the wild of either the Balsam or Sycamore at present.

There may be reasons, other than wildlife or nature conservation ones, when control ofthe species
is necessary, but I submit that the Botanical Society should not concern itselfwith these.

lf the Balsam should be proved to be threatening rare or scarce species of vascular plants, then
some control methods may have to be adopted. Do the managers of Nature Reserves have any
comments?

CHRISTOPHER J. BRUX'IIER, The Curlew, Broadfleet, Pilling, Preston PR3 68T

THE SPREAD OF JAPANESE KNOTWEED AND HIMALAYAN BALSAM

As an ecologist working within consultancy I am frequently involved in controVeradication
programmes tor Fallopia jap<tnica on development sites around the [fK, especially in South Wales. I
therefore read with interest Mr J.R. Charter's article on the subject (BSBI News 75 April 1997) which
summarised most ofthe pertinent points and gave an insight into the problem in an area ofthe country
with which I am not familiar.

One point with which I must dispute is Mr Charter's interpretation of the current legislation with
regard to Impatien.s glandaltfera. His assertion that it is illegal to knowingly plant or spread F. japon-

ica or Herqcleum mantegazzianum inthe wild is indeed correct (Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981).
To dump soil contaminated with plant material of either of these two species is akin to spreading the
plant and is covered under the same regulations. However, the Wildlife and Countryside Acr makes no
provision whatsoever for the control of L glandultfera.

The assertion that all soil is a controlled waste, although technically correct, is rarely interpreted
that way as soil, especially topsoil, is rarely disposed ofand is more likely to be regarded as a valuable
commodity. 'Vegetable matter' is also referred to in the legislation as a controlled or special waste, but
this does not preclude the disposing of such matter as mulch or fertiliser in appropriate situations,
provided it is not at odds with the provisions of the Wildlife and Countryside Act. Contrary to Mr
Charter's article 'The Environmental Protection (Duty ofCare) Regulations' do not require L glantlu-
liferainfested soil to be treated as a controlled waste, other than in the sense that all soil is a controlled
waste if it is to be disposed of to tandfill. Neither my oflice, two different EA offices or Swansea City
Council Waste Division are aware of any terrestrial plant species other Ihan F. japonica and
H. mantegazzianum being specifically named in any waste regulations.

This may seem a minor point but the consequences oftreating invasive species can be great. On
some of our recent sites, bills for eradicating F. japonica have run into tens ofthousands ofpounds. It
is this cost which leads councils to abdicate their responsibilities with regard to F..japonica, combined
with the great difficulty in carrying out clearance work along roads and rivers in an effective manner. It
is not unusual to see roadside stands of F. japonica which straddle fence lines to be sprayed on the
council owned side and untouched on the private ownership side. Such clearance work is extremely
ineft'ective and you have to question the wisdom of doing it at all. Perhaps what is required are
changes to the legislation to give councils automatic rights ofaccess and the power to send landowners

the bill for the works. This may sound draconian but a sustained drive, perhaps led by a central agency
which provides funds to the councils, is a possible way to address this problem effectively, rather than
in the piecemeal fashion with which it is currently handled.

P J POPE, GIBB Wales, Units 4 & 5, Llwyn-yr-Eos, Parc Menter, Cross Hands, Llanelli, Carmarthen-
shire,  SAl4 3RB
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JAPANESE KNOTWEED - WHAT'S THE PROBLEM?

In response to the recent article slating Japanese Knotweed, Fallopia laponica (BSBI News 75) I would

like to put an alternative view.
In nature there are no 'good guys' and 'bad guys' only communities ofplants and animals interact-

ing in a neutral manner. We are a trading nation, and also a nation of gardeners, so it is inevitable that

our flora will contain a high proportion ofintroduced species. This is our ecological destiny. A dispas-

sionate appraisal ofJapanese Knotweed shows that it is starting to play a valuable role in the ecology

ofurban areas.
A close examination of a stand quickly reveals that it is part of a community that includes c|mb-

ers like large bindweed, bramble and sometimes wild hop that scramble into the canopy to obtain light

Light is in short supply at ground level during the summer months but the late leaf expansion of
Japanese Knotweed provides a spring light phase similar to that on the floor ofa native oakwood and
long established stands are acquiring a vernal flora recruited straight from our climax vegetation. [n
Sheffield lesser celandine, bluebell, wood anemone, ramsons, daffodil, dog's mercury, yellow archan-
gel and many other early leafing spring flowers are becoming widespread, particularly in riverside
stands. In Germany Gagea lutea is a member of this community. So botanically the species is starting

to integrate rather well.
Introduced species have a reputation for integrating less well with the native fauna, however here

Japanese Knotweed is a bit of a whiz. If flowers late, often not being at its prolific and reliable best
until mid-September when it provides an abundant and easily accessible nectar and pollen source for
all manner oflate insects. Insects feeding on the leaves lrave not been properly investigated but I have
collected larvae of two moths, the brick and the Hebrew character, off its well chewed foliage. The
Polygonaceae are mostly highly palatable to lepidopterous larvae, so many more can be expected In
North Wales stands of Japanese Knotweed are among the best places to search for grass snakes, and it
has been reported that in South Wales otters are returnin_q to the valleys using is as essential cover.

Ecologists are expected to take a long-term view of situations. Japanese Knotweed is adapting to
conditions in the IJK and the flora and fauna of the L.rK is adapting to it; future ecologists will rvonder
what all the fuss was about.

(Modified from an article that first appeared in (lrban Wildltfe News)

OLIVER GILBERT, 42Tom Lane, Sheffreld S10 3PB

CONIFER CHECKLIST II

Following my note and Provisional Checklist of Conifers in the last issue of BJ'BIy'y'eps, I have been
sent some corrections and additions as follows:

Abies spectahtlis (D Don) Spach Surviving (HJMB)

Chamaecyparis thyoides (L ) Britton, Sterns and Poggenburg. Surviving. (HJMB)
(-unninghamitr lanceolala (Lamb.) Hook Surviving ([IJMB)

Juniperus oxycedrus L. Surviving. (HJMB)

.)uniperus ,. media Van Melle. Surviving. (HJI\,{B)

P icea ab ies subsp. fennica (Regel) Partenov. Previously P. x fennico. (FLEUE)
Picea bicolor (Maxim.) Mayr. Surviving. (HJMB)

Picea marianq (Miller) Britton, Sterns and Poggenburg Surviving. (AOC)

Picea spinulosa (Griffith) Henry Surviving (AOC, HJMB)
Pinus ayacahuite Ehrend. Correction to spelling of specific name. (CDP)
Pinus armandii Franchet. Surviving. (HJMB)

Pinus couheri D Don Surviving. (HJMB)

63
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P mus flexil i-s James. Surviving (HJMB)

Pinus halepensl.r Mill. Surviving (HI\I{B)

Pinus.jeffreyr Greville & Balfour ex A Murray. Surviving (HJMB)
Pinu.s mctntezumqe Lamb. Surviving. (HJMB)

Pinus parviflora Sieb. & Zucc. Suwiving (HJMB)

Pseudolarix amaDllls (Nelson) Rehder Surviving (HJMB)

Saxegolhea conspicua Lindl. Surviving (HJMB)

7'orreya cal tfornica Torr. Surviving (HJMB)

Sources. AOC - Arthur Chater; CDP - Chris Preston; FLEUE - Flora Europaea - electronic version
(RBG Edinburgh Internet site), HJMB - Humphrey Bowen.

It has also been suggested by Rod Stern that I should have pointed out the most commonly planted
coniferous species. So here they are:

Ahies g'anclis - frequent
A. proceru frequent
(' hamae cypar is law soniqna - frequent
Larix decrdua - common
L. koempferi common
L. x marschlinsll - common
Picea abies - very common
P. sitchensis - very common

As before, I would be interested to receive further records of conifers, particularly those which are not
yet on the list, confirmation of those which are, or any further comments.

CAMERON S. CROOK, Millstones, 8 Woodstock Close, Lostock Hall, Preston, Lancashire,
PRS 5YY. Tel. and fax. 0 l'7'1 2 3 | 67 17 ; e-mail : cameron_sc@compuserve. com

HYBRIDIZATION OF OENOTHERA SUBGENUS OENOTHERA IN BRITAIN II

Absfract

This article gives notes on taxonomic and identification difficulties and describes recently discovered
natural hybridisation in Oenothera subgenus Oenolhera in South Lancashire and elsewhere in the
British Isles between O. glazioviana (Large-flowered Evening-primrose), O. biennis (Common
Evening-primrose) and previously unrecorded O. cambrica (Small-flowered Evening-primrose). It
describes remarkable plant behaviour in hybrid swarms and speculates on a possible genetic cause. It
concludes that the creation and maintenance of the hybrid swarms in which the large majority of
British plants grow is due primarily to promiscuous hybridisation and annual backcrossing.

Introduction
Oenothera do not conform to Mendel's Law of l{eredity: 'any new combination of chromosomes
produces, in effect, a new'species'(Raven in Fbra Europaea 1968); individual plants, ifisolated,
breed true and can perpetuate their exact genetic composition indefinitely.

The reasons for the behavrour are exceedingly complex and in the realm of the specialist
c)'togeneticist. Much study mostly in Germany and North America to discover 'why' and 'how' these
New World plants behave as they do has occupied lifetimes and goes back more than a hundred years.
Much has been learnt from cytogenetical analysis and research and cultivation in experimental
gardens, but international opinions often remain not only divided but inconsistent and even
contradictory, not least in respect of the taxonomy which 'in many ways still proves enigmatic' (pers.
comm W L Wagner. Washington, 1996).

Pinus contorta - very common
P. nigra subsp. laricitt - common
P. sylvestris - very common
Pseudotsuga menziesii - common
Thula plicata - frequent
Tsuga hetrophylkt - lrequent
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ln subgenus Oenothera, reciprocal first generation hybrids have different forms and it has been

European practice to name the female parent first. But the ll.sl of Vascular Plants rtf the Brilish Isles

(Kent 1992) makes no provision; and as the parents of the great majority of British hybrids are

themselves hybrids many with only vestiges of one or more progenitors, that makes sense.

O fallax, a stable derivative of female O. glazioviana ' male O. biennis, has now reverted to

O. glazioviana x O. biennis: g x fallm (which includes backcrosses). However, 61 x .fallcrx and O. '

hritannica (= O. glazioviana x O. cambrica) are confusing in that as originally published

O. glazioviana is designated the female parent (Rostanski 1982). I have therefore not used binary

names in this article.

Strains, species and 'collective species'
Because of the exceptional genetic behaviour, British subgenus Oenrthere species are no more than

successful strains. every individual in Britain's large annual crop of hybrids has the same potential.

Both hybrids and backcrosses are fully fertile and ifisolated will produce progeny'about as invariant

as it is possible for strains to be' (Cleland 1972 p.228); for example, a small (and threatened) homoge-

neous hybrid colony near Temple Balsall in West Warwickshire where for at least ten years an average

of less than a hundred O. biennis x O. cambrica have had a quality and quantity of indumentum,

shape, stance and size ofleaves, and slightly pinched ovaries, all clone-like in their similarity (Bowra

l  996)
In North America, strains are grouped into 'collective species' each 'comprised of a few to numer-

ous true-breeding phenotypes that share common genetic and certain related phenotypic characteris-

tics' (Dietrich 1991); for example, North American O. hiennis consists of hundreds if not thousands of

strains (Cleland 1972 p.304). There is pressure for Europe to include both O. biennis and 0. cemhrica

in the collective North American O. biennis; but while O. combrica seems likely to be of recent North

American origin, European O. biennis may be a much earlier strain with different characteristics which

came the other way round the globe (Harte 1994, Bowra 1995).

Subgenus Oenothera species in Britain (see also Appendix A)

O biennis. probably the first British species (c.1650) but leafvariations (Bowra 1992) indicate either

more than one strain or subsequent minor hybridisation. Once widespread in gardens (where small

homogeneous colonies occasionally still survive) it rs now rare and becoming rarer, seldom ifever

surviving in hybrid swarms. But, as best shown in swarms of two species, it remains generally

their most common component.
O. cambrica: the earliest known specimen dates from I 833 (Rostanski I 982); hybrids in South Lanca-

shire were earlier (see below and Appendix B). I have yet to find a homogeneous colony of
O. camhrica but, unlike O. biennis and O. glazioviana. plants fitting the description survrve in

hybrid swarms (up ro 209'o but usually fewer (Bowra 1992), which may be due to a measure of

self-pollination - see below). The species and/or its hybrids may be found anpvhere rn the British
Is les.

O. glazioviana: the most recent (c. 1860) and generally less common in hybrid swarms, still grown in
gardens and escapes are not infrequent. Individuals remain very true to type. An extensive
homogeneous colony exists on and near Burgh Island in South Devon, but the species seldom if
ever survives in hybrid swarms.

Origin and distribution of O. cambrica

O. camhrica was named by Professor K. Rostanski in 1977 after a visit to South Wales to solve what
were described as some nagging identification problems (McClintock 1978) He also found

O. cambrica-type plants without red bulbous-based hairs which he named var. impunclalo (Rostanski

1982); but in 1989 he determined similar plants from the same vicinity as O. hienni.s t O. camhrica
(Bowra 1992, see Appendix C)

Rostanski considered Ihat O. camhrica probably came across the Atlantic from North America to
a South Wales port in the l8th Century. He also considered it 'confined to Wales, Jersey and Southern
England northwards to Llangollen' (Rostanski 1982) But early O. camhrica hybrids in South
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Lancashrre suggests possible introduction through more than one port over a period oftime, perhaps of
more than one similar strain. However, there is at present no reasonable alternative but to assume that

alf taxonomic characters of 0. cambricq found in British hvbrids derive from that soecles.

Identification di{Iiculties
ln Epilobium. identification diffrculties arise by 'the failure of some botanists to examine critically the
proven diagnostic characters, notably the quality ofthe indumentum' (Stace 1975 p.246).

This dictum also applies to Oenolherq (also in the Onagraceae). But while in Epilobium the leaves
and the quantity of the indumentum have considerable phenotypic plasticity, this is not so in
true-breeding Oenothera. As with other genera, plants vary according to site and other conditions but
'they 

do not exhibit plasticity in the taxonomic characters' (pers. comm. C.A. Stace 1992); neither is
there introgression 'looked upon as taking place when the conditions are not conducive to the
establishment of hybrid swarms' (Stace 1975 p 49). It follows that mixed taxonomic characters should
not be regarded as mutations ('conspicuous by their rarity' (Cleland 1972 p.326)), plasticity or
introgression but as evidence of hybridity (which underlines the need for complete mature specimens
preferably fresh or with colour notes).

Observations at Emscote and elsewhere have shown that whenever subgenus Oenolhera species
meet they will hybridise. In genera.l, with good specimens, two species hybrids are relatively easy to
identify; species and triple hybrids ifonly because ofoverlapping characters are much more uncertaln.

With only an absence of red bulbous-based hairs as a positive taxonomic character, this applies
particularly to O. bienni,s. site helps (never in a hybrid swarm (but as seeds have little natural mobility,
perhaps on the fringes)) as does also the absence of all the taxonomic characters of the other two
specles.

Homogeneous colonies ofspecies or hybrids are rare or very rare, usually small and isolated: close
observation during more than one season is needed. Similarly, a selection of specimens from any
colony is essential if meaningful results are to be obtained.

O. cambrica hybrids in South Lancashire
Recent examination of herbarium specimens (LIV and MANCH) has shown beyond reasonable doubt
that the abundant subgenus Oenolhera population of South Lancashire consists almost entirely of
old-established hybrid swarms dating back to before 1832, and that they include frequent previously
unrecorded hybrids with O. camhricct (see Appendix B). Professor C.A. Stace in Hybridization (1975
p.265) noted that 'In parts ofv.c. 59 all plants which resemble O. biennis in fact have many red-based
hajrs on the stems'. These hairs were almost certainly derived from O. cambrica.

Out of 78 specimens (many from the last century), O. cambrica appeared in at least 42 hybrids,
O. glazioviana in 46 and O. biennis in 58. There were no 'pure' 

O. cambrica or O. biennis but two
immature specimens fined the description of O. glazioviana. Nl 26 plants previously identified as
O. hiennt.s (except one O. .ttricla (Fragrant Evening-primrose)) were hybrids or possible hybrids with
O. cambrica and bore irttle visual resemblance to the true plant found in old gardens or at Emscote in
1979 Nine with a possible further 18 were the triple hybrid O. glazioviana x O. biennis " O. cambrica

1: g r fallax * O. cambrica (Stace 1997)).

All taxonomic characters of O. cambrica were seen except the longer than wide petals (but most
petals were not measurable). The species was mostly revealed by a scarcity of glandular hairs (34

specimens), l4 had the distinctive leaves (but many specimens lacked stem leaves, particularly the
lower ones), and only one had the larger capsules (but many specimens had very immature or no
capsules).

In an address to the Cheltenham Natural Science Society in 1915, Charles Bailey described what
he considered to be a mutation, the pistil ofa plant from St Anne's-on-the-Sea. a'stigma. . . larger
than usual, and its four divisions lay at the base of the corolla, the style being suppressed or nearly
suppressed, the anthers stood fully half an inch above the style'. This typical pistil of O. cambrica
appeared in l4 specimens
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Other recent records
Elsewhere in the British Isles, specimens involving O. cambrica have been received from Glasgow
and Morayshire in Scotland and dunes at Portmarnock near Dublin. In Wales in 1996, 20 specimens
from a small area of the large colony at Harlech comprised two apparently'pure' O. cambrica and lg
O. htennis x O. cctmbrica, seven with traces of O. glazirniana (see Uelow). Small colonies of
O. bienni.s 'O. cambrica with a few apparently'pure' O. camhrica continue to be lound elsewhere in
Britain, mostly on or near railways.
' Disappearing characters'
Some hybrids have only traces of a progenitor. for example, near Swansea in South Wales in 19g9, a
group of six plants among the widespread green-sepalled o. hienni.s , o. camhrica on crymlyn
Burrorvs had red sepals and other redness (see Appendix C) and on Kenfig Burrows a single plant had
red sepals. No other o. glazioviana characters were noticed elsewhere (Bowra 1992).

In 1996. out of eleven specimens from a small area of a similar large colony at Harlech, eight had
hairs on the petal bases of which one also had very large bottom leaves Nine specimens from an
adjacent area had no o. glazioviara characters and none were seen elsewhere

In British subgenus Oenothero, red sepals and pilose petals are known only to occur tn (). glazir>
viatw or its hybrids. Their solitary survival invited speculation as to why other conspicuous chaiacters
had disappeared.

Clues from North America
In a monograph (1972), the late R.E. Cleland refers to dominant genes in subgenus Oenothera perma-
nently masking the recessives. ifa mutation'is recessive, rts exrstence may never become apparent,
since it will be masked by its dominant altele' (p229). and only'if a hybrid has' (a particular-genetic
arrangement) 'will 

there be a chance for recessive genes to become homozygous in tbllowing genera-
t ions '  (p 298)

However, as European O. hiennis sensu stricto diflers from North American O. hiennis bolh
genetically (Cleland p 304) and in behaviour (Bowra 1995, 1996), comparisons with North America
may be misleading. for example, despite a suitable floral arrangement, for some undetermined reason
the British plant rarely if ever self-pollinates, certainly not as rn North America where 'several 

lines
may exist side by side but independently at a single site, each isolated reproductively from the others
by reason ofits self-pollinating habit' (Cleland p 229)

A possible genetic explanation
All of the three Welsh colonies are away from habitation. Invasions by O. glaziovrunct are therefore
more likely to have been small and infrequent than, for example, at Oxwich and port Eynon dunes in
the Gower close to houses where in 1989 there were many O. glazioviana hybrids. I can only
speculate, but I suspect that the disappearance of characters is due to dominant qenes Dermanentlv
masking the recessives. that when, say, just one or two O. glu:trnrana invade a large lreely hybridising
colonv of O. biennis x O- combrica, their outnunrbered genes *ill sooner or later all become recessir.e
and the visibie characters permanently disappear

Such a phenomenon would also account for at least some regional variation and a greater uniform-
ity in old-established swarms; and rvith only three much-integrated -species, the effects could be easier
to observe in Britain than in Eurooe.

I also suspect that homogeneous Brirish colonies (including those of out-crossing 0. glazirnianct)
breed true not by self-pollinating, but by transmitting identical sets of dominant genes.

Conclusion
This article is only part ofthe latest ofa succession ofperiodic attempts by experts and others to solve
the problems of British subgenus Oenothera. In this instance, rare evidence of how rapidly a hybrid
swarm may be created - the transformation within eight years of a new colony at Emscote of r,.2000
mostly O. biennis (with c l0% hybrids) into a triple-hybrid swarm of ..4300 lwrth almost no species)
(Bowra 1992) has, with other observations, provided a logical reason lor the present British distribu-
tron. that it is primarily promiscuous hybridising and annual backcrossing that created and maintains
the hybrid swarms in which the large majority of British plants grow.



ln Oenothera, opinions are seldom undivided. Moreover, there remain at least remnants of a bias
against hybrids: 'Perhaps because they are still considered to be somewhat enigmatic or exceptional,
hybrids have not been given sufficiently detailed treatment in most taxonomic works' (Stace 1975). for
example, promiscuous hybridisation in important Rosa has only recently been accepted by professional
botanists (Graham & Primavesi 1993 pp l0-ll).

References in Floras to exceptional behaviour in Oenolhera are sparse. Flora Europaea (Raven
I 968 ) has a good account, the only British reference I know is in The Flora of the Briti.sh Isles 3rd ed.
(Claphanr 1987) The New Fkra (which follows the species limits opinion of K Rostanski) (Stace
1991 &. 1997) makes no mention and gives the impression that hybrids are no more than occasional.
Thus opinions will persist that most of these superficially similar plants should be determined to the
nearest species.

This, I suggest, disregards in particular the latent true-breeding potential of each and every
individual, and the backcrossing which for the large majority is a regular annual occurrence. To ignore
such exceptional behaviour is, in effect, to remove an interesting group from our flora.

Because of unique complexities, there will always be unique taxonomic difficulties; but they
should be acknowledged. The reality ofthe large majority ofBritish plants as 'failed' strains should be
recognised And the principle of'collective species' should be adopted (Dietrich 1991, Bowra 1996) if
only to rationalise minor variations and provide a more authentic taxonomy than one based on tfuee
true-breeding strains.
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Erratum
Oenothera in Britain, o gride lo identificalion (Bowra, January 1996). part of the penultimate
paragraph should read '(....red punctulation (very marked in O. cambrica, present or absent in
O. glazioviana and O. biennis')).
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BSBI members seeking a more modern alternative to JNCC's Recorder program have a choice of two

products currently available to them - A.litsite and BiofJa.se. This review examines and compares

them.
Both products are for IBM-compatible personal computers and use the Microsoft Windows

operating soflware. This gives them a graphical user interface and the ability for control through a

mouse. They are also both based, in whole or in part, on the Microsoft Acce.ss database program. This

is a widely-used product and is compatible with other software, such as plotting or mapping packages.

It is also relatively easily to customise for users with programming abilities.

There are three other important points of similarity. Aditstte and BioBase both come supplied with

the full Atlas 2000 species list. Species recording is therefore mainly a process of selection rather than

of'keyboard bashing'. Also, both can output results in a format consistent with Recorder and accept-

able to the BRC for Atlas 2000 work. This data includes Biological Record Centre species number,

grid reference, vice-county, date, recorder, distribution status and locality Finally, both can input data

to Dr Alan Morton's DMAP mapping program.

Aditsite Version 3.4

Background
AdttSite rs one of several software packages for biologists from Adit Ltd. The company was set up in

1988 by Paul Griffrths and his brother, and presently employs five people. There are currently 88

corporate and individual users ofAditSite, including Forest Enterprise (its original user), The Environ-

ment Agency, several universities and various county and district councils.

The product costs 1135.00, plus VAT, to the unsubsidised user. (There are special prices for vice-

county recorders and their nominees; these should be discussed with Cameron Crook (address on page

2)). Upgrades, which are usually annual, typically cost between f,10 to I,15. Maintenance is free.

AdttSite can be obtained fronr Adit Limited, Tyn Rardd, Dwyran, Anglesey LL61 61J.

Tel  0I248 430015; fax.  0I248 430'7 '7 l ,  e-mai l :  adi t@compuserve com

World Wide Web. http.//ourworld. compuserve.com/homepages/adit).

The Software
AdrtSite comes on two floppi, discs and is simply loaded. It works with Wrndows 3. l, 3 I l, 95 and NT

and on virtually any computer that can mn one of these. Paul Griffiths recommends a minimum

machine specification of Intel 486 processor, 8 Mbytes of RAM and a display resolution of at least

800x600 pixels (AditSite is usable, but awkwardly, with a 640x480 pixel display.)

This is  a 'mul t i -group'product ,  coming suppl ied wi th I is ts lor  b i rds,  insects,  mammals,  rept i les,
'amphibians'(twenty assorted aquatic creatures, including leeches), butterflies and moths, fungi,

molluscs, spiders and plants (the Atlas 2000 list). [t can display maps, diagrams and photographs of

sires or specimens It will also link with a CD-ROM of birds, not supplied by Adit, to play video clips.

ln Use

The picture below shows a typical record entry session in progress (working at 800x600 resolution).

The central window is the input screen. It is summoned either by pressing the left hand icon at the top

ofthe page or an 'Add' button at the bottom ofit (concealed by the map).

This data entry window contains details ofrecurring information for that set ofsightings, such as

vice-county, site name ('Locality'), map reference, recorder and date. The date is automatically set to

that ofthe session but can be entered directly.

The'Count ' f ie ld is  for  f iequency ofoccurrence.  and accepts s ingle-dig i t  inputs on the DAFOR

and Domln scales. 'status' is for the distributron status for the locality ('plant status nomenclature', in

Atlas 2000-speak) and is entered afresh for each species. 'Days' is for sightings meant to apply over a

period and is useful for time-based graphs and plots
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AditSite main entry window

Additional recurrent details can be entered in the optional window shown at bottom right, which is
activated by the 'More' button. The 'Diary' button opens a small window for free-form notes, should
the notes field on the central window not be capacious enough.

The left hand window shows a map of the area being worked on. This can be zoomed in and out
of and can have differently-sized grids overlaid on it (the l0 km grid is shown) Clicking on the map's
cursor enters that map reference on the central window, in a choice of codings, including DINTY.
(References can also be input directly and can be mixed within a data entry session.) This window can
also show pictures or photographs, or can be kept closed.

The uppermost two right-hand windows are showing the lepidoptera list and the BSBI list. Users
can have as many ofthese lists open as they need. Any one ofthe groups can be made an automatic
selection at start up.

Species'names can be shown in Latin or in English and in alphabetical or code number order. A
quirk ofthe sorting method means that the sequence ofthe latter is 10, 100, 1000 - 1999, 2000 - 2999
and so on. A more usual sequence (1, 2, 3, 4, etc.) will be incorporated in a future release of the
product.

The simplest way to select by name is to scroll down the species list, clicking the mouse button
when the cursor is in the right place. At that point, the name appears near the top of the central
window, in Latin and, if available, in English. The species number appears in the box on the left side
of the central window.

Alternatively, the user can have the software search for the species, in one of two ways. 'Find'

highlights on the species list the first species matching the search term, which can be all or part ofan
English or Latin name or BRC number. Further occurrences are found by repeated presses of the F3
key, in the usual Windows fashion.
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The other method is to 'List' search results (the next button down from the 'Find' button). These

appear in a separate window, shown on the right in the diagram. The user then selects from that

window, instead of from the complete species list.
Direct entry of BRC numbers is not possible. The user must use the find or list utilities for this.
Adding a record to the cumulative list for a session requires only that the 'Next' button be

pressed. The program first validates some ofthe inputs, such as date and grid reference. It then adds
that entry to the bottom of the cumulative list that appears behind the various small windows. (The

headings for it can be seen near the top ofthe screen. The width ofeach column is adjustable).
As the picture shous, having several windows open at this display resolution can obscure the

session list. The short manual that comes with the software (a printed version of the clear and
logically-organised help file) suggests moving or closing some windows to enable the list to be seen.
Another possibility, being considered by Adit, is to have the software indicate to users when a dupli-
cate entry is berng made, allowing them to make that a deliberate choice.

Once the user has checked the session list, and made any additions, modifications or deletions,
filing it takes a single mouse click. (Changes to an existing file can be made as easily.) Reports, plots

or graphs of the results are simple and pretty well foolproof to produce. Exporting to DMAP first
requires the setting up ofa link file, specifuing the l0 km squares to be used. This is fiddly to do, but
needs doing only once for a vice-county, say.

Exports are also possible in BSBI, tab delimited, comma delimited and flat file formats, to the
Windows clipboard and to other copies of AdilSite.

Aditsile's analysis and output options are extensive and sophisticated. [t cal, for exarnple, do
pattern matching, in which it searches for combinations of species to find sites with possibly similar
habitats. It can also do 'drill 

down' of report data, through to individual species or sightings. The
results can be output in a variety ofgraphs and plots

BioBase Version 7.5
Background
BioBa.se is produced by Mike Thurner, of Thurner Automation, who will be familiar to many BSBI
members as a Recorder instn.rctor. His original intention, last year, was to write an easy to use tiont
end lo Recorder The project 'just growed' into a piece of software, BioBase, that can be run on its
own as well.

Since launching it last June, Mike has sold about a hundred copies of the package to numerous
individuals and organisatrons. It has been adopted as the standard for county recorders by the Mammal
Society, the Bat Conservation Trust, the British Dragonfly Society, and the Bees, Wasps and Ants
Recording Scheme. lt is also approved by the BSBI.

IJioBase costs f75.00, plus VAT, for unsubsidised users. Discounts apply for BSBI vice-county
recorders and their helpers (details from Cameron Crook). They also apply for members ofthe other
bodies mentioned above. Telephone help is free for three months after purchase. Upgrades to copies
bought through the BSBI are distributed through it. BioBase can be obtained from Thurner Automa-
tion, Littleton Farmhouse. Littleton, Guildford, Surrey GU3 IHW (tellfax: 01483 304949, email.
1\likeTAuto@aol com)

The Software
The softr.r'are comes on four floppy discs, with a chorce of simple loading processes, depending on
rvhich vers ion of  Windows is being used. BioBase runs on Windows 3.1,  3.1I  and 95,  wi th an
additional Windows 95 version for users of Microsoft Access 97. Mike Thurner recommends a
rnachine with, at least, a 486DX 66 chip, 8 Mby'tes of RAM and l0 Mbytes spare on the hard disk.
BtoBase needs an 800'600 display as a minimum; trying to use it on anl.thing less is awkward.

This is a 
'single-group' product, with variants for the needs ofworkers in different groups. So far

as is possible, the BSBI version ofBloBare uses the same nomenclature as Recorder. This has a check-
list of 6,090 species, combinrng the older BRC plant list with that for Atlas 2000. It comes with
sample data, which can be replaced once the user is t-amiliar with the system (typically by working
through a useful  short  tutor ia l  provided).
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In Use
A typical recording session is shown in progress in the picture below (at 800t600 resolution). The
entry screen closely mimics a record card. It is summoned from one of seven menus on the opening
page, which is not visible at this stage. BioBcxe does not presently use icons, which would improve
this aspect ofusing the package.
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BktRase main entry window

The entry screen opens at the next empty'card'. At this point, the user can begin entering data or can
retrieve an existing card to work on. These can be selected either from the 'Find Card' button, if the
card number is known, or from the 'Browse' button. The latter method allows selection by various
criteria and offers a range of cards to choose from. Leaving the selection fields blank presents all the
cards for inspection and, ifneeded, editing.

The other buttons along the top ofthe card are as labelled. 'Species Count' tallies the number of
species for that card, which is useful when the list is too long to display. 'Copy Header' allows repeti-
tive information to be carried over to a new card, from the current or an earlier session. 'Cancel

Header' obliterates it.

The 'Save,4'{ext' button files the completed card and brings up a fresh one. 'Close' closes the
entry card window, without saving the card being worked on.

The smal l  window label led 'Source' ,  upper lef t ,  automat ical ly  shows the basis for  the entr ies as
being a field record. The other selectable possibilities are literature references, such as floras, and
herbaria. Next to that window are the fields for the names ofthe recorder and the'determiner'. who
confirms the record when needed.

All these fields use drop-down lists ('combo boxes', in programming parlance), as do several
other fields on the form. With the exception of the species list, the details on all these drop down lists
can be entered or edited by the user. This is done as a separate operation, either fiom the 'File' menu,
at toD left ofthis screen. or via the menus on the first screen the user sees.
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The design ofthe date fields (upper right) is chosen to ensure accuracv, somewhat at the expense
of convenience. There is no default date automatically entered, for instance, except when header
details are being carried over. Also, abbreviated entries, such as '3/819"1', are impossible. (Adilsite
accepts truncated daylmonth/year dates, automatically turning them into the full date string.)

Vague dates, such as the year alone or month and year, are accepted (by both packages) but only
BioBase bars future dates. It handles date ranges well. The default setting is 'date in year' (that is,
contemporaneous) but it can also deal with dates before and after the current year, year ranges and, for
literature, year of publication.

The fields in the next block down are also mostly self explanatory. The 'Notes' field has room for
a lO0-character entry, like that shown, which is concealed when the X-box above it is clicked empty.
The 'Survey' fields underneath the entries for vice-county, district and so on is for sightings made
outside formally defined zones. The place these were made can be described in a boxed labelled
'Location', presently concealed by the Notes entry. (If several visits are made to any location, it can
easily be turned into a site.)

Map references can be entered in various ways, including orthodox alpha-numeric, numeric,
tetrads, Irish form and UTM. (A separate record card must be filled out for each map reference and for
each human recorder). 'Habitat' offers 108 possibilities; 'Cons[ervation] Status' offers 62. The
temperature and altitude entries are optional.

The bottom block offields is where species selection is made and recorded. Entries can be made
by BRC code (at the point where the number '1098' appears) or alphabetically. Numerical entry is fast
and efiicient when working from a field card, for example.

Alphabetical entry can be done in two ways. One is to begin typing the species name on the entry
line (where 'Lamium album' appears in the picture). The program fills in the rest ofthe name once the
user begins typing it in. As more letters are typed in, so the number of possibilities diminishes until the
required species is displayed.

An advantage of this method, and the use of BRC numbers, is that species entry can be done
solely from the keyboard. This is faster than having to combine keyboard and mouse use, as is neces-
sary with Aditsite. (Most ofthe fields on BloBase can be reached, in sequence, just by pressing the tab
or'Enter '  keys.)

N'louse use is necessary in the alternative alphabetical method for BioBase Clicking on the arrow
at the end ofthe name entry line lowers a species list. This shows the scientific name ofeach species,
and whether it is in the Atlas 2000 list, an alien, is scarce or rare, or any combination ofthese. It also
shows the BRC number.

Common or colloquial names are not shown, even though they are in the underlying database (and
are displayed in all the other versions of BioBase). This is a pity. English names can be a secondary,
almost subliminal, check on the correctness ofan entry and could usefully be incorporated here.

Once the correct species is selected, it is recorded by pressing the computer's 'Enter' key. (A
warning message appears when a duplicate species entry is about to be made.) The entry then appears
in the scrollable list at the bottom ofthe card (shown in the picture, with a rather improbable selection
ofspecies). Each addition usually appears at the top ofthe list but this does not happen every time, for
some reason. The width of the columns in the list can be altered.

Once in the list, each entry can have its frequency and distribution status noted, using the combo
boxes as demonstrated in the picture. Frequency indicators include DAFOR, Domin and Braun-
Blanquet systems. as defined by the BSBI data transler standard. A tick box for confirming each record
is provided for subsequent use.

At the end of a session, the card is filed away. The program checks on the validity and complete-
ness ofcertain entries, such as date and grid reference, before permitting this.

Reports can then be made by selecting from the main menus on the initial screen (not shown).
Although these are less advanced than those for AditSite, they are adequate for routine use and easily
produced. There are no charting or plotting options availablebut BioBese can link directly to DMAP
for the latter. It can transfer data into and fiom other BioBal;e systems and Recorder, and can export in
BRC format. (AditSite cannot import from Recorder directly.)
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BioBase can also export data as ASCII text and in Microsoft Excel and rich text formats. It comes
with an open system interface (BioExt) for Microsoft lcce.rs users, allowing bespoke queries, reports
and analysis, including access to English name of species.

Summary
A short review like this cannot dojustice to the range offeatures oleither ofthese products. I have
concentrated here on their data entry capabilities, which is where the average user will mostly be
engaged when doing Atlas 2000 work. AditSite and BioBose both represent a considerable improve-
ment over Recorder in this aspect alone and would present few difficulties to the computer novice,
either in learning or in use. The expert would get even more out ofeither ofthese products.

It is also clear that neither product is wholly superior to the other; each has its strengths and
weaknesses. Which the potential user should choose is very much, as the clichd has it, 'horses for
courses' .

BioBqse is better suited to the user who wants mainly to do species recording in a single group. Its
data entry methods are generally slicker and it can record more aspects ofa survey as standard. Accep-
tance ofherbarium and literary sources is a bonus, as its compatibility with Recorder. Being a single-
group product, it makes fewer demands on the computer's power. It is much the cheaper of the two to
the unsubsidised user.

Adilsile, by contrast, is a program designed to aid analysis as much as to automate species record-
ing. (Paul Griffiths has found the emphasis among users of it to be swinging towards recording and
highlighting indicators of species diversity.) lts graphing, plotting and reportrng features are excellent
and many users will find these alone make it worth the extra cost. Its ability to incorporate graphical
material is another distinguishing feature. Because it is a multi-group product, it needs a more power-
fu l  machine to get  the best  speed ofoperat ion.

In addition to these, relatively objective, aspects, there is the user's subjective response to take into
account. This is always an individual matter. In the case of these two products, it will largely depend
on how the intending purchaser reacts to each product's design 

'philosophy'. 
Some people find

electronic versions ofrecord cards restricting and rigid, while others find icons and pictures'flashy'. I
have tried in this review to give at least an inkling ofthe 'look and leel' ofthese products.

A better way to understand their working styles is to try them out, either using a colleague's copy
or by getting an evaluation copy from their suppliers. Either company would be willing to do this
(within reasonable limits).

One further matter should be borne in mind. Adit and Thurner Automation are not outposts of
American multinational operations, neither are they answerable to committees. Both are small,
independent and responsive contpanies. receptive to suggestions and liberal r.vith assistance. As experi-
enced computer users will know, the sort of customer relationship this makes possible is invaluable.
The package you buy front either company includes this, free.

My grateful thanks go to Paul Griffiths and Mike Thurner for their help with their respective
products and my questions about them, and to Cameron Crook, Trevor Dines, Gwynn Ellis, Alan
Morton and Joyce Smith for actin-e as sage sounding boards.

ROGER WHITEffiAD, l4 Amy Road, Oxted, Surrey RH8 OPX

DEVELOPMENT OF A BSBI WEB SITE

A BSBI World Wide Web site is currently under development by the authors. The site rvill contain the
following elements:

A general introductory page containing lirlks to.
. A section of membership information including an application form and Society Rules
. A Publications section, including Society publications and ordering information.
' A Field Meetings section, including a map of field meetings lrom rvhich inforrnation about each

meeting can be displayed by a mouse click on the site.
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. A Records section. Another interactive map of the British lsles showing the vice-counties which
allows information about each vice-county to be displayed. This will include vice-county recorders
(subject to approval) and local floras.

. A Conserv'ation section with links to matters of conservation interest (Code of Conduct, Use of
Wildllower seed. etc )

.  BSBI Bequest  Fund

. BSBI Database.

. A list ofbooks recommended for beginners.
' Useful addresses (from 8,1,91 Year Brnk 1997)
. Other links ofinterest to botanists.
We would be delighted to have any comments or suggestions for further content. Phone the editor for
details of the WWW address

MARK ATKINSON, 3 Spruce House, 80 Chapel Ash, Wolverhampton, WV3 0TT
Tel. 01902 772040, e-mail. matkinson@mercianet.co.uk

GWYNN ELLIS, Hon. General Secretary

NOTTCES (BSBr)

BSBI FIELD EXCURSION IN NORTHERN CYPRUS
25 March - 5 April 1998

This excursion will be led by Deryck Viney, a BSBI member who lives there, and who has recently
published a 2-volume Flora. lt will be based at the Dome Hotel, Kyrenia for the first week and then
move to Bogaz on the south coast so that the eastern end ofCyprus, the 'pan-handle', can be explored.
The price is {700 per head with a single room supplement ofonly !25, and includes flights, transport,
I I nights B & B, one dinner at the Dome and one at Bogaz.

For more details and a booking form please write to.

FRANKLYN PERRING, Green Acre, Wood Lane, Oundle, Peterborough PE8 5TP. Tel: 01832
273388, Fax:  0 l  832 274568

BSBI POSTCARDS

A reminder that these are still available 16 superb different postcards of plants frorn Britain and
Ireland produced on high quality card, and promoting the Society.

P leasesend f2 .50p lus50pp&p fo rase t ,  o rL4 .75  f o r2se t s to (andchequepayab le to ) :

ANITA PEARMAN, The O)d Rectory. Frome St Qurntrn, Dorchester, Dorset, DT2 OFIF

NOTICES (NON BSBT)

SENSORAMA AT THE ROYAL BOTANIC GARDEN EDINBURGH
'Sensorama', is the first hands-on botany exhibition to be targeted specifically at children and offers a
least for all the senses Speaking about Sensorama. Dr Tan Darwin Edwards, Head of Public Educa-
tion, said 'We knorv that children do not only learn by sight and sound and the Sensorama progranme
will involve all the senses in a project which will introduce young people to some basic biological
concepts such as pollination and seed dispersal. The original exhibition is quite small but we believe it
will be very popular, especially with families. It is our intention to expand the Sensorama project as
funds become avai lable'
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Start-up funds for Sensorama, which is a permanent exhibit, came from a Royal Society of
London COPUS development grant for the public understanding of science. The TSB Foundation for
Scotland also contributed funds for the setting up of two new microscope benches designed for easy
access by children and wheelchair users.
For further information contact:

ANGELA KILDAY (Press Officer), RBG, 20 Inverleith Row, Edinburgh EH3 5LR
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JOHN RAY AND HIS SUCCESSORS: THE CLERGYMAN AS BIOLOGIST

Thursdav l8 March to Sundav 21 March 1999

A joint conference of the John Ray Trust, the Institute of Biology's History Committee and the Society

for the History of Natural History

John Ray (1627-1705) was one ofthe most important biologists in the history ofthe subject and this

conference will celebrate all aspects of his life and work. He was ordained and his religious beliefs

informed his work and were widely influential. The conference will go on to consider the Britrsh

clergy (or their families) who were biologists and their distinctive contributions to both church and

science. This would include theology, social roles and individual biographies. The third focus of the

conference will be the current experience of people who are both clerics and biologists Keynote

addresses will be given on each ofthese three themes.

The conference will be held in Braintree, Essex - Ray's home town - coinciding with the town's
800th anniversary celebrations. Braintree has a train seryice lrom London, is close to the Al2 and the
M I  l .  and rs rn easy reach of  Stansted Airpon.

Call for papers: Conference participants are invited to present papers. Please send an abstract (250

words) by I March 1998 to Nigel Cooper at the address below.

Register your interest to receive further details by sending your contact details to Nigel Cooper

Rev NIGEL COOPER, The Rectory, 40 Church Road, Rivenhall, Witham, Essex, CMS 3PQ, UK
Tel . .  (+44) (0)1376 511161. E-mai l  p lease leave messages for  Nigel  Cooper 's at tent ion on

cgw23@cam.ac.uk

PS. With reference to the note by Frank Penfold in BSBI News 75. 14, Braintree D.C did more than

celebrate John Ray in 1986, it formed the John Ray Trust. This Trust administers scholarships and

bursaries for budding naturalists, though as yet lew are available. The Trust also promotes Ray and the

causes he believed in in other ways. such as the above conference.

NEW DIRECTIONS IN SYSTEMATICS: HERS6NISOS, CRETE
l5-18 October 1997

The final Workshop being organised by the European Science Foundation's Network in Systematic
Biology will be on New Directir.tns in Systematics and will take place between 15-18 October at
Hers6nisos, Crete. The Worksop will have the important objective of developing the framework for a
proposed programme in Systematic Biology, which it is hoped will be funded by the European Science

Foundation.
For further details please contact:

NICOLA DONLON, Science Policy Coordinator, The Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road,
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Future Conferences & Symposia / Requests

XVI INTERNATIONAL BOTANICAL CONGRESS
SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI, USA

26 September to 7 August 1999

The XVI lnternational Botanical Congress, Saint Louis, USA, will provide a forum for presentation

and discussion ofthe latest advances in the plant sciences among botanists worldwide.

An person interested in plant biology is invited to attend. The full registration fee will allow
attendees admittance to all scientific sessions and receptions. There will be reduced fees for students
and associated members. The Nomenclature Section runs from 26-30 July and the Congress proper

l rom l -7 August .
lfyou are interested in attending, or want further details, please aontact:

Secretary General, XVI IBC, c/o N{issouri Botanical Garden, P O. Box 299, St Louis, MO 63166-0299

LISA Fax (0 1 ) 3 1 4 51'1 9589, E-mail ibcl 6@)monbot org, Web site: http://www.ibc99.org

RBQUESTS

CONTACTS WITH RUSSIAN BOTANISTS

I am currently researching Soviet and post-Soviet government policy on wildlife conservation, particu-

larly of botanically significant sites This includes the past and present management of the special
reserves (the so-called zapovedniki). I would welcome the opportunity to discuss such matters with
any Russian botanists knowledgeable on the subject, and request contact with any known to members.
I am able to read Russian (especially with rny volume of Smirnitsky to hand) but in the time-honoured
manner peculiar to Englishmen am less clever at speaking it. However, where there's a will . . .

RODNEY L. COLE, ElizabethCottage, BellsHill Road, Vange, Basildon, Essex, SSl6 5JT

FLOWf,R DEVELOPMENT

The John lnnes Centre is examining the molecular and genetic basis of variation in flower develop-
ment and wishes to locate current examples of the following.
1 Peloric (radially symmetrical) forms of Common Toadflax (Linaria wlgaris)
2. Mixed or adjacent populations of Wild Carrot (Daucus carota) thal show variation in the presence

or absence ofthe enlarged pigmented central flower.
3. Mixed or adjacent populations of Lesser Knapweed (Centaurea nigra) that show variation in the

presence or absence ofray florets.
Dr E. Coen, John Innes Centre, Norwich Research Park, Colney, Norwich NR4 TLrH would be
delighted to hear fronr any members rvho have infbrmation on suitable plant populations. Those who
can help should rvrite to the above address or FAX him on 01603-456844

DAVID J McCOSH, Baconsthorpe Old Rectory, Holt, Norfolk NR25 6LU

COVERED WALKS

The Tourist Oftice of La Reid (Belgium) is currently setting up an inventory of covered walks in
Europe (especially hornbeam covered walks). They would greatly appreciate details of any covered
walks known to nrembers or the addresses of anv oreanisation or individual which misht be able to
helo.
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Please send all information to:

La Reid Tourist Offrce, attn. Michael Mathieu, 848, Basse-Desni6, 8-4910 La Reid, Belgium.
Tel  :  & Fax:  +3287 37 63 28

BOOK NOTES

BSBI HANDBOOKS

No 2 Umbellifers of the British Isles by T.G. Tutin (1980)

Because ofdelays in the revision ofthis Handbook, it hasjust been reprinted. Copies are available at
f.1000 (inc. p & p) from BSBI Publications, Green Acre, Wood Lane, Oundle, Peterborough
PE8 5TP (Tel. 01832 273388 Fax 01832 274892) A substantial amount ofwork has been done by the
authors of the planned new edition (with distribution maps), Stephen Jury, Sabina Knees and Menyn
Southam, and I hope to announce the expected date ofpublicat\on in BSBI New.r before long.

No 8 Pondweeds of Great Britain and lrelandby C.D. Preston (1995)

In the 1996 reprint the following minor corections were made. They are given here for the benefit of
members who have a copy of the original printing (which lacks'Reprinted 1996'on the back of the
title page).

Page 8, l ine 13: 'Lyal l ' for 'Lyel l ' .

P a g e 2 2 ,  l i n e 2 0 : ' P o t a m o g e t o n s ' f o r ' P o n d w e e d s ' .
Page 28, last line: 'obsolete' for'obselete'.
Page 107, line l0: 'South Africa' for'East Africa'.
Page 127, line 5 up. '16' for '6' (for option 4b).
Page 135, l ine 2 up: 'Lyal l '  for 'Lyel l ' .
Page222, line 14 'acute' for'acuminate' (but 'acuminate' remains in line 16).
Page 228, line 2 up '25'- deleted
Page278, left of 'E': smudges deleted.

No 9 Dandelions of Great Britain and lrelandby A.A. Dudman & A.J. Richards (1997)

Just as this Handbook was going to press, Peter Sell gave me the correct date and place ofpublication
for Taraxacum parnassicum Dahlst. (I silesiacum Dahlst. ex Hagl. of D.H. Kent's (1992) List ctf
Vctscular Plants of the British Isles). It was still possible to correct the date of publication of this
species but not to incorporate the relevant reference. The following corrections are required.

8 l

Page 53, line I
Page 57, line l:
Page 329, l ine 18

'Dahlst. (1929a)' for'Dahlst. (1929)' (for 3 T. argutum)
'Dahlst.  (1929b)'  for 'Dahlst.  (1929)'  ( for 5a T. parnassicum)
'DAHLSTEDT,H. 1929a'for 'DAHLSTEDT. H 1929 '

Page329, afterl ine2l: Addit ionof 'DAHLSTEDT,H l929b lJbereinigeoriental ische
Taraxacum- ArIen. Acla Horti bergiani.9. l-36, 2 pp. ofplates.'

Andrew Dudman tells me that he has prepared a document listing the provenance of the herbarium
specimens used for the silhouettes which illustrate this Handbook. He would be happy to provide a
copy to anyone who would find this useful. His address is Holebeck House, Cleator Moor, Cumbrra
CA25 5FID (TeI.01946 810430, e-mail  adudman@aol.com).

PHILIP OSWALD, Editor of BSBI Handbooks, 33 Panton Street, Cambridge CB2 lHL

Editors note. Ifany member has a BSBI handbook that they no longer need, or needs a handbook that
is our of print, please let me know. I will try and put the two together.
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DANDELION HANDBOOK LAUNCH

The new BSBI handbook Dandelions o/ ()reut IJritein and [reland tt as successfullv launched at the

Linnean Society,  London on N' lay 22nd. A ta lk on'The interest  of  Br i t ish and l r ish dandel ions'by one

ofthe authors, John Richards, was followed by a rvine and bufttt lunch in the library and a short talk
by the second author,  Andrew Dudman on'The making of  the book' .  This del ight fu l  occasion was

enhanced by the presence of Mrs Bertha Haworth, the widow of Chris Haworth to whom the book is
dedicated with the words.

' to the memory of CHRIS HAWORTH,
who would, but for his untimely death,

have been one ofthe authors ofthis book,
and without whose pioneering work

its treatment would have been much less comolete.'

Ardrew Dudman, Bertha Haworth and John Richards at the launch, 22ndMav 1997
Photo O B Haworth. 1997

EDITOR

PUBLICATIONS FROM THE ROYAL BOTANIC GARDEN EDINBURGH

A new catalogue is now available rvhich gives details of the varied publications available lrom the
RBGE. To obtain a copy,  p lease contact .

Print and Publications Section, Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh, 20A lnverleith Row, Edinburgh
EH3  5LR  Te l  0131  5527171  Fax  0131  552  0382 ,  e -ma i l .  pps@rbge  o rg .uk
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REPORTS OF FIELD MEETINGS - 1996

Reports of Field Meetings are edited by, and should be sent to, Dr Alan Showler who has replaced Dr
Brian Rushton. Alan's address is 12 Wedgewood Drive, Hughenden Valley, High Wycombe, Bucks,
I{Pl4 4PA, TeI.. 01494 562082. For reasons of space, four reports are being held over until the next
lssue.

BSBI EXCURSION TOWENGEN, SWITZERLAND, 1996
June l9'" - July 3""

The weather did not co-operate! After more than 20 years of botanical visits to Wengen in June and
July, in 1996 we had the most difiicult weather conditions that I have known on those dates. Following
unusually warm weather in May - and earlier in 1996 there was an early snow melt and the spring
alpines had mostly flowered by May at the 1,300 m Wengen height. Normally we would then have
explored higher on the mountains, but soon after we arrived, clouds blotted out the promised spectacu-
lar views of the peaks, and for ten days rain, hail, blizzard and snow kept us at lower levels. However
at last the snow peaks of the famous Eiger, Monch, Jungfrau, Breithorn and Tschingelhorn skyline
reappeared shining in the sun, and the meeting ended as it should have begun.

In spite ofthese restrictions, this BSBI group added an amazing 87 new plants to the list which
had been built up over the visits ofpast years. This was largely due to the unflagging enthusiasm of
Trevor Evans and his special interest in grasses, as well as the sharp eyes and keen interest of all
members of the group. The localities that we visited in the two weeks included. Wengernalp &
Biglenalp, Eigergletscher, Mannlichen & Kleine Schiedegg, Schynige Platte, Lake Thun and the
Stechelberg Nature Reserve. The Bernese Oberland in the central Alps has a good basic alpine flora,
including many ofthe traditionally favourite alpine flowers as well as plants oflocal and special inter-
est. The Tumpet Gentian, (jentiana acattlis, for which the Wengen area is famed were mostly in fruit
at 1,300-2,200 m at the time of our visit, but were found in flower when we were able to climb higher.

The ten species of gentian seen in flower also included G. brachyphylla and (i. hqvarica. We were
only just in time (in this unusual season) to see Cypripedium calceolus (Lady's-slipper Orchid) in
flower, and also saw Epipaclis microphylla and Cephalanlhera rubra. the Red Helleborine (the
flowers are pink!) and Listera cordata (Lesser Twayblade).

Highlight plants of the holiday rncluded
('ctrex curvula, Kohresia simpliciuscula, Eleocharis uniglumi.s, Bromu.s benekenii, Saxtfruga
bryoides, Lalhyrus laevigahts, Androsqce helvelico, Aquilegia alpina AIso I'rimula auricula,
P. hirsuta, P. integrtfolia and the hybrids P. x heerii (P. hirsuta r P. integrifolia) and
p. x pubescens (P. auricula x P. hirsuta) rdentified for us here by the late Dick David. And
Hypericum mqculalum subsp. maculatum (Iater det. for us by Norman Robson as the subspe-
cies very rare in Britain, with scattered records in Central Scotland only and possibly intro-
duced in England). lJso Galium megaktspermum (Swiss Bedstraw), Laserpitum siler
(Surmountain), Barlsia alpina, Viola ceni.sia (Mt Cenis Pansy), Monesis unifloro and the
white alpine hlies, Anthericum liliago (St Bernard's Lily) and Paradiseo lilia.irum (St
Bruno's or Paradise Lily).

In view ofthe grand total ofplants new to the list. the reward for new additions rashly offered at the
start of the holiday had to be amended to a more communal celebration on the last evening! It was a
pleasure to take this group whose enthusiasm, interest (undeterred by the weather) and philosophical
cheerfulness, made this a very enjoyable BSBI meeting.

MARY BRIGGS, 9 Arun Prospect, Pulborough, West Sussex RH20 IAL
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ADVERTISEMEN'TS

BOTANICAL HOLIDAYS OVERSEAS 1998
WITH COX & KINGS

Many tours led by BSBI members:

Ntalay'sia John fuchards Januarv
Morocco Martin Jacobl Feb
Gozo. Malta Man Briggs March
Northem Cyprus Tony & Sylvia Kemp March
Samos Brian & Eileen April

Anderson
Andalucia Martin Jacobv March
Corsica Marl'Briggs April
Gargano. Italv Ton1,& Sylvia Kenrp April
Central Asia Simon Davey May
The Lot, France Tony'& S-"-lvia Kemp Mai

Slovakia &
Moravia

Frcnch Pvrenees
Wengen,

Switzerland
Dolomites, ltall
Mexrco
South Africa
Corfu
Andalucra
Morocco

John Montgomen

Peter Jepson
Mary Briggs

Mary Briggs
Allen Coombes
Mary Briggs
Simon Davey
Martin Jacoby
Martin Jacobl'

June

June
June

July
Jul1"
Augusl
Oct.
Sept.
Nov.

For details of any of these Botany & Wildflower Tours contact:

CAROLINE COTTON, Cox & Kings Travel Ltd, Gordon House, l0 Greencoat Place, London
SWlP IPH Te l  (Tues  Thurs . )  0 l7 l -873-5002
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WILDLIFE IRAVEL
. EXPERT GUIDES, EXCINNG WILDLIFE

O FRIENDLY AND CONVIVIAL COMPANY
. CONCERN FOR THE LOCAL ENVIRONMENT

. COMFORTAELE ACCOMMODATION ANO TMVEL

CYPRUS 10 ' 17 November
Autumn bulbg - Richard Hobbs

EILAT 15 - 22 March
Red Sea bi.ds & floweF - Jeffery Eoswall

ALGARVE COAST 14 - 21 April
Spring flowe6 - FGnklyn Perring

SARDINIA 18 - 25 April
Spring floweF - Chris Donnelly and ltalian guides

KAKAOU & KIMBERLEYS 29 May.15  June
Wldlife - Franklyn Pering & Aust.alian Euides

SOUTHERN FRANCE 6 - 13 June
Parntrno & wrldlife ' John & Jane Paige

SHETLAND & FAIR ISLE 2 - 14 July
Birds & floweE - Franklyn Pering

SWITZERLAND 11 - 18 July
Alpine floweF. Pete MurEy

BOTSWANA Sept. Oct
Wildlife safari - Jeffery Eoswall & local guides

NEW ZEALANO Nov - Oec
Wild floweG - Richard Hobbs

For newsletter and brochure contact

H6asa mehtton thts advod whe @nladng us

WILDLIFE TRAVEL
Gen Acre, Wood Lane, Oundle, Peterborough PE8 sTP
fel O'1E32 274892 Fax 01 832 274568

l99B BOTANICAL WALKS, led by Lance Chilton
La Gomera - February
Akamas, Cyprus - March
Plakias, Crete - April
Thasos, Greece - May

Expert, friendly, informal guiding.

Marengo fublications 22 RiverVew Retford, Notts DN22 7UL
TellFax 01777-705588 E-mail : Marengopub@aol,com

Also available - Floro of Crete: o Supplement. 1997 - by Chihon & Tudand.
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WALKS WITH CRETE'S SPRING FLOWERS

Five-day walks at two different locations in the extreme South West of Crete Four separate weeks

commencing Tuesdays 14th April 5th May; during thrs last week we walk from Crocus at the snow
line through Cyclamen and Peonies, to Oleander flowering at the coast.

Further information from:

JEFF COLLMAN.2I  Beech'uvood Avenue. Mi lber,  Neu.ton Abbot.  Devon TQl2 4LJ.
Tel  :  0 l  626 683 I  8.

STOP PRESS

A NATURAL HISTORY OF SUTTON PARK
PART I: THE VASCTTLAR PLANTS

As promised in BSlll News 75. 26, I now infornr members that a second and updated edition of this

booklet has been printed. Copies are available from BSBI Publications, Green Acre, Wood Lane,

Oundle.  Peterborough, PE8 5TP (01 832 273388) at  t4 00 including p & p

HAROLD H FOWKES, 2l Tudor Grove. Streetly. Sutton Coldfield. B'14 2LL

NATIVE STOCK OF ANTHEMIS ARVENSISWANTED

We are desperately trying to obtain a few grams of truly native Anlhemis arvensis (Corn Chamomile)
lor growing on so that it can be circulated around seed merchants tbr inclusion within wildflorver seed
mixtures The seed presently available appears to be the very similar but alien A. ctuslriacrr and rt is

th is that  rs inc luded in most seed mixes.
If any member can help we would be very grateful.

DAVID JENKINS, Wrldf lower Ol lcer .  Johnsons Seeds,  London Road, Boston,  L incs.  PE2l  8AD.
Te l  0  I  205  i 6505  I

ORCHIS MILITARIS AND O. SIMIA

We are collecting old records of Orchis militari.s and O. simia and having found many interesting and
unpublished records in several of the major British herbaria, are wondering how many other
'unknown' specimens and localitres exist in the smaller herbaria in Britain and Ireland.

lf any member knows of such specimens we would be most grateful for details.

BILL IIAVERS & ROD D'AYALA, Countryside, Abbotsbrook, Bourne End, Bucks SL8 5QS

The Editor Gun'nn Ellis can be contactcd by phone or fax on 01222-496042 or e-mail: bsbihgsZlaol.com

All text and illustrations appearing in BSBI News and its Supplements are copyright and no reproduc-
tion in any form may be made without written permission from the Editor.

Offers and special tcnns applr onlr to nrcnrbers ofthc Societt and copies arc not available on an cxchange
basrs.

8.58/New,r (ISSN 0309-930X) is publishcd b1 the Botanical Societl ofthe British Islcs.

Enquines concerning thc Societ.v's activrties and mcmbership should be addrcssed to:
ThcHon Gencral  Secretan.c/oDept.ofBotanr.The Natural  His loryMuseum.Cromrvel l  Road.London

SW7 5BD.  Te l :  0 l 7 l  938  8701
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